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PREFACE.

THE present Treatise is intended as an introduction to

the study of the Differential and Integral Calculus, but

will be found to contain what is necessary to know in

order to pass on to the subjects which presume a know-

ledge of the Calculus.

I have endeavoured to make this book suitable not

only for the mathematical student, but also for men like

engineers and electricians who require the subject for

practical applications, to whom even a slight knowledge
of the notation and methods of the Calculus is becoming
more and more indispensable.

Hitherto in this country the influence of Newton,

although the inventor of Fluxions, has been employed
to delay the study of this subject, and make a know-

ledge of it the privilege of a select few
; my object in

writing this treatise has been mainly to present the

subject in as simple a manner as possible, in order to

encourage a larger number of students to cultivate it.

In order, however, to keep the size of the book within

reasonable limits, it is assumed that the reader has

already acquired a knowledge of the elements of the

subject of Algebra, Trigonometry, and Co-ordinate
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Geometry, as given, for instance, in the treatises of

Hall and Knight, J. B. Lock and C. Smith
; accordingly

I have at once proceeded to explain the operation and

application of Differentiation with as little preliminary

explanation as possible.

I have followed the recent American treatises of Rice

and Woolsey Johnson, Byerly and J. H. Taylor, on this

subject in introducing the notion of Time as an inde-

pendent variable, and the associated ideas of velocity

and acceleration, in order to afford illustrations of the

use of the Calculus; this is after all only a return to

the Method of Fluxions as invented by Newton, and

carried out by Maclaurin and other writers in this

country, until supplanted by the notation of the

Differential Coefficients of the foreign mathematicians.

The Doctrine of Fluxions is a useful and rigorous
method of presenting the elementary ideas of the flow

of varying quantities, and is employed in the treatises

of Rice and Woolsey Johnson under the name of the

Method of Rates
;
but the notation for a fluxion, for

instance x the fluxion of x, though easily written is

difficult to print, and has the inconvenience of not

indicating the independent variable, so that the notation

CtC
of Leibnitz,

-^-
instead of x, is now used almost uni-

versally in printed books; and this notation it is now

proposed to print in the form dx/dt, in order to econo-

mize space.

The chief novelties in the present work consist, first,

in carrying on the subjects of the Differential and of

the Integral Calculus together, instead of, as is usual,

completing the Differential before passing on to the
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Integral Calculus; secondly, in the use of the hyperbolic
functions in conjunction with the ordinary circular

trigonometrical functions, in order to preserve an exact

analogy, which is not apparent when only the exponen-
tial and logarithmic functions are employed.
The notation of sinh, cosh, tanh, etc., to denote the

hyperbolic sine, cosine, tangent, etc., has been employed,
in accordance with what appears to be now the most

universal custom.

I have ventured also, in order to preserve symmetry,
to introduce the inverse hyperbolic functions, and, fol-

lowing Byerly, to denote them by sinh"
1

,
cosh" 1

, tanh"
1

, etc..

by analogy with sin"
1

, cos"
1

,
tan" 1

, etc.
;
this idea will be

found indicated in Bertrand's Integral Calculus, Chapter
I., but apparently has not been used, in consequence of

the cumbrousness of the notation there employed, namely,
sect, sin hyp., sect, cos hyp., sect, tang hyp., etc., in-

stead of the above.

By the use of the direct and inverse hyperbolic func-

tions in conjunction with the direct and inverse circular

functions, the Calculus is in my opinion considerably

simplified, and the student is led on more naturally and

readily to the consideration of the elliptic and other

functions. The consideration of these functions is how-
ever beyond the scope of the present treatise.

In order to exhibit more clearly the analogy and

symmetry between the circular and hyperbolic func-

tions, I have made a digression in Chapter I. on the

formulae of the addition equation (as it may be called

by analogy with elliptic functions) of ordinary trigono-

metry, showing how the formulae may all be deduced
from a single figure, with the corresponding relations

of the hyperbolic functions.
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Numerous collections of examples will be found

throughout the book, introduced at each point to illus-

trate what has immediately gone before.

The order of arrangement will be found in some

respects different to what is customary: for instance,

the idea of tracing simple curves from their equations

has been introduced into the first chapter, so far as is

necessary for the ordinary applications of the Integral

Calculus to finding the areas, etc., of these curves
;
the

general theory of curves being resumed in the last

chapter. Maxima and Minima also have been investi-

gated without the aid of Taylor's Theorem.

Change of the Independent Variable has only been

touched upon where necessary ;
the general theory

of Change of the Independent Variable, as well as

Lagrange's and Laplace's Theorems, and the Elimination

of Constants and Functions, have been omitted as beyond
the scope of an elementary treatise.

I have to thank Mr. A. G. Hadcock, Inspector of

Ordnance Machinery, Royal Artillery, for drawing the

diagrams, and also for revising the proof sheets and

preparing the index.

WOOLWICH,

December, 1885.
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CHAPTER I.

DIFFERENTIATION.

1. Definition of a Differential Coefficient.

If f(#) denotes any function of a variable quantity x, and

if f(x + h) denotes the same function of x + h when x

receives a small increment h, then the limiting value of

h
when h is indefinitely diminished is called the differential

coefficient of f(x) with respect to x, and is denoted by
df(x)
T or f'(x). This may be conveniently expressed as

dx
~

h

(It) being the abbreviation employed to denote the

limiting value as h is indefinitely diminished and

ultimately becomes zero.

Since (fx + h)- f(x) is the increment of f(x) correspond-

ing to the increment h of x, therefore It 1 -

is the ultimate ratio of the corresponding increments of

f(x) and x denoted by df(x) and dx, and ,
' measures

the rate of increase of f(#).

'

-

A
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2. Definition of a Function.

One quantity denoted by y or f(x) is said to be a

function of another quantity denoted by x when the

value of y or f(x) depends on the value of x.

The notation fx instead of f() will be used henceforth

when the argument consists of a single term like x.

Thus xz
,
x3

, x*, x
n

,
sin x, cos x, tan x, cot x, sec #, cosec x,

vers
, sin^a, cos~X tan'

1

^, cot"
1

^, sec"
1

^, cosec"
1

^, vers'
1

*,

a", logx, sinhtc, cosh a;, tanho:, sinh~ a

#, cosh'X tanh" 1

^,

etc., are simple functions of x, which we shall require

hereafter.

We shall proceed to differentiate them, that is to find

their differential coefficients.

3. Differential Coefficients of the Simple Functions.

It follows from the definition that

dx

dx

da?_, .(x + fif-
dx~ h

,.

=
dx

,- It
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And generally

dxn ,# + &" -x"
.
-T-

dx h

(expanding by the Binomial Theorem)

=lt

=lt

Here % may denote any number, positive or negative.

4. Again
c?sin #_, sin(o; + A,) sin a:

dx h

__, 2 cos(# + |/t)sin |/t
1 u j^

sin 111

Yr

For It cos(x + |/i)
= cos x,

,, sin A/i
and lt-jJ-=rl,

"9 /t/

if a; and therefore h is expressed in circular measure.

5. Definition. The circular measure of an angle J.OP

(fig. 1) is the ratio of the circular arc AP to the radius

OP.

Denoting the ratio of the circumference to the diameter

of a circle by TT, then the c.m. (circular measure) of a

right angle is |TT, of the angle of an equilateral triangle

is |TT, and so on.

Draw PM the perpendicular from P on A
,
and let

the tangent to the circular arc at P meet OA produced
in T; then according to the definitions of Trigonometry,
if denotes the c.m. of the angle AOP,
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Fig.l

M A T

MP OM
, p

Now JfP, J.P and PT are in ascending order of

magnitude, and

7 =coa9; therefore when 6=0, -=1.

Therefore also, when 9=0,

MP sin 9

AP~ '

~9~

PT tan 9and

Generally, when 9=0,

sinra0_m si

n9 ~r<

\ n9 J~\nJ'\~^S-J

Denoting sin 9 or tan 9 by h, then when h=0,

_
h

'
'

m
n'
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6. Again

dcosx_ , cos(x + h) cosx

dx h

_ -. 2 sm(x + f&)si
it-f

ft

17 .

# + h -r- sm x.

d tan o;_, tan( + ^) tan a;

cte /-

, . sin h , T .

=lt-r sec(# + A-)sec

d cot a;_ , coi(x + h)
- cot a?

dx h

, .sin /i , 7 . 2- It T cosec(a; + Ai)cosec x= - cosec

dx
_, sec a;

It

__, cos x cos(x + h)

h cos x GOS(X + h}

h cos x cos(x + h)

cos x cos(x + h) %h cos*x

and similarly

'*' d cosec x
'-=. - cosec x cot x.

divers x

dx
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Examples. 1. Determine from the definition the d.c.

(differential coefficient) with respect to x of

* If
'

sin "*

tan (ma? + n), tan a:
2
,
sin a;", x tan a:.

2. Obtain geometrically from figure 2 the d.c.'s of the

circular or trigonometrical functions.

3. Differentiate with respect to of: (i.) x", (ii.) sin a;,

(iii.)
tana;".

Fig.2

7. The trigonometrical formulae required in the pre-

ceding differentiations can be established as follows from

figure 2 :

Bisect the angle POQ by OR, and draw PRQT per-

pendicular to OR, and complete the figure.

Then, if the angle xOR is denoted by A, and ROP or

ROQby B:

sm(A + B}=
LP

-= + V?
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_NR OR pP RP
~OROP + RP OP
=sin A cos B + cos A sin B

; (1),

since the angle pPR=NOR=A.
And --

>~OQ-~OQ OQ

_NROR Qg RQ
~OR OQ~RQOQ
=sin A cos 5 cosA sin B .............. --(2).

Adding and subtracting (1) and (2),

sinA cos B= |sin(^4 + B) + |sin(J B) ............. (3),

cos AsmB=%sm(A +B}- |sin(^l B) ............. (4).

Again,'

D . OL ON pR

_ON OR pRRP
~OROP RPOP
:=cos-4 cos B sin .A sin B ................ (5).

And

Rq~n_*>-

ON OR Rg RQ

=cos A cos B + sin A sin B ................ (6).

Adding and subtracting (5) and (6),

cos A cos B= |cos(J. +B) + %cos(A B) .......... (7),

sin A sin B= |cos(J. + B) + cos(/l 5) ........... (8).

Again,
LP
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NR pP NR RP
+ ON+ OR

'

pR P& RP
~ON pP OR

(because in the similar triangles pPR and ONR,

pJ^_RP\
ON~OR)

_ tanA + tan B ,.

~l
And

M NR-Qg=-
i=~:r=-7=r^ ^OM ON+Rq
NR_ Q NR RQ
ON ON ON OR

T
OJV

T
Qg

tan A tan ,.. ,

1 + tan A tan 5 ' '

Denoting the angle xOP by C, and *OQ by D, so that

then xOR=A-\(C+D),
and ROP=ROQ=B-^(C-D).
Then

.' . ^ LP MQ

:)NR_ e)
NR OR

OP~ OR OP
= 2sinJ(C + D)c
LP MQ

OP~ RP OP
D') ............. (12).
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OL OM

9ON_ ONOR
OP~ OR OP

D) (13).

cos C cos D=
.-rp

-

OP~ RP OP
= -2sinKCf + D)sini(C'-.D) .......... (14).

Equations (11), (12), (13), (14) are equivalent to (3),

(4), (7), (8) writing C for A + B and D for A - B.

Produce PQ to meet Ox in T; then

RT RQ

_PT_LP FT OP
~OR~OPLP OR

sin(A + .B)sec A sec B ............... (15).

tan^- tanB=

_QT_MQ QT OQ
~OR~OQ MQOR
=sm(A-B)secAsecB ............. ..(16).

These formulae have been proved from a figure in

which all the angles are acute and contained in the first

quadrant; but the formulae are seen to be universally

true for all magnitudes of the angles, and the proof is

letter for letter the same, if we carefully preserve the

order of the letters in order to represent the direction

of the lines in the figure, as is necessary when lines are

used to represent velocities, forces, etc.
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8. Putting A= 0, |TT, TT, 2?r leads to the relations:

sin(
- B}

- sin B, cos(-B)= cos B, tan(
- 5)= - tan 5.

sin(V + B)= cos 5, COS(|TT + 5)= - sin B,

tan(|7r + B}= cot B.

sin(7r B)=sinB, COS(TT B)= -cosB,

tan(7r -B)= tan 5.

sin(7r + 5) sin 5, COS(TT + ff)= cos 5,

sin(2x-.B)= -si

Thus 2?r is the period of the sine and cosine, but TT of

the tangent and cotangent.

Also

sin {mr + ( 1)"5} =sin B,

cos(2n7r B) cos B,

tan(w7r + B)= tan B,

where n is any integer, positive or negative, so that the

system of angles

(i.) TiTT + ( 1)"5 have the same sine or cosecant
;

(ii.) '2,n'kB have the same cosine or secant or versed

sine
;

(iii.) nir + B have the same tangent or cotangent.

9. Geometrical Interpretation of Differential Coefficients.

Employing in figure 3 the co-ordinates x and y of a

point P referred to axes Ox and Oy at right angles, where

OM=x, MP=y, and x is measured positive to the right,
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negative to the left, y is measured positive upwards,

negative downwards, then the equation

y=fx
represents some curve CPQ, the assemblage of points

Fig.3

At' G

whose co-ordinates satisfy this equation ;
so that, if

OM-x, then MP=fx.
If MN=h, then ON=x + h,

and NQ=f(x + h), MQ=f(x + K) -fx ;

,,

so that
-fx RO T>T>n==TO= tan RPQ.-- -

tl

Now if the angle xTP which the tangent at P makes

with the axis Ox is denoted by \fs,
then since the direction

of the tangent TP is the ultimate direction of the chord

PQ when the point Q has approached indefinitely near to

P, therefore

_,
:lfc
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dfx e, dy
=-T- or f a; or -^-,dx dx

y=fa.

Fig.4

10. Supposing h again, as at first, to denote a finite

increment of x, and that fx is a continuous function of x,

so that in the curve y=fx the tangent at some point K
between P and Q (figure 4) is parallel to the chord PQ ;

then

where x + 6h=OH, the abscissa of K\ and 0=
MH
MN'

proper fraction, some unknown function of x and h.

Therefore f(x + Ji)
=fx + M'(x + Oh),

a theorem required subsequently in Taylor's Theorem,

Chap. IV.

If k denotes a different increment of x, then

f(x + k) =faj + k'(x + <f>k),
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where is some proper fraction, a function of x and k ;

so that

f(x + h)-fx__h f'(

f(x + k)-fx~k?(x

Ultimately when h and k are sufficiently small

f'(x+6h)_
'

~

without sensible error, and then

fx +K-fxh

which is the rule of proportional parts ; equivalent to

supposing the arc PQ to be straight without introducing

sensible error.

11. If x', y' are the co-ordinates of any point P' (figure

3) on the tangent TP,

^

x' x dx'

dv, ,
.

or y-y=-^(x-x),

the equation of the tangent TP.

TM is called the subtangent, and MG the subnormal

at P, PG being the normal at P.

doc
Therefore TM=ycot\fs=y^

,

and

Also the equation of the normal is

dx, ,
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Instead of the letter h the symbol Ax is often employed
to denote the increment of x, and Ay is then used to

denote the corresponding increment of y, where y is a

function of x, denoted by fx. Therefore

y + Ay=f(x + Aft),

and Ay= f(x + Ax) - fa
;

so that Ay=RQ if Ax=PR ;

dy ,.Ay
and ^=lt

Aa

12. Again, let the length of the arc CP of the curve

CPQ, measured from any fixed point C to the variable

point P, be denoted by s.

Denoting by As the increment of s, corresponding to

the increment Ax of x, then the arc CPQ=s + As, and the

arc PQ= As.

Now, when the point Q approaches to coincidence

with P, it is assumed as axiomatic that

,, chord PQ-\~~~

7~>/~
arc PQ

As

, , /Atf2
or lt/A^ + A2AW +

As~V

/* 1* fill

Therefore -j-o + -5r 9
= 1

,

rts
2 as2

or, as it is sometimes written,
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Again,

and

=\tcosRPQ
PE

*

PQ

It ~
;

As as

sin \js=smxTP

'

ds

Therefore the tangentPT
1

y cosec \fs=y-j-,

D/3P6=y

13. The dynamical interpretation of differential co-

efficients is interesting ;
for if x and y, the co-ordinates of

a point P moving along the curve CPQ, are given as

functions of the time t, then the component velocity of P
parallel to the axis Ox

_u -_u _
fc ^~ fc

AT-%'
and similarly the component velocity of P parallel to the

. ~ dy
axis Oy is -f>

cfo
The resultant velocity of the point P is -r in the

CvC

direction of the tangent TP ;
and therefore

dx* dy^_<M
dt*

+
dt*~dt*
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Q . Ay Ay A#
14. Since -/.= .- T-T,A Aa? At

therefore, proceeding to the limit,

dy_dy dx

dt~dx dt'

where a? is a function of t, and y is a function of x and

therefore of t.

With different letters, supposing is a function of y,

and y is a function of #, the independent variable, then

dz _dz dy

dx~dy dx

the formula required for the differentiation of a function

of a function.

Thus df^my- 1

^,dx dx

. , . Nm
for instance, -i

5
-
=m(sina;) cos.

r -

dx

d(sin y)
m

dy- -

} '

''

=e /

cfcc rfa;'

1 dy ,
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Examples, Find the d.c. with respect to x of (cos x)",

(tan x}
n

, (sec x)
n

, (cosec x)
n

, (vers x)
n

, (fx)
n
, sin

(fa?).

15. Implicit and Explicit Relation between two vari-

ables, x and y.
'

When the variables x and y are connected together

any relation, for instance by
/yo _ ^\rt w?i -I- 11** O
A/

^~
tUX/tt/

*J
r^ ti V/j

this relation is called an implicit relation between x

and y.

Where however it is possible by solution of the equa-
tion to obtain y in terms of x, or x in terms of y, then y
is called an explicit function of x, or x of y.

For instance, in the above implicit relation between x

and y, we cannot obtain y explicitly in terms of x, or x

in terms of y, except by the solution of a cubic equation ;

but from the implicit relation

we obtain explicitly

2_ ~ or x=
a2 - y

2cr + or

With an implicit relation between x and y, in order to

ft II

find -A we differentiate the equation with respect to

x, treating y as a function of x, and obtain what is called

the first derived equation; thus from the implicit relation

we obtain the first derived equation

so that dy_x'*ay
dx~ax y

2
'

B
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Examples. Find -~ from the implicit relations :

(1) axz

(2) xz
y

z=a?(x + y).

3) x5 + y
5 -5a2x2

y=0.

(4) Prove that ^-0 when x=a 4/2, y=a 4/4;

(Hoc

and ;T when x=a */4, 2/=a 4/2;
a?/

if a^ + T/S-Saa^^O.

16. The student should at this stage be exercised in

drawing simple curves from their equations, thus ex-

hibiting to the eye the flow of the function y= fx.

The curves should be drawn to scale as carefully as

possible; for this purpose logarithm paper ruled into small

squares is useful.

Examples. Draw the curves :

(1) y=l, x, x\ x3
, x\ xn

, Jx, -,
-
2

.

X JO

(2) 7/
2
=l, X, X\ X*

y
X4

, X
n
, JX, -, -2-

Ju JU

(3) x*-4x + 2y=0,xy- 2x-y~ti, (y-x)
z=l-xz

.

(x-l}(x -2) a; -3 (x -l)(x- 3)
i 4< i 'it _-_ 11_ 11 -_ -_

-3 ' y~
(x-l)(x -2)' y~(x-2)(x-4)'

(6) x*-y
z= l,y

z-xz =
l, z

- =I,--z
= l.

xz
y
z

y
z xz

(7) y=sin x, cos x, tan x, cot x, sec x, vers x, x sin x.

(8) y=sin~
l

x, cos"
1

^, tan' 1

^, cot'X sec'X vers'
1
^.
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(9) y=a*,e*,logx.

(10) Sin a;=sin y, cos x=cos y, tan x=tan y,

(11) Prove the properties of the following curves:

(i.)
In y=ax

,
the subtangent is constant ( 26) ;

(ii.) In y
z
=px, the parabola, the subnormal is constant;

(iii.) In x'
2 + y*=a?, the circle, the normal PG is con-

stant ;

(iv.) In x* + 2/* a*, the part of the tangent intercepted

by the axes is constant.

(12) Prove that the equation of the tangent at (xy)

(i.) Of the circle #2 + y*=a
z
is xx' + yy'=a? ;22 ' '

(ii.)
Of the ellipse -2 + rg 1 is ^+ 7^-

1
5

(iii.) Of the parabola y
2=px is 1

;

y x
f t

CC 11

(iv.) Of the hyperbola xy=cz is + =2
;x y

(v.) Of xmy
n=cm+n is +--=!+-.

(13) Prove that if

(14) Prove that if

dx
-, -, j. dy-=hx + by +f,^=

the point P describes the conic

axz + 2hxy + by* + 2gx
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17. If OP=r, and the angle xOP=9 (fig. 5), then r,

are called the polar co-ordinates of P.

If r=f6 is the polar equation of a curve APQ, and if

xOP=0, then OP=r=fd.

If POQ=&0, then xOQ=8 + AO ;

and 0Q=f(0 + A0)=r + Arj EQ=f(0 + A0)-f0=Ar ;

also PR=r&6,

is the arc of a circle struck with centre 0.

Fig.5

But if PR is a straight line drawn perpendicular to

OQ, then

^PR' llSinA0

and

'

,,versA0=0
;
so that
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If the angle between OP and the tangent at P is

denoted by $, then

tan It tan OQP
PR

-It

=lt

RQ
PR PR' RQ
RQ

[iPR !t

P'Q
PR
RQ

=lt Âr dr

18. Il the arc AP measured from any fixed point A to

a variable point P is denoted by s, and PQ, the incre-

ment of the arc, by As;

..chord PQ
then, since It ^-=-=1,arc PQ
therefore cos < = It cos QP

=lt-
RQ arcPQ

"RQ
lu

chordPQ

Similarly,

arcPQ
AT dr

As~~c?s'

sin
</>

It sin OQP
,PP'

Therefore -y-s
ds 2
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If OT is drawn at right angles to OP to meet the

tangent at P in T, then OT is called the polar subtangent,

and

If TO produced meets the normal at P in 0, 00 is

called the polar subnormal, and

(XT*

OG=

ds
The tangent PT=r sec 0=rr-r- 5

the normal PG=r cosec =
-T/J.

Employing a dynamical interpretation as before, if

r and 6, the polar co-ordinates of a point P moving

along the curve APQ, are given functions of the time t,

then the component velocities of P in the direction

OP and in the direction PR', perpendicular to OP, are

dr , dO
-jr and r-T, ;

at at

these are called the radial and transversal velocities ofP.

ds

di

ds
The resultant velocity is

~j-
in the direction of the

tangent TP ;
and therefore

19. Examples. Draw the following curves whose

equations are given in polar co-ordinates :

(1) r=l,0,0
2

,

V0,g.

(2) r^cos 6, cos 20, cos 30, cos 40, cos |0, sec 0, sec 0.
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(3) r=sin 6, sin 29, sin 30, sin 40, sin |0, cosec 0, cosec 0.-
-,,
-n cos cos a, 1 -cosa cos 0.

1 -cos a cos cos a cos

(5) r=0 + sin0, r 0sin0.

(6) r=a, log 0.

(7) Prove that

(i.)
In rn =an

smnd, <j)=nd;

(ii.)
rn = 6" cos nO, |TT nO ;

and prove that these curves cut at right angles.

(iii.)
In rn = an

sec nO, $ \ir + n0.

(iv.) r=ae
,

is constant.

(8) Prove that OT is constant in r= z,
X

C7

0(? r=aO,

PG r=asin6.

(9) Prove that in

ds
(i.)

r a(l + cos0),

y-/jy //>

20. It has already been assumed in 11 that ~ and -r-

are reciprocal, y being any function of x, and aj therefore

a function of
2/.

The proof, if any proof is required, may be given thus :

if A# is any increment of x and &y the corresponding

increment of y, then always

Ay Aa;
** ^ _ . IA -T - L ,

Ao; AT/
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and therefore preceding to the limit,

dx dy~
dy , dx

or -, and T- are reciprocal.
dx dy

This theorem is required in the

21. Differentiation of the Inverse Circular Functions.

Let y=sin~
1

x,

then x

or
dx

dsm' 1-

o- -i i
a L

similarly
/V^y. /^/7

2
ttv</ ^/ ^U/

. Let y=co3~
1

x,

then a;= cosy,

dx

dy_

or
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and

Since

therefore

whinh she
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,

and
dx

23. If = oe

_=rsec y tan y
dy

sec~\c

dx

d cosec"
1^

similarly
--

^

If 2/-vers-
J

-,

xa vers y a(l
- cos y),

dx
-=-=& sin y
dy

j -id vers

24. The inverse circular functions are not required

much in Elementary Trigonometry, but are indispensable

in the Differential and Integral Calculus, so the prin-

cipal formulae of Trigonometry, expressed by the direct

functions, are given here, with the corresponding inverse

notation.
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sin(J. + B) =sin A cos B + cos A sin B
;

sin-'a + sin-
16=sin-1

{a ^(1
- 62

) + 6 ^(1 -a2
)}.

cos(^l + B) =cos A cos B sin A sin B
;

>=cos~ 1

{a& ^/(l a2
) ^/(l 62)}.

tan A + tan B
'

1 - tan A tan B '

tan"
Ja + tan'^^tan' 1-

sin 2A= 2sin A cos A
;

2sin'
1
ct sin"

]2a v/(l <

cos 2J.= 2cos2^L - 1
;

2cos-
1a=cos- 1

(2a
2
-l).

2tan A 2tan A 1-tan2
^!=' cos 2^=

-i _ f -i 2a~
1 - a?~ 1̂ + a

.l-a?= C *"W
= 3sin J. 4sin3A

;

3sin~ 1a=sin~ 1

(3a 4a3
).

cos3A = 4cos3J. 3cos A ;

1a=cos~ 1

(4a
3

3a).

_
3tan a tan -. 2

-

= 4sin A cos J. 1 2si

- a2
) ;

and so on.
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TABLE I. GIVING ANY DIRECT CIRCULAR
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FUNCTION IN TERMS OF THE OTHERS.

Secant.
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TABLE II. OF THE CORRESPONDING RELATIONS
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OF THE INVERSE CIRCULAR FUNCTIONS. .

Sec- 1
.
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Since all the circular functions are expressible in terms

of any one of them, we might use only one function,

say the tangent, and its inverse
;
but the other functions

are used in order to avoid irrational and complicated

expressions.

25. The d.c.'s of some of the inverse functions can

be obtained almost as simply by the direct process ;

thus :

~';_, i&D.~
l

(x + h) tan" 1^

dx

1
=\t 7-tan

-i

h 1+ x(x + h)

u. j.=lt 5-tan
'

h 1 + x2 + xh

I

4- o
*r\

~ &
because --1 when z=0

( 5), andz

here z= h

+ x2 + xh'

By the direct process

d sin^x _ , sin"^^ + h) sin~
lx~~ ~~

Denoting (x + h)J(I - a2
)
- xj(l -x2- 2a7t - A2

)
1 >y z,

then 2=0 when ^,=0; and therefore
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-. z /Q r-s

=lt r (8 5).j
---

. rdx h h

u ( +&Vd - *2
)
-a^A 1 - **~ '2xh

it-r --

_,

Example. Determine in the same way the d.c. with
/v> /v /v /v /v

respect to a; of sin"
1

-, cos"
1

-, tan" 1

, sec"
1

-, vers"
1
-.

a a a a a

26. Before -j and ^ can be found, the number e,
dx cLx

the base of the natural or Napierian logarithms, must be

defined.

(1
\

TO

lH I (1 + 0)
TO

, which is indeter-
mj

minate, and its value must therefore be found by the

method of limits.

Expanding by the binomial theorem,

,. f . 1 m(m 1) 1 m(m l)(m 2) 1
=lt-j 1 +m + v

.
-

2 + ^--KT +
( -m, 2 ! m2 3 ! -m3
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1

+ 1

+ '5

+ 166666...

+ -041666...

+ -008333...

+ -001388...

+ -000198...

+ -000024...

+ -000002...

271828.... ... ...... (1),

an incommensurable number, denoted by the letter e, and

called the base of the natural or Napierian logarithms.

Next put m -; then when m=oo
,
z= 0; and therefore

/ 1 \
m

e=lt(lH ) when m= x>
\ ml

=lt(l+z)~* whenz=0 ..................... (2).

Taking logarithms to any base a,

logae=ltloga(l+z)

=0 ...... (3),

and
z

Next put lg0 +z)= h,

then l+z=ah
,

z=ah
-l,

and when z=0, h=0.

Therefore logae=lt -^;



and therefore It

and It

and

Also
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ah

-l_ 1

h ~logae

e
h-l
h

Therefore r-=lt =

dx h

dx h

, x + h

=\t
h

_ ,. . .

flu ,
11 *

Z X

=-logae.x '

Therefore =&- -,
dx x

when the base is e. The logarithms to the base e are

called natural logarithms : natural logarithms are in-

tended when the base is not indicated.

The circular measure will also be invariably adopted

for the measurement of angles.
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By these means extraneous factors will be found to

disappear in differentiation, and the expressions will be

much simplified.

d sin x TT
1 or instance, 5

-= TU/\COS xax 180

27. The exponential function a* and the logarithmic

function logao; are inverse functions, because if

am =p, then m=dogrt
>.

Starting with m=logap, then p is sometimes denoted

by expam or log'^m, instead of am
, especially when m is

a complicated expression.

By the theory of indices as explained in Algebra,

if a"=q, then

pq=a
man =fim+ "

............................ (1)

P=^= ......
.............................. (2)

q a"

p
r

=(a
m?=amr

............................ (3)

^=(a)!=a" ............................ (4)

Therefore the corresponding theorems for the log-

arithmic function are :

log
- m n.=logp log q.......... ......(6)

=mr=r logp......................... (7)

(8)

Also if e
b= a, then e= a h

, and therefore 6 = logea,

and j-
=

log,,e ;
so that logectlogae=l.

These theorems have already been employed in

establishing the preceding differentiations.
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28. Corresponding to the trigonometrical functions of

the circle, there are certain functions associated with the

hyperbola, called the hyperbolic functions, which are of

very great use, and are defined here as follows :

^(e" e~
v

} is called the hyperbolic sine of v, and is

denoted by sinh v
;

%(e
v + c~

t>

) is called the hyperbolic cosine of v, and

denoted by cosh v
;
and

'---

t is called the hyperbolic tangent of v,
e' + e~

v
cosh v

and is denoted by tanh v
;
and so on for the other hyper-

bolic functions corresponding to the remaining circular

functions.
J5

From the exponential values of the sine and cosine,

i denoting J 1, namely

sin v=^.(e
iv

e'
iv

], cos v=^(e
iv + e~

iv

) ;

i

it is seen that

sin iv=i sinh v, cos iv= cosh v
;

and sin(u + iv)= sin u cosh v+ i cos u sinh v,

cos(u + iv)=cos u cosh v i sin u sinh v.

29. For instance, if

x + iy=c cos( irj),

then x=c cos ^cosh /,

and alternately eliminating and
j/,
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representing a system of confocal ellipses and hyperbolas

(fig. 6) for constant values of
i/
and

;
and sech r\

will

be the excentricity of an ellipse, sec of a hyperbola.

Again, if x+iy=c tan|(x+*p) ;

this may be written

x , ^
x+ sin

cos i(x + ^P)COS (x
~~V) cosip+ cos x

so that
csmx

rp . > .

cosh p+ cos x
c sinh p
i
--

cosh p+ cos x
Also tan x= tan { \ (x+ ip)+ \(x

-
*/

Zcx

or cot x. c2=
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representing a circle of radius c cosec ^ and centre

(
- c cot x> 0)> and passing through (0, c).

And tan ip= tan{(x + i/o)
- Kx ~ V) }

x + iy

or

or

+ (x + iy)(x
-

iy)

+r

tanhfp=
c
2 + a;

2 + 2/

2 '

a;
2 + 2/

2-
2c2/ coth p + c

2
()

;

Fig.7

representing a circle of radius c cosech p and centre

(0, c coth p), which always cuts the preceding circle

(fig. 7) at right angles.

As an exercise, prove that the focal distances of a point
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at the intersection of the ellipse q and the hyperbola (

are

c(cosh tj
cos ) and c(cosh r\

+ cos
),

and that the perpendiculars from the centre on the

tangents are

c sinh 2>/ , c sin 2
a

V{2(cosh2j;-cos2)} "^'{T(cosh 2r,- cos

Determine also for the orthogonal circles of fig. 7 the

distances of any point from S and S', and the perpen-
diculars on the tangents in terms of x and p\ and prove

Cf'D

that x is the angle between SP and S'P, and
/o^log-^,,.

30. The geometrical interpretation of the hyperbolic
functions can be seen by drawing (Fig. 8) the rectangular

hyperbola
x*-y*=a\ ........................... (1)

the conjugate hyperbola

y*-x*=a2
,
........................... (2)

and the inscribed circle

xz + y*=a*........................... (3)

Then if P is any point (xy) on (1), we can put
x=OM=a coshu,

y=MP=a sinh u,

since cosh 2u sinh zu 1
;

li
and -=tana;OP=tanhu.

x
Then the area AOP will be found to be |

2u (Chap. II.).

From M draw the tangent MR to the circle (3) ;
then

if the circular measure of xOR is 0, the sectorial area

AORis^e-, and
x=a sec 0=a cosh u,

y=a tan 6=a sinh u,

so that MR=MP.
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When and u are connected by this relation, 6 is

called by Professor Cayley the Gudermannian of u (from

Gudermann who studied the properties ofthese functions),

Fig. 8

and is denoted by gd u
;
and sin by sg u, cos by

eg u, etc.
;
so that sg u tanh u, eg %=sech u, etc.

It may be noticed that, if

cos# coshu^l,

then
l-tan2

|0

or 22K
so that the line Otp which bisects the angle AOE bjsects

also the sectorial area AOP
;
and Otp, MR, and the

tangent at P will be found to intersect in one point on

the tangent at A.

(When the theory of Elliptic Functions is studied it

will be found that the circular functions are a particular

case of the elliptic functions obtained by making the

modulus of the elliptic functions zero, and the hyperbolic

or Gudermannian functions a particular case obtained

by making the modulus unity.)
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31. If x, y are the co-ordinates of any point Q on the

conjugate hyperbola (2), then we may put

v,

y=ON=acosh v;

and then the sectorial area OBQ will be found to be \a?"o ;

and u=v, when OP and OQ are conjugate.

Generally, by orthogonal projection on a plane through
the transverse axis, for any point P on the hyperbola

/y.2 ,.2
_e_ 1

a2 62 '

we have x=a cosh u, y=b sinh w,

where the sectorial area AOP

and for any point Q on the conjugate hyperbola

?L ?/

2

-_i
a2~62

~

r=a sinh v, 2/=& cosh v,

where the sectorial area BOQ

and u v, when OP and OQ are conjugate.

32. Corresponding to the trigonometrical formulae for

the circular functions, we have for the hyperbolic func-

tions

cosh2u - sinh2u = 1
;

tanh2u + sech2
it= 1

;

coth2u cosech2^ = 1
;

sinh2it = 2sinh u cosh u
;
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cosh2w = cosh2u + sinh%,
= 2cosh2u 1,

= 1 + 2 sinh%
;

sinh (u + v)
= sinh u cosh v + cosh u sinh v

;

cosh (u + v)
= cosh u cosh v + sinh u sinh v

; ,

tanh u + tanh v

sinh u + sinh v= 2 sinh |(u + v)cosh |(it v) ;

sinh u sinh v= 2 cosh |(u + -y)sinh |(u v) ;

cosh w + cosh v= 2 cosh |(u + v)cosh (, v) ;

cosh u cosh v= 2 sinh |(u + v)sinh ^(it v) ;

tanh u tanh v = sinh(it v)sech u sech v.

. , d sinh a; ,

Also
^

= cosh a;,

d cosh a;

dx

d tanh x
,

= sech^a;,dx

d coth x
j

=: cosecrra;;

which may be proved in a manner corresponding to that

employed for the circular functions
;
because

sinh h n tanh h
T = 1, and r =

1, when k = 0.

Corresponding to the real period 2-Tr or TT of the

circular functions there is an imaginary period Sin of the

hyperbolic sine and cosine, and an imaginary period ITT

of the hyperbolic tangent.

Thus,

sinh ^iir
=

i, cosh JITT
=

0, tanh \iir
= oo

;

sinh ITT= 0, cosh iir = 1, tanh iir = ;

sinh 2i<7r = 0, cosh 2i7r = 1, tanh 2i-7r = ;
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v) =i cosh v, cosh(|iTr + v) =i sinh v,

=coth v
;

sinh(i7r + v)= -sinh v, cosh(i7r + v)= - cosh v,

tanh(i7r + v)=tanh v
;

sinh (2iTT + v) sinh v, cosh(2i7r + v)= cosh v,

tanh(2i7r + v)
= tanh v.

33. The inverse hyperbolic functions will be required
in the Integral Calculus

;
the preceding formulae with the

inverse notation become

sinh
" Jic= cosh"VCl+^

2 sinh -'a;= sinh- 1

2a? N/(l +x2
)=

sinh
- lx+ sinh

- l

y= sinh
- >

(a; ^/(l+ 2/

2

)+ y J(l+*
2

) };

cosh
- 1

o;+ cosh"^^ cosh
~ l

{xy+ J(x*
-

1) ,v/(2/

2 -
1)};

tanh
' ]x+ tanh l

y tanh
'

It is an instructive exercise to construct, like Tables I.

and II. of the circular functions, the corresponding tables

of the direct and inverse hyperbolic functions.

The inverse hyperbolic functions can all be expressed

by logarithms ;
for instance, if

2/=sinh~
1
2>

,
then x=sirdiy,

and

and therefore,

Similar^ cosh- 1^ log{a?+ J(x
2 -

1)} ;

;=i log =-
" 1

^

The use of the inverse hyperbolic functions will be

apparent when we investigate their d.c.'s, and compare
them with those of the inverse circular functions.
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For let v:

then x=asinhy,
dx ,

-=-- =acoshy
dy

dy_

a

cZsinh' 1 -

dx dx *J(

Similarly it can be proved that

cZcosh 1-
a

d tanh J-
a a

dx

d coth" 1

a

-^,
x a.

34. Differentiation of the (i.) sum u + -u or difference
II

u-v, (ii.) product uv, (iii.) quotient -, of u and v, tiuo

given functions of x.

Denoting the increment of x by A#, and the corre-

sponding increments of u and v by Au and A-y, then

,. , d(u + 'y)_ 1(1.) i It
dx

_
~~rfa; dx
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d(u - v) du dv
Similarly -*

5 -:=-? T--
dx dx dx

And generally, if a and 6 denote constant factors,

d(au+bv)_ du jdv
dx

'

dx dx'

Thus
f
r-(ax

m+bxn -cx" )

=amxm~ 1+bnxn ~ 1 -
cpx

v ~ l

duv , (u+Au)(v+Av) uv
'

'' dx~ Aa;

_du dv
.

~~~

dx dx'

,.&u du ,,Av dv
because 1th = -= , It^

-
-,-, and lt(u+A?i) u.

A/y> /7 /71 /X/y C\
/
1T

Hence the rule for differentiating a product : Differen-

tiate with respect to each factor and add the results.

Thus -^^=nx
n - 1

logx+x
n-

CliOC' flu

=xn
-\nlogx+ l)

=ic"~ 1

log exn.

M u+Au u
v , . v+ A-V v

(ill) -y- It
dx Aic

=lt

Au Av
-r V U-r

,,A A*
=lt-
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hence the d.c. of a fraction is another fraction of which

denominator is the square of the original denom-

tor, and the numerator is the d.c. of the numerator

lultiplied by the denominator, minus the numerator

lultiplied by the d.c. of the denominator.

Thus if
-y

~

dy_ (3
- 3a;

2
) (

1 - 3a;
2
)
-
(Sx-x*)(- Qx)

dx~ (l-3 2
)
2

l+x2

If the denominator of the fraction is of the form v
n

,
for

stance, if

u
y=!?

then

du jlv
. -,- v unv -r
dy_dx dx

dx~ v*"

du
dx

dv
'li1L~j~
dx

v + ;

amoving the common factor vn
~ l from the numerator

and denominator.

In such cases it is sometimes preferable to write the

fraction in the form of a product,

y=UV~n
,

then dy du ,dv
-f-=-^-v

n -nuv~ n ' l
-r-

dx dx dx

du
dx

dv

dx

as before.
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Examples. Differentiate with respect to x :

- 403
s
),

2
(1+ )

3
(2
-

a;)
4

,

A/( -
j,

3(1 -a)

35. When the function of x to be differentiated is a

single term consisting of factors raised to different powers,
it is often simpler to take logarithms before differentiat-

ing : thus, if

xm

then 21og2/=wlog# 71 log(l +x),

, 2 dy_in n __m + (m n\x

y dx~~ x 1 + x~ x(l + x)

dy_ l
m + (m-n)x ,m _, .

dx~ ' 1

this is called logarithmic differentiation.

Again if y=u",
where u arid v are functions of x, then

logy=vlogu,
and differentiating with respect to x

1 dy dv ,
,
v du

-

-/-rz-j-logWH---i~>

y ax dx u dx

-y^rru"( , loglH , )dx \dx u dx/

Examples. Differentiate logarithmically

(sin ma;)"

^-b)
n)

(cos
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General Examples of Differentiation.

In the following examples y is given -as a function of

x, and it is required to determine T-- according to the

rules explained in this Chapter.

--
Here y=(2x)*, and therefore

$=ix(ardx '

4. ru

o. =

dy_

-x' dx

,' dx

_ 1 dy _ x
'' ^" 22 '"

dy'

Employing the rule of 34 for the differentiation of a fraction,

8. v = dy a x
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(ttl

9. y = \x i sin 2x. --- = sm2
x.

dx

10. y = \x+ \ sin 2#, -> = cos2#.

11. y = \ cos3# cos x,-r- = sin3*.
rfic

, . dy
12. y = sin J sin3a;, = cos^a;.

13. y = !#+ \ sin 2o;+ V sin 4, ,- = cos4#.

14. y = log sec x, -/-= tan .

Employing the rule of 14 for the differentiation of a function

of a function,

dy sec x tan x^
dx secx

15. y = log sin x,
-j

- = cot x.

16. ?/
= tan* x, -^ = tan2*.

/"/ ^y*
VVt*/

1 7. ?/
= cot *+ *, 7

= cot2*.
f* nf*VVA/

18.
2/
= | tan2*+ log cos *, -r- = tan3*.

19.
2/
= J tan3*- tan *+ *,

-JL
= tan4

*.

20. y = log tan *, ^ = cosec *.

By H,

=
tan^a? 2 sin^ cos^ sin ^
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21. 2/
= logtan(|7r+|),

~ =

By 14,

tan (fir+ .r) 2 sin
( |-TT+ |^p) COS

sinaA dy
22. 9 = log- = see*

Here

dy coax cosx

2i_
COSX 1___ sec x*

~cos^

23.
2/
= sectana;+logtan(j7r+|ir), ^

=2secs
x.

24. y = Jtan
3#+ tan x, ^ = sec4 .

2
25. y = sin~

1
2a;;v/(l

2
), -^ ='

oaj

By 14,

dx

26. y = sin-\

By 14,

2(1 +#2
)-

27. , =00^(1-2^1 =
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28. y-rin-te- -

29. = sin-.

x

,3 x3 dy 3
1 1J tfl-TT

~~

T^
l-3a;2'^~l+a;2-

/TI/V I A /I

32. y = tan"
1

Then

1+-
ac 0"

aq)_33. v =

dx

01 -i 3? dy _ 2
!

~5=&fo-x,J(<*-\)'

35. 2/
= vers~ 1

(4 2aj
2
), -r' dx

(+l)3
,

1 .^-l dy 1
' ' - - -

x
Here

.,
,

38. <?/=i-log
' '

H 7 tan -73-1 -
6 3 c/a;
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2

y/3_
v/3 1 ,(2x-l)2~

'+1 V+l ' V-
,a5

2-+l-a;2 4-x+l

39. ,/
= l

Va3 (a? a?

Ar. l(x
2+xJ2+ \\ .xJZ dy40. l- - =

42 ^ =

die (a+ &

\ 44. /
=

,

--

45. 2/
= ^sinh 2 +^,~=

46. y = Jcosh
3
a; cosh x, -^ sinh%.

47. 2/
=

48. 2/
= log cosh x,"~- tanh a?.

49. y = log sinh x,
-- = coth .
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d^l
50. y = x tanh x, -, -= tanh2

^-.

ax

51.
2/
=

log cosh # itanh2
,*;,

,
-= tanh3

o:.

52. 2/
= # tanh # JtanMr, ,^ = tanh4

^.

53. y = 2tan~ 1tanh |#, ^-
= sech x.

54. 2/
=

log tanh ^x, -.
= cosech x.

/j<yi

55. y = |cosech x coth x+ |log tanh ^xt J*
= cosech3

a;.

(I/I/

56. y = tanh x |tanh
3
^, ,

= sech4
^c.

.

08. = s

GO. ^si

61. 7/
=

dy 2

, _ 1

02. 7/
= tanh

63. y = tan-
1

64. tan-

r, -r

ac) a*

3
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G5. y - tanh- '/<"-^, = cosh-J I &
a + x2

}} \ (a

(Lii b
66. 11 = &

ax
cosbx, f^-

= fte
<M:

cos(os;-|- a)seca,"where tana = -

ace ct

By the rule of 34 for the differentiation of a product
dy T -.? 7
_j? = a^'cos bx e b sin 605

=aeax(cos bx tan a sin bx)
= aeaxcos (bx+ a) sec a.

67. y=m sin ma; cosh nx+n cos m# sinh nx,
4

-. = (m
2+%2

)cos mx cosh 7i.

68. /
=

>

69.
2/
= a2vers~

1

(a x

70. T/
= x*J(tf

- a2
)
- a2

cosh-^, g=2^^- 2
)-

. /^ a . 0% . o i _1*G Ct.'f

} 72. v^

73. /
=

x.x
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7, -.inl.-

75.
2,.

76. y = sirrV(sin 2'aj) + sinlrV(sin 2oj),
~

77. 2/
= tan- 1

x/(tanh

78 y - a~ &)sin

(a+ 6)cos |a;
- V(a- &)si

79. ,,
. tan-

{ (^Vtan^ } , ^-1I \a+ 6/ j'da;
2

82. -

v ^ CQ t

+ 6 cos
'

cZrc a+ 6 cosa;'

By 14,
a sin #(a+ 6 cos a?) + (a cos x+ b}b sin x

dy_ (a+ 6 cos a:)
2

cfe~
/j 1

/acosx+b\* )

'Y

(acos j;+6)
2

- cosh-iffi+6cosa:
dy-J(<

. W - l/VJOli .717 -.717 -
. 7 *

acosx+b ax acosx+b
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84 ;/ = Ginh-
i

'

dx

_!
J

86 v-

_
dx a+bcosx+csinx'

_,
87. V^COS

2

_
dx
~
a+ 6 cosh x+ c sinh x

a(b cosh + c sinh )+ &2 c
2

88. -y
= cosh 7 pV-r . , \ j/m

(a+ o cosh a;+ c sinh a?)^/(o^ c

=
dx~~a+ b cosh a?+c sinh x'

. . , a(6 cosh +c sinh )+ 62 c
2

89. i/
= smh 7 -V-r-

;

-^r
(a+ o cosh x+ c smh

/Vi

90. Prove that in the curve 37
= a log sec -,

Cb

ds x ,

-T-
= sec

,
and x= au^.

a

For = tan -, and therefore = sec -
;

dx a dx a

and tan $ = - = tan ?, so that V =
X

-

dx a a
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t)C

91. In the curve y = a cosh -
(the catenary} prove that

CL

the length of MQ, the perpendicular drawn from M, the

foot of the ordinate, on the tangent, is always equal

to a.

92. Find the equation of the locus of Q (the tractrix)>

and prove that QM is the tangent at Q, and consequently

of constant length.

93. Prove that the equation ( 30)

0=gd n$, or tan 0=tanh %n<j>, or sin = tanh%0,

connecting 9 the latitude and the longitude, represents

a curve on a terrestrial sphere cutting the meridians at

a constant angle a, where n=cot a (the loxodrome or

rhumb line).

94. Resolve sin x and cos x into factors and thence

deduce by logarithmic differentiation that

|

---
Q--+ ---

x X TT

JL
X+2-JT

:! i-+-
x X TT ;

1

and find the corresponding expressions for tana? and

sec x
;
also of sec2a? and cosec2^.



CHAPTER II.

INTEGRATION.

36. The process of Integration is the reverse of Differ-

entiation, and is the province of the Integral Calculus.

In the Differential Calculus a function fx is given, and
dfx

we investigate the rules for finding -7 or f'x.

But in the Integral Calculus the function f'x is given,

and we are required to find fx, the function of which f'x

is the differential coefficient.

This process is of a tentative nature, depending on a

previous knowledge of differentiation as explained in

Chapter I.
; just as Division in Arithmetic is a tentative

process, depending on a knowledge of Multiplication.

With the notation of the Differential Calculus

f, _dfx
"doc'

or f'x dx= dfx,

the notation of Differentials.

Now supposing /and d to represent inverse operations,

so that / and d cancel
; operating by /,

ff'xdx=fdfx,
= fx,

the notation of the Integral Calculus.
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37. To every differentiation in the Differential Calculus

corresponds an integration in the Integral Calculus, and

this correspondence for the functions we shall employ is

exhibited in the following table.

DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS.

/ \ dx" _!
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DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS.

d cosec" 1-
a

(o)

dx

d vers" 1-
a, 1

dx

dx

() ax
= sinh x.

dx

dlogx_l^
dx x'

d sinh" 1 -

=
dx

d cosh -1-

-1

dx a?-x*

d coth" 1-

INTEGRAL CALCULUS.

dx

a a

= vers~ 1
-.

I a

log a'

c

/cosh xdx= sinh x.

/sinh xdx= cosh x.

fseoh
2xdx= tanh x.

= coth x.

= log! JS

J a x o. ct

or = ^log^^.2a a x

2a x+ a
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Since the d.c. of a constant is zero, therefore in integra-

tion an arbitrary constant may be added, and the integral

is then called an indefinite integral.

When, in the above formulae, a discrepancy of results of

integration appears, as between (c) and (h), (i) and (j),

(k) and (1), (m) and (n), the results will be found to

differ by a constant.

38. Any function of x which can be thrown into the

form (fx)
m
f'x is immediately integrable by (a), because

.

ra+l

But ifm= 1, then by (v)

f
~dx=

Examples. Integrate with respect to x :

1 111111 1

x+a,

, axz+2bx+c,
(X 0)

X X C X C

,
2 2

, ax+b ax+b
{(x cY az

} (x c),
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(ax^+2,bx+c)
m
(ax+ b), .

-
,^/"TlAi (rationalize the

denominator).

(It is not necessary to give the answers, as the correct-

ness of the result can always be tested by differentiation.)

39. Integration of Rational Fractions.

fx
Any rational fraction ^ , the numerator and denom-

inator of which are rational integral algebraical functions

of x, and therefore of the form

fx axm+ bxm

Fx
~
Axn + Bx"' 1

where m and n are positive integers, is integrated by

resolving it into its partial functions by the ordinary
rules of Algebra ;

if the degree of the numerator is equal
to or greater than the degree of the denominator, that is, if

m=n or > n, the quotient must be first obtained by
division.

x
Example 1. To integrate ~2^:*5~_ro'

we must suppose

A B
it resolved into x+ S-\ :H ^. x+3 beine: thexl xz

A B
quotient, and ^, ^ the partial fractions.

t)u
~~

J. Ou ^~ &
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To determine A, multiply by its denominator x 1;

x3

Now, put x 1=0; then A = (when x 1 = 0)= 1.
QC>

~~*

Similarly B = T (when x- 2 = 0)= 8.
x ~~ i

Then f x

Jx2-
x*dx

3x+2

T 1 Tw X *v ^^

= i
2+ 3#- log (a;

-
1)+ 8 log (x

-
2).

Generally, in integrating ^-, if x a is a factor of the

denominator ~Fx, so that

Fa?= (x a)<j>x,

to determine the corresponding partial fraction ,xa
fx A R

assume =- =
Fx x a

<j)X

fx
,

R,
then = A-\ (x a).

Put x a= Q, then

fa
jd .

^

But F'o;

and therefore F'a= 0a,

so that A=^, .

r a
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xm
~ l

Example 2. To integrate
-

;
if x a denotes a

factor of the denominator xn
1, then a=l, or by De

Moivre's Theorem,

2rx 2r?r
a= cos h * sin ,n n

and r has the values 1, 1, 2, 2, ....

^m-l /J ^
Let

Xn -l X-l '

OB-O-'

here fa= a"- 1

,
Fa= a"- 1

,
F'a=nan~ l

;

,-, 1 a7"" 1
1 . .

so that ^4 r= -
,-= - am (since a = 1 )

97/ CL r
f\j

\l 2m7'7r . . 2mr7r\= (cos h*sm'
(Y) 1 /yi rt'i

w\ n n /

by De Moivre's Theorem
;
also

Therefore

/Vy.
m~l/Xy> 1

/ ^= -log(aj-l)
j xn -l n =>v

!/ 2mr7r
,

. . 2mr7r\ 1 / 2r?r . . 2r7r\+ -2(cos hi- sin \loglx cos ^sm I.

n \ n %/ &
\ n n J

To express this result in a real form, the partial

fractions with numerators A r and A_r, corresponding to

conjugate imaginary n
ih roots of unity must be combined

into a real form as follows :

A r A_ r

2r<7r . .

a; cos ----- 1 sin a? cos
n n n n

E
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1 2mr-7r n= cos
2 x

,
,

or 2#cos \-ln

sin

x2 2x cos
n

and the corresponding integrals are

_9 . _*'""

n n \ *~n

2 . .-- sin - - tan
n n

sin
n

40. In general, when F# has a pair of conjugate

imaginary factors, x ai{3 and x a+ij3, combining
into a real quadratic product (x o)

2
+/3

2
,

it is usual

to assume a corresponding partial fraction of the form

Px+Q

obtained by combining the partial fractious

A+ iB , A-iB
; x and . Q.x a ip .^ a+ ^p

Th fo_ Px+Q R
Tx -(x --ar+F+ iai>

suppose; or

fx= (Px+Q)<f>x+R{(x-a)*+/3
2
}.

To determine P and Q, put ( a)
2
+jS

2=
;
this gives

imaginary values to x, namely, a+ ifi and ai{3', but
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by continually substituting 2ax a2
/3

2 for x2
,
fx can be

reduced to the form Lx+M, and (Px+Q)<j)X to the form

L'x+M' ;
and then L= L', M=M', whence P and Q are

determined.

Example 3. To integrate
-

;
here the denominator

x + 1

x4+l splits up into two quadratic factors x'

and x2
x^/Z + 1

;
therefore assume

then

l-(
Put a*+ 0:^2 + 1 = 0, or 2= -

x^/2 - 1
;
then

of the form Lx+M, and therefore

4P- 2

or ^ =
2,

=
-

Again, put x2
x^/2+ 1 = 0; then

and therefore

4R+ 2SJ2 - 0, 272^2 = - 1

or R=
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dx
Therefore

S*+l

^+ 1)+W2

41. When Yx has a factor a1 6 repeated p times, so

that Re = (x iy<j)X,

we must assume

fx B B
p_, ^ JK

'* 1
"
l
""

t"'_
Fx (x-

and then

fr

Now put x b= y, so that x = b+ y, then

so that 5,, #,_ ...,^ are the coefficients of y, y
l
, ..., T/

P- J

,

in the expansion of - ~ - - -^' in ascending powers of T/.
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Example 4. To integrate 7 --., suppose it resolved
(x

2
1)

into the partial fractions

Then B^B^y+B^2 are the first three terms in the

expansion of

50 that 5
S
=

J, ^
2
= i 2?

1
=

i.

Again G^C.^y+ C^2 are the first three terms in the

expansion of

The,
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Any integral of the form

where A, B, C, D are rational integral functions of x, can
be made to depend on the integration of a rational frac-

tion by the substitution of

a+ l>x = y
r

.

Then bdx = ry
r~ l

dy,

and the integral

. f
~J

which is integrated by the preceding rules.

Examples. Integrate with respect to x :

.r
4+'

(]
~'J} '

*C -:T i+

/(*- a)'

42. Integration of circular and hyperbolic functions,

To integrate powers and products of sin x and cos#, the

most general plan is to convert them into sines and

cosines of multiples of x, which are immediately in-

tegrable.
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Thus

y"sin
2 xdx =fk( 1 cos 2x)dx = x \ sin 2x

;

y~cos
2 xdx =y^r(l + c

.
os ~%)dx = -J#+ 1 sin 2j?

;

y*cos mx cos 7i#cfo' =f{^ cos (m 71)0:+ i cos

__ l
sin (m TI) j

sin (m+n}xmn m+n
and similarly fory*sin

mx sin nxdx and /"sin mx cos nxdx.

To integrate sin\ecos
2"+1

a; and sin
2"+1

ic cosV1

,
where n

is an integer, write them in the form

sin*#(l sin2
^)'

1

cos x and cos*o;(l cos2^)"sin x,

and expand ;
then each term is immediately Integrable

because f sin
mx cos xdx= =- ( 38),

-. /.-, cosm+1a-

and J cosa3
m+l

The same processes apply for sirih x and cosh x.

By(v)

/"tan xdx= I --dx= log cos x = log sec x :J J cos a?

/*cot xdx= / - 'dx = log sin x
;y y sin ic

Aanh a:(ix= log cosh x
;
/both c7x= log sinh a1

.

To integrate sec a? and cosecoj, make use of the sub-

stitution tan |
= 2; then x= 2 tan~a

z, dx= -=-r---z \
also

1 +0
2s 1-s2

sin a;= tr ^, cos a?= ^-j 5.
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Then

-0* 1+02

r2dz r( 1 1 \=
ji=*

=j (i+i
+r^r

! 1+3= log
-
1-s

_, l+tan|a;
S~l- tan e

or =2 tanh 'tan lx = tanh ]

sin x = cosh~ ]

sec x.

//* T "I" ^*** ^(1%
cosec a:efce= /y -2z 1+02

//MiSĵ
= log s = log tan i.z= cosh'^osec a;.

Similarly, to integrate secha; and cosecb x, let tanh \x= z,

2cZ0 20 1+02
then dx=

~

^2>
and sinh a;=

-r^ 2,
cosh x= - -

^.

Then

/"sech xcZa;= 2 tan~ J tanh \x = tan -1sinh x= cos~
1sech x.

y^cosech xdx
= log tanh \x= smh~ Jcosech x.

The same substitution of for tan \x or tanh \x will

reduce / r ; or /J a + 6 cos x+c sin x */ a-

to integrals of rational fractions
;
the different results

will be found by reference to examples 85-89, page 57.
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Examples. Integrate with respect to x :

1. cosmos, sin (mx+ri), sin 2* cos 3*, cos 3* cos ox,

-sin 3* sin ox, sin (ma;+TI) cos (pa;+3), sin a; sin 2* sin 3x,

sin* cos*, sin2* cos*, sin3* cos*, sin
m
*cos*, sin* cos2*,

sin* cos3*, sin* cos"
1

*, sin2
*, sin

3

*, sin4
*, cos2*, cos

3

*,

cos4*
;
also the same functions with sinh x for sin x and

cosh x for cos x.

2. tan x sec2
*, tan2* sec2

*, tanmo: sec2
x, cot x cosec'2^,

cot2 cosec2
^, cot

m
cosec2

*, tan x, cot x, tan2
#, tan3

*, tan4ir,

cot2^, cot3*, cot4*, sec x tan x, sec2* tan *, sec
mx tan x,

cosec"
1* cot *, sec2

*, sec4*, sec6*, cosec6*, sec *, sec3*, sec
5

*,

oosec
5

*, sec * cosec *, vers *, vers2*
;
also the corresponding

hyperbolic functions of *.

43. Examples of integration by means of exponential,

logarithmic, and inverse circular and hyperbolic

functions, using formulae (i) to (q) and (v) to (z) of 37.

Integrate with respect to * :

A *+* (.L A 2*+3 (*-!)(*- 2) Ax+B 2*+l
^ '

I,
' '

~~
T~'

~
O ' ' 9 i ~i T"'ox x a, x l x 3 mx+n *2+*+l

cos x f'x 1 , 1 11
~

5 :
~

f i >
; f77~5

~
VlU" Ju) j --,, ^.j i ) ^ : _?

<t+ o* a+osm* a+ 6i* *A *(log*) *log* 1 + e

^ ^" a cos2*+ 6 sin2*' a+ b tan *' ,^/j a
2

(* c)
2
}

'

1 1 Px+Q

_ __ 1 2+ * P*+Q
j-c)

2
'

a2

-(ic-c)
3 '

*2-*+l' l+*+*2
'

axz+2bx+~c
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44. The Integral Calculus was invented for the pur-

pose of finding areas, or for quadrature, as it wa&

called, and the meaning of Integration is best illustrated

by its application to finding the area of a curve.

Let y= fx (fig. 9) be the equation of a curve CPQ;
then if OM=x, MP= fx.

Let the area AMPC between the curve and the axis

of # bounded by an initial ordinate AC and the variable

ordinate MP be denoted by A; keeping AC fixed and

varying MP, A is some function of x, which it is required

to determine.

Fig.9.

B

Let the ordinate MP be moved into the adjacent

position NQ, by giving x the increment Ax
;
and let AA

be the corresponding increment of A, and AT/ of y.

Then MN= Ax,NQ = y+ *y; and the areaMNQP= AA.

But MNQP lies between the rectangles PN and MQ,

and therefore AA lies between T/Ax and (T/+ AT/)AX; or,

lies between y and y+ AT/.
QSv

Proceeding to the limit by making Ax, and therefore

AT/ and AA indefinitely small,

dA. ,,AA ,,= lt-r- = ?/
= EC.

dx Ax *
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Therefore K=Jydx+& constant

=J\'xdx+ constant
;

so that to determine A we must integrate fx.

45. According to the Doctrine of Fluxions, the old-

fashioned name of the Calculus, the area AMPC, called

the fluent, is supposed to be generated by the flow of the

variable ordinate MP; and the rate of increase of the

area, called its, fluxion, is equal to the ordinate MP inta

the fluxion of x
; or, with our notation,

dA. dx
~tit

=y
~di'

^N'
so that A Jydx.

Similarly, any solid may be supposed generated by
the motion of a variable plane area perpendicularly to

dV dx
itself; and then -'-,--- = A ~rr, if Fdenotes the volume, A the

Ctv (jjv

dx
variable plane area, and .

'

the velocity of the plane per-

pendicular to itself.

For instance, if the volume V is bounded by the

surface formed by the revolution of the curve y ix

round the axis of x, then the fluent Fmay be supposed

generated by the motion of an expanding (or contracting)

circle of radius y, and therefore

dV v-
7
- =

7r2/
2
,
or F=
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46. Denoting the indefinite integralfi'xdx by fjc,
then

A=
fjfl; t'jd,

in order that A should vanish when x = a, supposing
OA=a.

This is expressed in the notation of the Integral
Calculus by

/fxdx, or simply /fxdx= f
1
x f

la,

a being called the lower limit, and the integral is then

called a corrected integral.

47. Sometimes the fixed ordinate is taken to the right
of the variable ordinate MP, at BD suppose, where

OB= b; and then the area MBDP is expressed by

/
rb

cdx, or simply /fxdx=f
l
b f

1x,

X

and b is called the upper limit.

Thus, when corrected integrals, in 37,

/"" t'
m

lxmdx=
^/
a

/X

'-a"

6

mdx=

m+l

m+l

cos xdx= sin x.

f
'sin xdx= 1 cos x = vers a;.

sec~xdx= tan a.
1

.
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'cosec2xdx= cot x.

r fjr ~
j \.*;\AJ . 1t//'

7/~2 <> ,
=sm- 1

-.

*/( a?-) a

77~ 2 9'v
= cos '

'(a
2 *2

) a.

,

= tan" 1
-.
a

CtX _i'
-5-; 5= COt -

a

A 7
a'- 1

/ QjdiX .J logtt
o

/c7
, x= loop -.

cc a

As an exercise, correct the remaining fundamental

integrals of 37 so that no constant shall be required.

48. Another geometrical interpretation of integration
is here given, adapted from Newton's Lemma II.,

Principia, Lib. !.,!.
Let the area ABDC (fig. 10) bounded by the curve

y = fx, the axis of x and the initial and final ordinates

AC and BD, be divided into a large number of narrow

strips like PMNQ by equidistant ordinates at a distance

Ax.

Then the difference between the external rectangle

MQ and the internal rectangle PN is the rectangle PQ
or pq ;

and therefore the difference between the sum of

all the external rectangles and the sum of all the internal

rectangles so described is the rectangle DE; also the

area ABDC is intermediate to the sum of the external

and the sum of the internal rectangles.
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Now in the limit when the breadth A.v of the rec-

tangles is indefinitely diminished and their number

proportionately increased, the rectangle DE vanishes,

Fig.lO.

and therefore the sum of all the external and the sura

of all the internal rectangles each become equal to the

area ABDG.
If OM-x, MP= y, then the rectangle NP = ybx\ and

denoting the sum of all the internal rectangles by SyAa
1

,

then the area ABDG=\i

f" r
I ydx=J fxdx,

a it

replacing 2 by^and A# by dx in the limit, and supposing

OA= a, OB= b.

49. Denoting the indefinite integral J\xdx by f^e, then

7,7 f i rT'V'/V'y* T /i t //
\JU\AjJu IjO l^tv/'

and is called a definite integral ;
a being called the loiver

and b the upper limit

The term definite integral is however retained par
excellence for integrals which can only be evaluated
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between certain definite limits, and of which the indefinite

integrals cannot be found.

Thus it can be proved that

/0-* dx= X/TT,

x
s\

X
o

s\n nix? _ t
kOC > 7T

but the indefinite interals

cannot be expressed by means of the algebraical, circular

or hyperbolic functions we employ.

Examples. Find the definite integrals :

/-& /*!* r\v r\"* rk*
I x"dx, /smxdx, /cosxdx, /t&nxdx, /cotxdx,

rfr /*\* r\* r\*
'

/sQcxdx, /cosecxdx, / sin 2
xdx, / sm^xdx,

-J > ^o ^o

r^ r^_ (a > 6) .J 3 +x- J a + b cos x

50. We see that

r a rJ fxdx = fjct ^6 = / fcZ,
O u,

so that an interchange of limits changes the sign of the

definite integral.

Considerations of symmetry and periodicity of the

function fx to be integrated are often useful.

Thus if fx is an even function of x, so that f( x) = fx,

J
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but if fx is an odd function, so that
( *)= fx, then,

/**
/ focfe= 0.

For instance, /cos-n+1xdx = 2/cos"l+}
xdx,

- ATT

/iirin""
+1X(ix =

;

/** /**
and /sm-"+ xdx = 27 sin

-"+1
ieate,

II

/"'
MIT ^ X^r^ft"" >'^i '>* 1 1
I 'ill ^^ CUo tX/tttX/ w.

Again, if fa; is a periodic function of period I, so that

f(x-\-nl)
= fx, where n is an integer, then

r l r i

I fxdx = n/ fxdx.

It is advisable, in integration, to make use of these

considerations in order to keep the limits of integration as

close together as possible.

51. Application of the Integral Calculus to the quad-
rature of the parabola y*

= px (fig. 11).

The area OMP

- rectangle OMPN.

Similarly, the area ONP

"p
=

i rectangle OMPN.
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52. The centre of gravity, or, as it is now called, the

centroid G of the area OMP, where OP is any curve, can

be determined by integration as follows : denoting the

co-ordinates of the centroid G by x, y, then the moment
of the whole area collected at G about the axes is equal

Fig.ll.

to the sum of the moments of the separate elements, such

mq, which may be supposed to have its centroidas

ultimately at g, the middle point of mp.
Therefore

fxyd
x= y=

J~ydx
'

J~ydx

It must be noticed in these integrals, as in all corrected

integrals, that under the sign of integration x, y must

be supposed to denote the co-ordinates 0m, mp of any
intermediate point p of the curve OP; but that when

the integration is performed, then x
y y represent OM,

MP the co-ordinates of P, the variable upper limit of
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the integration ;
this will not however be found to create

confusion.

Generally, for the centroid G of the area ABDC
(fig. 10)

/* f b

2
* 1t(

'
JC i *> t/ (A/JU

_ */

7*4 > H = 7^~
'

J ydx J ydx

53. For the parabolic area OMP

fx'dx fa;'
o

f^pxdx , 2

For the centroid of the area OA^P, taking y as the

independent variable,

_ _
/~j /Y2

j
'

y1

Jxdy J^dy ^
U

fxydy fy*dy

3 2/

2 3
___ fi^_ _ _ /v'

1
~"~

'

'

Examples. (1) Prove that if the equation of the curve

OP (fig. 11) is y
n
=p

n~mxm, the area OMP is -2., and the
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co-ordinates of its centroid are -
^ x, ? ,

l

y; and

that the area ONP is
'

, and the co-ordinates of itsm+n
. ,

centroid are h
- - -

x,
2m+4?i

(2) Prove that the area between the parabolas y* =px
arid xz= qy is \pq, and the co-ordinates of its centroid

?.
- 9 ? i

'^

(3) Prove that the area between y
n = xm and y

m = xn

is
,
and that the co-ordinates of its centroid arem+n

J
(m+2n)(2m+n)'

54. The quadrature of the circle and ellipse.

In the circle (fig. 12),

or y
and therefore the area

(i.);

and the area

l>MA=Jj(a
z
-x*)dx ................. (ii.).

To find the first integral (i.),

put x = a sin <, then the angle BOP= $
and y = ^/(a

z xz
)
= a cos 0,

dx= a cos
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Therefore the area OMPB
*</>

-fl

cos

of which the triangle

sector

Fig.12. ;

cos 0, and the

Expressed in terms of a?, the area OMPB

To find the second integral (ii.),

put x= a cos 9, then the angle A OP = 6 ;

and y = a sin 0,

dx= a sin 6dO.
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Therefore the area PMA

= - /J2
si

the difference between the sector OAP=\az
Q, and the

triangle OMP = |a
2sin cos 9.

Expressed in terms of x, the area PMA

,

2 xz
}dx

Therefore the area of the quadrant OAB

and the area of the whole circle is Tra
2

.

For the centroid of the area OMPB

_= _ i as_ i
(at-gafi= ~"

For the centroid of the area PMA

_=
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=' ~
a

Therefore, for the quadrant OAB,

4a
x =y=^

If we take A as the origin and AM= x, MP=y; then

y= ^/(2ax a?) ;
and the area AMP=f,J(:>.axx

i

}dx;

which is reduced to the above by putting x =
= 2a sin2|0, and then AOP= 0.

Fig. 1 3.

55. The equation of the ellipse (fig. 13) is

or
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and therefore the area of a part of the ellipse is - of the
a

corresponding part of the auxiliary circle cut off by the

same ordinate, being the excentric .angle, and the

complementary excentric angle.

Thus the sector OAP of the ellipse
= ^abO, and the

sector OPB=\ab<t>, the quadrant of the ellipse OAB being
= \irab ;

also the triangle

OMP= \ab sin 6 cos \ab sin $ cos 0.

Fig.l4

56. The quadrature of the hyperbola and its conjugate.

In the rectangular hyperbola (fig. 14)

x2
2/

2= a2
,

or y = +/(a?-a?)',

and therefore the area AMP
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To find this integral by the hyperbolic functions, put

x = a cosh u,

then y = asmhu,
and dx= a sinh udu.

Therefore the area AMP

=
|

2
(

sinh 2u u)

= |a
2siuh u cosh u ^a?u,

of which the triangle OMP= a2sinh u cosh u, and there-

fore the sector OAP= $a
2u

( 30).

Expressed in terms of x, the area AMP

-az
)dx

?- a2
) Aa2cosh~ ]

a

To find the integral by the circular functions, put
x= a sec 0, then y = a tan 0, and the angle A OQ= 9.

Then the area AMP

= |a
2sec tan |a

2

log (sec 6+ tan 6)

- a2
)
-

J
2
log

as before.
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If we take A as the origin, and put AM x, then

and the area AMP=J~/>J(^ax+x
i
}dx,

which is reduced hy putting

then 2/
= asinhu,

and dx = 2a sinh |u cesh

= a sinh ucu
;

so that the area

as before.

57. In the conjugate rectangular hyperbola (fig. 15),

y
z x2= a2

,

or 2/
=

.x/(ft2+ a;2
)-

Then the area OMPB

which is reduced to az
/cosh?vdv by putting x= a sinh v,

y= acoshv, and then the sector OBP = %a
z
v; or the

integral is reduced to a^J^Q^^d^ by putting x =

2/ ctsec</>, and then the angle

Therefore the area OMPB
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and its centroid is given by

_

Fig.15

58. The corresponding properties of the hyperbola

and of its conjugate hyperbola,

y
b* a2

are obtained immediately by projecting the preceding

figures orthogonally on a plane parallel to Ox
;
and then

the co-ordinates of any point P on the hyperbola are

x= a cosh u, y= b sinh u,
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where the sectorial area OAP (fig. 14)

(CC

77\

a+|);

or we may put x= a sec 9, y= b tan 0.

The co-ordinates of any point P on the conjugate

hyperbola are x = a sinh v, y= b cosh v,

where the sectorial area OBP (fig. 15)

or we may put #=atan 0, y = bsec <.

/* xmdx
59. Any integral of the form / 7- 9 , a r can beJ (x2

+2qx+r)

reduced by means of one of the above substitutions in

connection with the ellipse, the hyperbola or its conjugate,.

according to the form of the conic section

Examples. Draw the following curves, and denoting

the upper half of the area to the right of the axis of y

by A and the co-ordinates of its centroid by x, y, prove
that 445

(i.) In ay
2= ax2

x?, A =p
2

,
x = --a, y=^a ;

(ii.) Ina2
y
2= ax3-x\A=',x= a,y = -,

(iii.)
In xy

2= a3
a?x, A =

(iv.) In a*y*
= a?(a*-x*), A = Ja

2
,
X=
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60. Quadrature with Polar Co-ordinates.

Let r= f0 be the polar equation of a curve BPQ (fig.

16), then ifxOP= 0, OP= r= fO.

Let the sector! al area GBP enclosed by the curve BP,
an initial vector OB, and the variable vector OP be

denoted by A.

If A.4 and Ar denote the increments of A and r corre-

Fig.16

spending to the increment A0 of 0, then if POQ = A6,

and the area

Drawing the circular arcs Pq, Qp, with centre 0, the

sectorial area OPQ is seen to be intermediate to the

circular sectors OPq and OpQ ;
or AA lies between r2A0

and |(r+Ar)
2
A0, since the circular sector OPg=r2

A0,

and the circular sector = r+ Ar 2
A0; and therefore

a- lies between ^r
2 and ^(r+ Ar)

2
.

Proceeding to the limit, by making A0 indefinitely small,

dA

Therefore
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if the angle xOB= a, the formula to be employed in find-

ing areas with polar co-ordinates.

Also if x, y denote the co-ordinates of the centroid of

the area OBP, then since g the centroijd of the element

OPQ is ultimately in OP at a distance fr from 0, because

OPQ may be considered ultimately a triangle, therefore

flr cos 6%r
2dO %/r

3 cos 6d6
- _ a __ a
SC f >

J^-dQ A

fir sin 0%r
zdO \fr* sin Od0

where r= f0.

Examples. (1) Find the area of a circle when its

equation is given in the form

r= 2a cos 6.

Here A = = 2a2 /cos
*/

= a2

( 1+ cos W]dQ=

(2) Find the area and centroid of a loop of the curve

=a cos 20.

. if- 128x/2Answer: A=#irtP, x= 7 a.

(3) Find the area of a loop of the curve

r= a cos nO+ b sin %0.

Answer : A =
-^-(0?+ &2

).
471
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(4) Find the area and centroid of a loop of the curve

Answer : A = Ja
2
,
x=

(5) Find the area and centroid of r= a(l+cos 6).

Answer : A = fTra
2

,
x= fa.

(6) Find the centroid of a sector OAP of a circle (fig.

12) of radius a.

Aa cos
o sin

/.. ,. = a
g

,

Similarly for the centroid of a sector OAP of an ellipse

(fig. 13).

__ sin 6 -_,! cos

where 6 is the excentric angle of the point P on the

ellipse.

(7) Find the centroid of a sector OA P of a hyperbola

(fig. 14).

Here A \abu, dA = $abdu,

Aacosh uiabdu . ,

_ 2
sinh u

fiabdu
'

/la sinh u\abdu
< c

o , cosh u 1
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61. Rectification of Curves.

The formulae of the Differential Calculus

ds*_dx
2

dy
2

, <,
,v

dt*~dtz ^~dt* lb ''

d&_<h*_ rW
dt*~dt*

+
dt*~

^ ''

become in the Integral Calculus
2

dr*

dT*+ dt

s=fj(dx>+dy
z
),

or

leaving the independent variable arbitrary.

Also if x, y are the co-ordinates of the centroid or

centre of mass of a material curve or wire, of density

<r per unit of length,

fa-xds _ /a-yds
/Y*

.
*^

>?/ -J.

fords
'

Ja-ds

'

Examples. Rectify the following curves that is, find

s in terms of x or y, or in polar co-ordinates in terms of

6 or r. It is supposed that s is measured from the point

where x= 0, or (9= 0.

(1) The semi-cubical parabola
ds

s =
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(2) To find when a curve whose equation is of the

form y = xr
is rectifiable.

Here s=/s/(l + rzx*~2

)dx,

which is integrable when r is of the form ^ ,
or ^ =,

2i1/ li 1

where i is any integer.

For, consider the more general integral,

this integral is rationalized when - is an integer by

means of the substitution a+ bxn= z?, and when (--n q

is an integer by the substitution

(3) In x -\-y
= a

, prove that 8=

/v /

(4) In the catenary y= a cosh -, s= a sinh-.

(5) In the tractrix (ex. 92, p. 58) prove that s= alog~.
t/

OR

(6) Prove that in the curve y= a log sec - (ex. 90, p. 57)a

,8 X X , 8
cosh - = sec -, or - =gd .

a a a a

(7) With polar co-ordinates, prove that in the curve

r= a cos 6, 8= a6.

(8) In r= a(l+cos 6) (the cardioid), s = 4asin |0.

2a
(9) In r= ,. (the parabola),

.L ~f~ COS \j

s= a sec |0 tan %6+ a log (sec |0+ tan #').
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62. In the parabola y
2= Zlx, taking y as the indepen-

dent variable,

Again, in the curve r= lO (the spiral of Archimedes),

taking r as the independent variable

-/4+ TO- tdr

the same function of r as in the parabola s is of y.

Consequently a cylinder whose cross section is the

curve r= 10, loaded so that the centre of gravity is at the

pole M, can be placed on the parabola y
z= 2lx with axis

G
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horizontal as in fig. 17, so as always to rest in neutral

equilibrium ;
and MG, the subnormal y-f- of the parabola,ax

and the polar subnormal^ of the spiral are each I.

Examples. (1) Work out the corresponding problem
/g2 nj2t Jy

for the ellipse -s+ro= l, and the curve r= bcos-6.
a2 6 2 a

(2) Also for the exponential or logarithmic curve

y= be and the hyperbolic spiral rO= c.

(3) Also for the trochoid, a curve traced by a point at

a distance b from the centre of a circle of radius a which

rolls on a straight line, and the limacon r= a+bcos 6.

tJC

(4) Also for the catenary y= a cosh - and a straight line.
a

(5) Also for a straight line inclined at an angle a

to the horizon, and the equiangular or logarithmic

spiral r= aeetana.

(6) Also for the curve y = a( 1+ecosv
j,
and an ellipse

with centre of gravity at a focus.

63. To find the volume and surface of a solid of revolu-

tion.

It has already been shown ( 45) that if the volume

V is contained by the surface made by the revolution of

the curve y= fx round the axis of x and by planes per-

pendicular to the axis, then

av o ,f ,9

and
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Also if x is the abscissa of the centroid of the solid V,

the centroid being in the axis of revolution,

fx(ixfdx

7r/y
zdx f(i'x)

2dx

Again, if S denotes the surface generated by the revolu-

tion of the curve y= fx, then the fluent S may be sup-

posed generated by the motion of an expanding circum-

ference of radius y, and therefore

dS ds dS ds
-77 = ZTTV-T,, or -j-

=
ZTry-r-.dt y dt dx adx

Therefore 8= 2*/ydx= Z-

and for the centroid of the surface

x= fxyds

64. Application to the Sphere, Spheroid, Paraboloid,

and Cone.

(i.)
In the sphere, generated by the revolution of a

circle (fig. 18) round the axis of x,

y
2= a2

a;
2
,

and therefore

F=
7T/(a,

2-
x*)dx = 7r(a

2a- %&),

-x*
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Again, since

For a hemisphere, therefore,

V= 7ra
3

, and x= fa.

ds _ci
dx y

8= 27T/V dxJ " ni
o

fxdx- J
x=-r

fdx

Fig. 18.

(ii.) In the spheroid, generated by the revolution of

an ellipse round the axis of x,

2= 6V-*V
a2

and therefore

F"= 7T-
2 (CI

ZX J#
3
)
= TTd

and for the hemispheroid,
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If the spheroid is prolate, like a lemon, a is greater

than 6
;

if oblate, like an orange, a is less than 6.

(iii.) In the paraboloid, generated by the revolution

of the parabola y
2= 2lx,

V=
-jrfZlxdx

= irlx
2=

%irxy
2

=
|-
volume of the circumscribing cylinder ;

and

Also
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05. Theorems of Pappus (or Guldin).

Theorem I. The volume V generated by the revolution

of a closed plane curve of area A about an axis in its

plane is equal to the volume of a cylinder of base A, and

height equal to the circumference of the circle described

by the centroid of the area A.

First consider the volume generated by the revolution

of the area ABDG in fig. 10
;
then

V=
7r/y

zdx ;

and ?/A = $/y
2
dx,

if A denotes the area of ABDC and y the ordinate of

(r, the centroid of the area.

Therefore V= 2-jryA, which proves the theorem.

More generally, if A denotes the area of any closed

plane curve not intersected by the axis of x, and if

y denotes the ordinate of its centroid, then supposing the

area A to be cut up into elementary strips by straight

lines parallel to the axis of x, the length of a strip at a

distance y from the axis of x will be some function

of y i
and

and V= Z-

so that V= 2-n-yA, as before.

Theorem II. The surface S generated by the revolu-

tion of a plane curve of length s about an axis in its

plane is equal to a rectangle of base s and height equal
to the circumference of the circle described by the

centroid of the arc s.
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For if y denotes the ordinate of the centroid of the

arc CD (fig. 10), ys=/yds;
also 8= Sir/yds,

so that S= 2,7rys,

which proves the theorem.

Examples. (1) Prove that in the figure called the

anchor ring, made by the revolution of a circle (of

radius c) about an axis in the plane of the circle (at a

distance a from the centre),

(2) Prove that the volume of a parabolic spindle made

by the revolution of a parabola about an ordinate is

3\ of the volume of the circumscribing cylinder.

(3) Determine by Pappus's Theorems the centroid of

the area and of the arc of a semicircle, knowing the

volume and surface of a sphere.

(4) Determine the volumes and surfaces generated by
the revolution about the co-ordinate axes of the curves

in the examples of 59, 60, and 61.

66. Integration by Parts.

Corresponding to the formula in the Differential

Calculus for the differentiation of a product ( 34),

duv du dv

dx dx dx

we have, integrating both sides,

<Uu , rdv
~7

f
VCl/OC> ~T~ / 1l/~j" (.

dx J dx

or

fuv= / -

J
dv , fdu
,-T-dx= uv / --j-dx J dx
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or, as it may be written,

Judv= uv Jvdu,

the formula of the Integral Calculus, for integration by

parts, as it is called.

The formula shows howJudv is made to depend upon

Jvdu, which is either integrable, or made to depend upon
another integral, by another application of the method of

integration by parts.

Thus to integrate

dv
(i.) xe*, suppose x= u,-r- =e', then v=ex and

Jx&dx= xe* fedx
= xe e .

(ii.) logx, suppose log x u, 4- = l, then v= x,

/fdxogxdx=x\ogx /x =xlogx x.

fm , 7 xm+llogx xm+1
Similarly /x

m
logxdx= -r^.J m+l (m+1)

2

(Hi.) sin^/x, first put ^/x= z, then

=
%Jz sin zdz

= 2z cos z+ 2/cos zdz

= 2z cos 0+ 2 sin z

= 2*x cos fx+ 2 sin *x.

(iv.) To integrate cos mx cosh nx; here cos mx or

cosh nx may be taken indiscriminately for u, and we
must integrate by parts twice.
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For instance, if cos ma;= u, v= - sinh nx,

/ cosmxcoshnxdx= -cosmaisinhTiaH /sinma;sinh nxdxJ n n/

= -cos raajsinlma;+ -ssinma;coshtia; /cosmxcoshnxdx.n n* wj

Therefore

, 7 m sin ma; cosh nx+n cos ma; sinh nx
s ma; cosh nxdx= s .

Similarly

. , , 7i sin ma; cosh Tia; m cos ma; sinh nx
sm ma; sinh nxdx =

. , 7 n cos ma; cosh Tia;+m sin ma; siuh nx
cos ma; sinh 7ia;aa;=

2 2 ,

, 7 mcosma;cosh7ia;+7isin?na;sinh7ia;
sin ma; cosh nxdx=

2 2 ;

i /", njn sin ma;+ TI cos ma;
and /e cos mxdx = e -

2 2 ,

/* 7i sin ma; m cos ma;
/e sin mxdx= e -

2 2
.

Examples. Integrate by parts :

xz
e*, x^e, x*eax+b,

a;
m
loga;

n
, (log a;)

2
, (log a;)

3
, cosa;^ sinar*,

a;
2
cosa;, a;

3
sina;, eoac+*cos(ma;+7i), e(WC+ *sin(ma;+7i), ^(c^x^),

tan -1
a;, cot"^, sec"^, vers"

]

a;, sinh^a;, cosh"^, tanh-1
a;,

- l

x, (sin-
J

a;)
2

, (vers'^)
2
, (sinh-'a;)

2
, (cosh^a;)

2
.
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07. Formulae of Reduction.

A foi^Tnula of reduction in the Integral Calculus is

a formula obtained in general by integration by parts, by
means of which one integral, say un ,

is made to depend

upon a simpler integral un_j or un_2 ;
then by successive

substitution in the formula of reduction we finally arrive

at an integration which can be effected.

For instance, suppose un =y*(sin x)"dx ; integrating by

parts,

y*(sin x)"dx =y"(sin a;)"'
1
sin xdx

(sin x)
n ~ l

cos x+(n l)"(sin x}"~
z cos*xdx

or n(smx)ndx= (sinx)
n
~*cosx+(n

1 , ,
n l

or UH
= -- (sin x) cos x H--- un_ Z)

a formula of reduction.

Similarly

/(cos xYdx = - sin x (cos xY~
l+ -/(cos x)

n ~2
dx,J ^ n nj

a formula of reduction.

Taken, between the limits and |TT,

/""" ^ 1 /-2 71
"

/(sin x)
ndx=

]

i /(sin x)
n
~"dx,

/(cos x)
ndx= /(cos as)" ~*dx-
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First, suppose n even, = 2m, then

r^v

/(sin x)

- 3 2m-

and so on, finally being

1.3.5 .....2m-l
^ ___ /

2.4.6 ......2m J

_1.3.5 ......2m- 1 -TT

"2.4.G ......2m
"

2

y*i*and /o,Q^
mxdx has the same value.

Secondly, suppose w odd, =2m+l, then, substituting

as before in the formula of reduction, finally

2.4.0 2m

2.4.6 2m
3.5.7 2m+l J

r\v

and /(cos xf
m+ldx has the same value.

o

These are called Wallis's Theorems, and are of very

great use in the Integral Calculus.
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Examples. Prove the following formulae of reduction :

(\.)/x
n
e?dx= xn

e*- n/x"-
l
e*dx.

(ii.) /(logx)
n
dx=x(\ogx)

n-n /log x)
n ' l

dx.

^

, --N
(vn.) /x

,

H

...
'L

2m+l
nT9"

dx

(ix.)

(x.) ^~
JL

seca;
xi

\ /T \ 7 (seca;)
n " 2

tana;
,

w 2 /* , M ,

i.) /(secx)"dx=-
--;

_ H ^ /(secx)
n

-dx.
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(xii.) /(cosecx)"dx

n

(xiii.) /(versx)
ndx

1 /*
/(y v

, x--/(vers #)v

(xiv.) /x
n
cos mxdx= -ofsin ma;+ -

2af
"
'cos mx

JJ m m
n(n 1) fr

(xv.)^

+

(xvi.) /(sin a;)

m
(cos c)"d!a;

=

(sin )

m+1
(cos a;)"-

1
. n-l fi. V_M+ /(sin c)

TO

(cos a;r
za,

m+7i m+^y
(sin a;)

m- a

(cos a;)
n+1

,

m- 1 /* . , m_ nf v, ,
:-'- S--'----- /(sin x)

m
-(cos x) dx.

m+n m+nj v

t*^*
(xvii.) /(sin O3)

2m
(cos xf

ndx=

2.4.6.. ........................ (2w + 27i) 2'

(xviii.) Investigate formulae of reduction for

y"(sin~
I

a;)
n
cfcc, f(vers~*x)

n
dx, y"(sinh x)

n
dx,

y"(tanh x}
n
dx, y"(sech x)

n
dx, f(s\nh-

l

x)"dx,

r 1 r -
/sin xndx, /sinh nc?a;.
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68. General Integration of Irrational Functions.

The most general algebraical function of x which can

be integrated by means of algebraical, circular, logar-

ithmic or hyperbolic functions is of the form, or can be

reduced to the form

A+BJR
C+DJR'

where A, B, C, D are rational integral functions of x,

and R is of the first or second degree in x, of the form

(If R is of the third or fourth degree in x, elliptic

functions are in general required in the integration; if

R is of the fifth or higher degree, hyperelliptic functions

are required.)

Rationalizing the denominator,

AC-BDR BC-AD /R2V '

which is of the form +TT>V/-^> where L, M, N are

rational integral functions of x.

It has already been explained ( 39) how the fraction

T> can be integrated, so we must now consider the

f N /D NR 1

integration of j>v-^> or
"~jf/

~~
o> as ^ W1^ "e writ^en.

Three cases must be considered according to the form

of ^R, the irrational part.

Disregarding constant factors, R is either of the form

R= az
-(x-c)

z or (a -x)(x- /3) ..............(1)

or R=(x-c)
z-a2 or (x-a)(x-p).............. (2)
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Ct ^= C ~j~ Cky O ^ C ~"~ CL
j

Ill

where

so that
~D 2 i f \2 /Q"\

or i= a -\-(x c) (o)

69. Form (1) is associated with the circle and ellipse

( 54) and is reduced by putting
x c = a cos 6 ;

x = a cos2 !$+ (3 sin
2
10,

/VJ
__ W yy ^_ /

2
~a-fi'

Then

and

so that ^^= d9.

or

or

Then

,

a p
dx= a sin

= a sin 0,

dx

= 2 sm 2 cos

M
., /-a.

= 2 cos-

A' C M A

Fig.19.

The geometrical interpretation is seen by reference to

figure 19.
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If OA = a, OA'= fi, and a circle is described on AA' as

diameter with centre C, then 00= c, and the radius= a.

If OM=x, then ACP= d, AA fP= $0, AM=a-x,
A'M=x-j3, and

70. Form (2) is associated with the hyperbola ( 56),

x*yz= a~;

and then, if the origin is changed from the centre a

distance c to the left (fig. 20),

A 1

T' C T A

Fig.20.

(i.) Suppose a < x < oc, so that x is the abscissa of a

point on the right-hand branch of the hyperbola ;
and put

then

and

Also

y =^R= a sinh u,

dx

sc= c+a cosh u= a cosh2
|it /3 sinh

2
! it,

a = (a /3) sinh
2
Jit, x 6 = (a (3) cosh

2
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Then ., Q.=du,
+/(x a.x p)

, f* dx . , Ixa.
and IIT o\ = 2smh-\/-->,J J(x <ji.x K) \a p

= 2 cosh- - = 2 log\a p
i / Cc/i/,/ i i i

also -- -
o
= cosh

/ Cc/i/,/

/ 777
--

\i
-

oT
=

J*J{(x-uf-a
z
}

(ii.) Suppose {3 > x ~> oo, so that x is the abscissa

of a point on the left-hand branch
;
then we must put

x = c a cosh u'= a sinh^u'+ /3 cosh
2
J^' ;

or a x= a

and then ,.-- . = du',
^/(a-x./3-x)

4.1, r^ dx ,_ la x
so that / // n-r= 2cosh 1

A /
--&J V(a x.p x) \a p

/"
c~a d

/ /f .
--r --sy

=J +/{(c x)* a?}

~
i-'t;

also .
--r --s = cosh J-

Referring to fig. 20, the sectorial area

and CM a cosh u, MP= a sinh u ;

also CM'P'= |aV, CM' = a cosh u', M'P'= a sinh u'.

The circular functions can be employed in the reduction

of this form by putting

x c= a sec 6, and y = a tan 6
;

and then ACQ = 9, where MQ is the tangent to the circle.

Then -~= /sec 8dO= cosh'^ec = coslr 1

-K J

H
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71. Form (3) is associated with the conjugate hyper-
bola ( 57),

y
2

(x cf= a?,

and is reduced by putting

x c = a sinh v,

and y = ^R = a cosh v
;

dx
so that

and
dx = sinh"

X G

a

=

Referring to fig 21, the sectorial area BCP= $a?v,

and NP= x c= asm\iv, MP= y = acoshv.

In reducing by means of the circular functions, put

x c = a tan 0,

then y=^R = a sec
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and the angle BCQ= ^>,
where NQ is the tangent to the

circle.

Then

f dx r* . 7, u iVK+(o;-c)
8
}

/,-( 2 , ,
--

TOT = /sec (held) = cosh ^-^ -r-^-i.

i/Vla +(a?-c)
2
} J ^ ^ a

"O AT *!. L

72. JNow to integrate --^- rn, the rational part

must be resolved into a quotient and partial fractions in

the manner already explained ( 39) ;
and then for any terra

fxndx
Cxn of the quotient the corresponding integral Ci

J

J-TT

is made to depend upon the integration of integral powers
of cos 6, sin 0, cosh u or sinh u by the substitutions of

69-71, according to the form of R.

r cix
The integral / ~TT corresponding to the partial

.y (x p) ^/ -ti

fraction - - of ^- ( 39), and generally the integrals of
vU ^~ fJ ^.fJL

/* sJ

the form /-----\^"/p> corresponding to the partial frac-
^/ (x p) /

D
tions ,

^- of :

^rr- ( 41) are made to depend upon the
(x p}

n M

/z
mdz
-TIT,, Wnere ^' ^

a'z
z+ 2b'z+ c, by the substitution x p= .

z

With the substitutions of 69-71, the integral

is made to depend upon integrals of the

, f d6 f du f dv
form /-
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Lastly, integrals of the form

corresponding to partial fractions of the form
( 40)

Px+Q
Ax2+2Bx+G"

or, more generally, integrals of the form

Px+Q

are reduced by the substitutions of 69-71 to integrals

of the form

P'cos0+Q'
J(AWe+ 2h'Cose+Cr'

f P'coshu+Q' ,

J (A 'cosh 2u + 2'cosh ~u+ C")
B '

or f P'sinh^+Q'
J (A'&inWv+ 25'sinh v+VYv+ GJ

and these again are reduced to integrals of rational frac-

tions, as in fact / -^ rr> is reduced, by the substitution

of z for tan \Q, or tanh \u, or tanh |v.

The integration of irrational functions, which can be

effected by means of algebraical, circular, or hyperbolic

functions, can thus always be reduced to the integration

of rational functions, by means of the above substitutions,

and the integrals expressed by algebraical functions, or by
the circular and hyperbolic tangents and their inverse

functions; these are therefore the only transcendental
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functions we need employ, but as mentioned before ( 24)

the other circular and hyperbolic functions are employed
to avoid irrational and complicated expressions.

Elliptic and hyperelliptic integrals 'cannot be reduced

by any of the previous substitutions to the integrals of

rational algebraical functions.

73. Consider more particularly the integral

JU 2 , ), ,dx,
<c

z+ lbx+c)

where Axz+ ZBx+ C is always positive, and does not

split up into real linear factors, and therefore AC B2
is

positive.

By means of the substitution

axz+ 2bx+ c
2

the result will be found to be of the form

if ac b2 is negative ;
or

if ac 62 is positive.

Here L and if are constants to be determined, most

conveniently by differentiating (i.) and (ii.) ;
and fc, k' are

the values of X, which make

Ax2+ '2Bx+ C- \(ax*+ 2bx+ c)

a perfect square, and therefore

(A-\a)(C-\c)-(B-\l>)
2 = ().
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Denoting Ax2+2Bx+C by U, and axz+2bx+c by V;

also denoting -y-
C7" J

7

7 by 2J, then 4J is called the

Jacobian of U and V (Salmon, Higher Algebra).

Case (i.) If ac b2
is negative, and

U-kV= (mx+ri)*, U-k'V=(m'x+nJ,
then J=(b

2
ac)t(mx+ n)(in'x+ %').

Then differentiating (i.),

IMJ M(-l<yj Px+Q
UV*

or Lte(m'x+ ri)+M(- k'^(mx+n)=

an identical equation, so that putting mx-\-n= Q,

~
kl(m'

f
i

and putting m'x+ri= Q,

f _ Pn Qm~
' '

Pn'-Qm'

Case (ii.)
If ac b2

is positive, and

U-kV=(mx+<n)*, U-k'V= -

then J=(ac b2)*(mx+n)(m'x+n')\

and L and M are determined as before.

a- M , r PcosO+ Q ia
Similarly, / O/J^ITD /

, rflQJ A cos2#+ 2B cos + C

-
9r. . ap

cos2 + 25 cos

V
f/;
/
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Pcoshu+Q

. ~

A cosh2a+ 2.B cosh

&sinh2u

-i/
/c'sinh

2u
U'cosP^+^B^osh u+ G)

'

r Psinh^+Q
JA sinh2

y+ 25 sinh

k'coshzv

Then
cos + U

/" Pcoshu+ Q dJA cosh2u+ 2J5 cosh u+ 61

Psinhv+Q

The result of the integration of

Px+Q - dx^ ; ^ ; ^T . U/iX/

etc., can be inferred by differentiating the above results

n 1 times with respect to C, treating G for the moment

as a variable quantity.
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74. General Integration of Circular and Hyperbolic
Functions.

A large class of the preceding integrals are seen to

depend on

r dx r
y (a+/3coso;)" J a(a+/3coshx)

n '

and we shall employ a general method of reducing them,

depending on geometrical considerations.

Ffg.22

Using the variables and n explained in 29 for

confocal conies, and denoting SP by r, S'P by r', the

angle xSP by Q and the angle xS'P by B' (fig. 22) ;
then

in Astronomy 6 or 6' is called the true anomaly of P.

If P moves on an ellipse for which
TJ

is constant,

then is called the eccentric anomaly ;
if P moves on a

confocal hyperbola, is constant and
rj varies.

From 29,

?'= c(cosh TJ cos ),
r'= c(cosh ^+ cos ),

so that SP=AK, S'P= KA' and
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x c coscoshw 1 n, x-\-c coscosh>j-|- 1
cos0= = - -3

-r, cosO= = T ?
r cosh

;
cos r cosh ?+ cos

Therefore

sin 9= T* -*, sin &= \r~i f
COSh T;

COS COSh );+ COS

and tan 1
= tan f coth |)?, tan 1 0'

= tan |^ tanh | >;.

Differentiating the last two equations logarithmically

( 35),

dO _ dg drj

sinO ~sin sinh)/
'

dQ' _ dg dtj

sin 6'

~
sin g~ sinh

)^'

Therefore

,.._ sn
~~

,.,_~

cosh
rj

cos
~"

cosh 17
cos

sin c?^

cosh
rj+ cos ^ cosh r\+ cos

But

cosh
rj

cos ^
'

cosh
)/

cos i

sinh2M ,., - sin2
^

coshw cosO= r- -r, cos0 cosf= ,
, nnacosh

rj+ cos
' cosh );+ cos ,

Therefore

, _ (8in^ ??)

2"~ 1^
"~

(cosh )/
cos ^)

n '

and integrating,
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ft (siph
^r-'dj f^ e ,

ile ..... (J (cosh r] COS )" J V

Similarly,

r^r^dn =
/cos -cos )-'<#...... (2)y (cosh q cos )" y v

Here the denominators do not vanish, and the integrals

do not become infinite, and can be expressed by means of

circular functions.

But

n cosh M cos ~, cosh + cos
sec = -- .

'

,
--

;-,
sec = - -*=-

;

COSCOSh?; 1 COS^COSh/;+J

=/^ +C08 e )-i(aec )<# ..(5)

. ,
--

;-,
= - -

^COSh?; 1 COS^COSh/;+

therefore

(cos ^ cosh >/ 1)

/*y
(8in ^)

2"-

(cos cosh ^ 1)"

/*V /
*

/1\2n 1--7 /^ /?'/ (sm) ^ A
0'_y (cos cosh 17 +i) y(cos ^ cosh 17 +i)

Here the denominators can vanish, and the integrals

become infinite, so that they require hyperbolic functions

for their expression.
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According to the relative values of a and /3,
the integrals

mentioned at the beginning of this article will assume one

of the forms (1) to (8).

For n = 1,

/~tsin\\rjdg _/_ .jCOs^cosh^ 1

J cosh M cos cosh r\ cos
'

o *

/ i c= 7T U = 7I COS - -,J cosh
tj

cos cosh
r\ cos ^

77

/^ sinh ^c?^ /* sin gdq _(\>_ -ic(

V cosh M+ cos >? J cosh ?+ cos f cosh
o =o

/^ /-0

/ sinh ;c/^ /
/- ^ r T / sec Od6= cosh JsecO

w' cos ^ cosn ?;
L ^/

-.

cos g cosh t]i

y^ 1
? /ij /"*""

/ ^^ = /sec ede= cosh -l(
_ sec

^/ cos fcosh M ] .y

'

e |
-

COS COSh
;

1

/
^/ cos

_ ..
^/ cos f cosh w+ 1 ^/ cos f cosn M+ 1 /

= cosh~ 1
sec 0'= cosh" 1

-*-^, --
, .

cos ^ cosh
r)+ 1

The geometrical interpretation of the reduction of the

integral

is left as an exercise for the student.
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General Examples of Integration.

1 /L <** _1 tan- 1 aX+ b
orya*2

+2&a+c~V(ac- &2
) V( c- &2)

1 , , ax+ b 1 . aa;+6 .

or rcotn

the real form to be taken.

Express the results also as functions of ax2+2bx+c.
dx

2.

. ,smh ,= 7-cosh -1

or

or

1 , _ T a+6 1., //
7- cosh 1

.
-j-,-

=
. smh \[ a

V" *(trac) +/a A'V

cos s- = - -

. sin" A - a

f
5> J (a-

62 -ac /'

or /aj-6 2 /oj-6--
,
or -?--- cos~ -

or

f dx '1 . , Ib x
4. I,-----v iff

--- =
77T
-;8inh \ -- .J (a-x} /J(b-x} *J(b-a) ^x-a'

Ib-x
os

-^ ----
\a-x

Ib-x 2-
or -

r
*

J(x p)*J(ax*+ 2bx+c)'

I

h . 1
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1

+ 2

or
(x p]+,/(& ac)

-COS
ap

2 -
'2bp c) (x p)*J(b

z
ac)

Px+ Q dx-
(ax*+cr

P ,
! //

A ax^c
-aC)

Ci V V a ~Ax*+ C

l If

-aC)
C V V c

P .

If
A

A~c^C)
S

VV a

Q
8in

-i
// ?

-aa V\ c

P
C

+

If
A ax*+e \

V\ aAx* + Gj

. .

8]in
"
V( i

+vo^-^j ril>h"V("?
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7 . f
v

-Pcose+Q .

J cos2 6 '2 sin a cos 6+1

PsmJa+Qcosia ., . ...-
: *-, if cos a is positive,3
a)cos

s\* a** i T^ V^KJ- > ^ , .

TT ./ ., .
,
if cos a is negative.

/v/( 2cos3
a)

8 yT
7^ PcOsfl+Q _^"
:os

2 2ac cos a cos + c
2

_^x/O
2+^-m2

)+ Qx/(a
2+ c

2+m2
)

mV(c2-a2

where m4= rt
4 2a2

c2 cos2a

l^J . /2m+l \ J 2x*n
^ j sinl 7*7r ittill

~

1

*=! V \ / \I X /

/2m+ l \ /tocotT\\+ cos(- rTi-Jtanh"
1

I f
\ n J \ 1+a;2

yj
x*
mdx

r+a*

( 2?i '
j \ i^x

.2r
1_ . ^/ J.

2a; sin^ TT

' 2r-l
2 cos ^ TT

1+a;2

m m
1 1 . Find yitan a;)" Ja; and f(tanh a;)

"
dx.

(Put tan a; or tanh x= y
n
).

13. /^/(coth a;)(^a;
= tanh^^/Vtanh a;)+ tan" 1

^(tanh a;).
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dx
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or cosh"
1-

cosh

.-a;2

. , .

or smh- 1

or 7-^r

/i
*>

I /y
-L ^^ U>

T^aT2

sin" or

fxz \ dx 1 . .

18. / --TD= 7- smhJ x H +a

where .R= ax*+ 2bx3+ c
2+ 2bx+ a, A = ac- 2a2- 62.

P + 1 dx

(Put+--y)i

Determine also

where R= ax*- 2bx*+ cxz+ 2bx+ a. (Put a;-
L =

T/).

/*J/
19. Determine the conditions in order that /

-^

( 72) can be expressed by a single term of the form

or tanh" 1

^^, where M, N, p, q, R are

rational integral functions of x. (Abel, (Euvres, I. p. 104).
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20. Prove that the co-ordinates of the centroid of the

arc of the curve y = a log sec-, measured from x= 0, are

, x ,x
x ycot-, y a+xcot-,a o/

o

supposing the line density varies as cosh -.

21. Determine the co-ordinates of the centroid of the

arc and of the area of the catenary y = acosh -, measured

from x= 0, and prove that for the figure formed by the

revolution of the catenary round the axis of x,

S=Tr(ax+sy), V=

22 Prove that for the figure formed by the revolu-

tion of the tractrix (ex. 92, p. 58) round the axis of x,

S=27ra(a-y), V= ^(a2 -y^.

23. Rectify the cissoid y
2
(2a x~)

= xs
, and determine

also A, 8 and F, in terms of x, starting from x= Q.

24. Prove that, if y^^t3x2

dx. r
J*/(

25. Prove that, if

Dx3

)(

B(x + y + z) + C(yz + zx + xy) + Dxyz*},
then

*dz= 0.

(Quarterly Journal of Math., xix., p. 158; xx., p. 179.)



CHAPTER III.

SUCCESSIVE DIFFERENTIATION.

75. The operation of differentiation with respect to x

being represented by the symbol -7-, a second differentia-

, ,, d d ,. , . /d\* d2

lion is represented by -j- -7, which is written I
y-

1 or
-j 2 ;

and generally the operation of differentiating n times is

(d
\" dn

-T- I or
-j n,

so that the ?i
th

d.c. of y with

respect to x will be written I -j- ] y or -7-^.
Vrfo;/

a
rfic"

^y/Ti cl/ tJK y = fx, and ~ is denoted by f'x. then -~^ is denoted
ace dx2

d"i/
by fa;, and generally -T? by f"ic.

/dii\
n d"y

The difference between ( --
j
and -^ must be carefully

observed; i-^J meaning the ti
th

power of
^,-,

but -r~

meaning the 7i
th

d.c. of y.

Hitherto -Js has generally been used for ( -^ j
.
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The successive d.c.'s of a function are required, among
other purposes, in the expansion of a function by Taylor's

Theorem, as explained in the next chapter.

76. For instance ( 3),

dxm
-T- =mx l

\

dx

dzxm
therefore -y-s-

=m(m l)of~
2

,2dxz

d3x" ~ m~

and generally

d"x
m

- =m(m l)(m 2) . . .(m n+ \}x
m

"".

If m is a positive integer

x
m = m(m l)(m 2). . .2 . 1, denoted by m !,

and all the higher d.c.'s vanish.

Generally to differentiate successively any rational

function of x with respect to x, the function should first be

resolved into its partial fractions ( 39), and then the

11
th

d.c. of a partial fraction

- will be A- -r^i>

and of a partial fraction

B -n i ( l)"m(m+l)...(m+ ^ 1)

te^feT (a?-bV+n
"""

1 1/ ^^ C/ J \w
^^

t/y

To find the 71
th

d.c. of a partial fraction of the form

< 40),

Px+Q
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suppose it resolved into its conjugate imaginary partial

fractions of the form,

A+iB_ A-iB
/-\ I

x a-i(3 xa+ifi
and then the -71

th
d.c. will be

A-iB

_ f_Knm <

This can be expressed in a real form by putting

x a= ft cot 0, and then becomes, by De Moivre's theorem,

_, 1V,
]

_ . . A cos nO B sin n6
' l)n - -

Also

and therefore

dlog(x a) 1

dx xa
dn

log (x a) _ ( 1 }

n
~\n 1) !

dx" (X a)
n

Similarly the wth
d.c. of tan"

1^ and tanh" 1^ can be

determined.

77. By 4

dsinx
dx

= cos x sin (x+ |TT),

/"/" Q1 M /V>

therefore =-5 = &\u(x
eta;

2

d" sin a? /and generally = sin
(

Clw
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. ., , d" sin (px+ q) .

Similarly 'y n
*' =p

n sm
CtCB

c?"cos(y>a;+g) _

Since
-j-=tf log a ( 26),

therefore generally -^ = a* (log a)" ;

d"e*
and -7-^

= ef.

Also
( 32)

= smii x, ,
2),

,

1
= cosh x.

ci/ cosn x * Cv ^wou **;

75 = cosn x, . 9n ,

,
= sinn a;,

aar cte*^
1

78. Leibnitz's Theorem.

We have already proved the rule for the differentiation

of uv, the product of u and v, two given functions of x
;

namely ( 34)
cfatv_du dv

dx dx dx

Differentiating again, each term on the right-hand side

being a product gives rise to two terms
;
and

dzuv_d
zu ,du dv du dv, d2v

dx2
~
dx2 dx dx dx dx dx2

_d
2u ~dv, dv d2v~
dx2 dx dx dx2

. . wwv ^H& ~d2u dv ,<*du d2v d3v

dx*
~
dxs dx2 dx dx dx2

and

v d*u A$U dv d2u d2v .du d3v . d*v
~4~

"^
7j 4 ~^

7/Y*3 77 "^ ~7 2^ Jj ^ ^^ ^7 JT
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We now perceive the law for any number of differen-

tiations, by analogy with the Binomial Theorem
;
and

the law can be proved by Mathematical Induction.

For assuming that

dnuv d"u dn~ lu dv nn \ d'
l~ 2u d2v

x 1.2 dtf^dtf
dn

~-v du dn~ l
v dnv

Differentiating again, each term on the right-hand
side of (1) gives rise to two terms, of which the second

of one term coalesces with the first of the next term
;
so

that

dn+luv_d
n+1u , <^udv (n+l}n dn

~^u drv

dxn+1 ~dxn+lV
'

}dxn
lto
+

1.2 ~dx^dx*
+ ......

n
~*v

, ,
dudnv dn+1v

1.2
'

=i+(n ' +u+r "- (

If therefore the law expressed by (1) holds for n, it

holds when n is changed into n+1, as expressed in (2).

But the law holds when n is 1, 2, 3, 4, and therefore

it holds when n is 5, 6, ...,. and generally any positive

integer.

This law is called Leibnitz's Theorem.

Leibnitz's Theorem can be established by a symbolical

proof, which is easily extended to the case of the differ-

entiation of any number of factors
;
for if

when u, v, wt
... are functions of x, then

dy du dv dw
-j-
= -r-vw...+u-1

- w...+uv-j-. .. + ...
ax dx dx dx

= (D1+D.2+DZ+ .. .)uvw. . .,

where D
l represents the operation of differentiation on

u, Dz on v, Z>
3 on iv. . . .
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Then, since these operators represented by D obey the

same laws as algebraical quantities,

,, ,, , . f dpu dgv drw . , , ,,

so that the coefficient of T -r- -r- r
... is equal to the

d/X OX aX

coefficient of ofy
qz

r
. . . in the expansion of (x+y+z+ ...)"

by the Multinomial Theorem.

79. By Leibnitz's Theorem,

...
\Jdx

with the symbolical notation.

Therefore, if Fa; denotes a rational function of x,

a theorem of great use in Differential Equations.

Examples on Successive Differentiation.

" dxn
~

2. y = e^^cosfpx + g), -j,= an (

' ax

where tan a=.
a
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3. y = cosh(ax+b)cos(px+q),

)cos na

if n is even
;
and find the value when n is odd.

4 T/ =__*_ find ^
(-)(- 6)(oj-c)' da?"'

J2y
n

5. 2/"cos na= a", + y = (n

6.
i/
= -^ cos nx+^ sin ?icc,

-j- 2+ 7i
2
i/
= 0.

7. =A cosh Tiic+ -6 sinh x, or ae"*+ be~
nx

,

8. T/
= aj

m~
*

(-^ cos nx+ Bsi

_ (2m- l)

80. Dynamical Applications.

Suppose a body M, like a railway train, is moving in

the straight line Ox (fig. 3), and that x denotes its dis-

tance from at the time t; then ( 13), if u denotes the

CM IT

velocity of the train, u=-^.
The acceleration is defined to be the rate of change oj

velocity per unit of time, so that the acceleration ofM is

du_d?x
dt~~ dt*

du_du dx_du _ Ldu?A-lSO "77 ~~; ""T",
==

> U 9 7

at ax at ax ax
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Suppose, for example, the acceleration is constant and

. * . du d?x .

ual to/; then
-&

=
&=*'

Integrating with respect to t,

if V denotes the velocity when t= Q; so that V is the

arbitrary constant to be added in integration ( 37).

Integrating again with respect to t,

x=Vt+tft
z

, ........................... (2)

supposing x= Q, when = 0.

du?

so that, integrating with respect to x,

W=1tV*+fx ........................ (3);

and (1), (2), (3) are the equations of rectilinear motion

with constant acceleration /
For a retardation / is negative.

81. Suppose a bodyN to be projected vertically upwards
from with velocity V, and let y denote the height
above and v the upward velocity of N at the time t.

Then, if the resistance of the air is left out of account,

dv _ d2
y_

3Tlti?
m

- 9t

g denoting the acceleration of gravity, due to the attrac-

tion of the earth.

Therefore, integrating with respect to t,

.

and integrating again

y
also
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If the body N rises to the height h, and if T denotes

the whole time of going up and coming down again,

then %T is the time of rising and also of falling, and

Therefore v \gT gt,

and y = %gt(T-t),

also %v
z
=g(h-y).

82. Vertical motion of a body when the resistance of

the air is taken into account.

Suppose a body like a sphere to be projected vertically

in the air, and suppose the resistance of the air to vary

as the nth
power of the velocity ;

then the retardation

due to the resistance of the air when the velocity of the

(v\

n

-1
,
and then w is called

the terminal velocity of the body, being the constant

velocity with which the body would fall when the

weight of the body is balanced by the resistance of the

air. as observable in the terminal velocity of raindrops,

hailstones, and meteorites.

When the body is moving downwards with velocity

v, the equation of motion is

dv

and when the body is moving upwards with velocity v,

the equation of motion is

dv
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Example 1. Suppose n= 2, and the time is reckoned

from the instant the body is at the highest point.

Then for the downward motion of the body, equation

(1) becomes

dv_ ( v*\

dt~9 \ w*)'

and therefore
/ uw w^ , ,v= tann"1

-,
9 w

dy . at
or v= -~ = wi&uh ,

at w
if y denotes the depth below the highest point at time t.

Therefore
r , at . , wz

, , at
y =w / tanh dt= log cosh .

J w g w

For the upward motion of the body, equation (2)

becomes dv

and therefore

dy at
or v= = w tan .

dt w
Therefore

at wz
, aty =y=w /ti _

/ ~~w g w

The upward velocity is therefore infinite at an infinite

depth below the highest point, but the whole time of

w
ascent is finite, namely, TT

y
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The downward velocity gradually increases from zero

to w, the terminal velocity, which is reached in an infinite

time and at an infinite depth below the highest point.

Example 2. Suppose n=4; then equation (1) becomes

dv,dv2

taking y as the independent variable.

Therefore

V2
,w

2
, , ,v

z

-T= f- tanh' 1

2 ,

v*
~
g wz '

or v2=w2tanh -~,w2

=
dt

Therefore

t.

(ex. 13, p. 126).

Equation (2) for the upward motion becomes

dv_ ^dv
2

_
dt &y

and therefore v2 = itf
2tan r ,
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(ex. 12, p. 126).

In the upward motioii the velocity becomes infinite

TT?/J

at a finite depth, -r, below the highest point.

To complete the trajectory of the body, the velocity

at this point must be supposed reversed, and the body

projected downwards with infinite velocity; then at a

depth y below the point of projection,

dv dvz

83. Equations of motion in a plane.

If x, y are the co-ordinates at the time t of a point
(lit* Ci 77P moving in a plane (fig. 3), then ( 13), -^ and -~ are

the component velocities of P parallel to Ox and Oy.
CL C Gull

Similarly, -^ and
j.f

are the component accelerations

parallel to Ox and Oy, since the acceleration in any
direction is defined to be the rate of change of velocity in

that direction per unit of time.

84. Suppose, for instance, that a body P is projected

from (fig. 23) with velocity V at an angle a to the

horizon, and suppose the resistance of the air to be left

out of account.
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Then, if the axis Ox is horizontal, and the axis Oy
drawn vertically upwards, the equations of motion are

dj
_ _

' J'

Integrating with respect to t :

CM If*

r. a constant = V cos a,
(it

- = a constant gt=Vsin a gt\

and integrating again

x = Vt cos a,

y = Vt sin a - \g&,

supposing = at 0, the point of projection.

Therefore t=
-^ ,

and substituting in the value of y,

ClOi

y= x tan a - H-TOT 2 ,

2 F 2 cos2 a

the equation of the trajectory ;
which will be found to be

a parabola.
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For writing it in the form

2
2F2* . 2F2

?/
or -- smacosa= -- -^cos2

a,
9 9

and completing the square in x

/ F2
. \ 2 2F2

, / F2
. . \

[x --- sm a cos a I
= --cos2a(y -~-sm2al ;

* c/ / t/ V t/ '

and comparing this with the equation

(x-h?=-p(y-k),
which is the equation of a parabola as in

fig. 23, of

which the vertex is at (h, fy, the latus rectum is p, and the

concavity downwards
;
then

F2
. F2

. 2F2

h= sin a cos a= 0(7, k= sin2a= CA, p =--cos2a.
9 *Q 9

If HK is the directrix of the parabola, then

A^ain
dxd?x dyd*y_ dy
Ttdt*

+Tt~dt*--g dt'

and integrating

dx* dy

or

if v denotes the velocity at P,

The velocity v at any point P is therefore the velocity
which would be acquired in falling freely from the level

of the directrix
;
for

\tf=g . OH-g.MP=g . PK.

To find the range OB, and the time of flight on the

horizontal plane through 0, put y = ;
then
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a- - ,

2F2cos2a

Therefore, if the range is denoted by R,

2F2
. F2

R=- sin a cos a= sin 2a,

and if the time of flight is denoted by T,

rn 2F .T= sin a.

ff

With a given velocity of projection V, the range R is a

maximum when sin 2ct = l, or a= ^7r.

Produce OS to meet the parabolic trajectory again in

Q, and draw QL perpendicular to the directrix HK
; then

so that the trajectory touches at Q a fixed parabola HQ,
with focus at and vertex at H

;
the parabola HQ is

called the envelope of the trajectories like OPQ described

with the same velocity of projection F, but varying
elevation a.

The interior of the surface formed by the revolution of

the parabola HQ round the vertical line OH will therefore

be the whole space covered from the point with the given

velocity of projection F; and the section of this surface

by any plane will be the area covered on that plane.

The maximum range on a line through 0, like OQ, will

therefore be obtained when OQ is a focal chord, and

then the direction of projection bisects the angle HOQ.
For examples on the subject of parabolic motion, the

reader is referred to treatises on Dynamics.
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85. Dynamical Equations with Polar Co-ordinates.

Changing to polar co-ordinates r and 6, then (fig. 24)

x= r cos 0, and y= r sin 6.

Fig. 24.

Differentiating with respect to t,

dx dr . ,.dQ
. nr\Q H __. W Gin H

7. 7. \s*JO V I Olll I/ 7->
dt dt dt

dy dr . _
.

jQ
- = -T7 sm 6+ r cos 0-rr-
rfi dt dt

Therefore the component velocity in the direction

OP, called the radial velocity,

dx ..
, dy . ~ dr

-7TCOs0+-n sm = -rr ;

dt dt dt

and the component velocity perpendicular to OP, called

the transversal velocity,

_. o\ir\ /J _l *^ /ir\o /J ^ /vt

as before ( 18).
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Differentiating again,

d2x d2r d62\ dr

d2
y /d2r d62

\ .
, i^dr dO ,

d2

- = - ~ -

Therefore the component radial acceleration

d2x d2
y . d2r d62

dt*
cose+

di*
sm6=d?- r

dt2 '

and the component transversal acceleration

^
-no sm + -Ja cos = -rr -7 . + r-jT, ,

dt2 dt* at dt dt2

which is usually written in the form nli'rrzL ^
r dt\ 'dt/

which it is equivalent, as may be seen by differentiating

this last expression.

Suppose, for instance, that P describes a circle round
(j/T

as centre; then r is constant and -77= 0; so that the

dO2

radial acceleration is r-r^ and the transversal or tan-
dt2

.. , ... d2d
gential acceleration is f-rrz

-

Also, if v denotes the velocity in the circle, v=
^ji~

r
^Tf>

cli) d s d'V
so that the tangential acceleration is -rr or -= or v-3-, the

dt dt2 ds

same as for rectilinear motion ;
and the central or normal

acceleration in the direction PO is rrrs- = v--,-= .

dt2 dt r

To realize this circular motion practically, suppose a

particle, suspended from a fixed point by a fine string, to

be projected with velocity v so as to describe a horizontal

circle of radius r under gravity, neglecting the resistance

of the air.

K
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Denoting by a the constant inclination of the string to

the vertical, and by Q the tension of the string, then

n . n
; g : : Q sin a : y cos a,

or v2

=grta.na.

Now if 2T denotes the time of revolution in the circle,

=
T'

2

therefore v*= ^2
r
i2= #r tan a,

r cot a II cos a

g

I denoting the length of the string; and T therefore

approaches the limit TTA/-, as a becomes indefinitely

diminished.

86. Suppose a particle P moves in a field of force in

which the radial and transversal accelerations due to the

field of force are represented by R and T respectively ;

then the equations of motion are

T (2}dt~
Now r2

-^
is generally denoted by h, and then

h=2--j

( 60), twice the rate the area is described by the vector

OP about 0.

Change the independent variable in the equations of

motion from t to 0, and denote r by -.
u
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rift

Then since r2 -,-=,
at

therefore --=-= huz
;

f-vt

and equation (2) becomes

dh_T dlt_r_ dft*_T
dt

~~
u'

r
dO
~
/m3 '

r *
</0

*
u?

Ao-ain - = - =
dt dO dt u* dO"" ~W

so that -^-= ~ -
7 A --

dt2 dO'2 dt dO dt

_cZ%, 2 2
du T

~d~& ~~dO u
1 (JL\) 7 oand r =fi'2u3

Therefore equation (1) becomes

duT

+u-- R T du
7/->. I W" 7~o o 7 a o ~77i
d(j nrw nnr dO

the differential equation of the orbit of P.

87. Central Orbits.

For a central field of force in which the attraction is

always directed to the origin 0, T=Q, and h is therefore

constant.

Denoting the central acceleration due to the attraction

towards by P, so that P= R, then

P

P
whence the required \7alue of P is found when the

equation of the orbit is given.
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Examples. (1) The polar equation of a conic section

with a focus at the origin being

- or hi = 1 -\-ecos 6,

then
M'u

A2
1

and therefore P= -rU2
, which varies as u2 or .,.

I r2

Thus Newton's Law of Gravitation by which the Sun
attracts the planets with intensity inversely proportional
to the square of the distance is deduced from Kepler's

Law, that the planets describe ellipses of which the Sun

occupies a focus.

(2) Prove that, for a conic section with the centre at

the origin, P varies as r.

(3) Prove that P varies as u3 in the curves (Cotes's

Spirals) (i.) au= cosh nO, (ii.) au= exp nO (the equiangular

spiral, p. 98), (iii.) cm= sinh n6, (iv.) au= n9 (the hyper-
bolic spiral, p. 98), (v.) au= sin nO.

(4) Prove that P varies as r~'
2n ~*

in r" = a" cos n6.

(5) Prove that

(i.) P varies as u5 in tm = tanh
.-^

or coth

.. cosh 0-2 cosh + 2
(n.) P varies as u* in au= , ^ . , or r-^ --= ;

cosh 0+1 cosh 01
cosh 20-1 cosh 20+1

(in.) P varies as u7maW= ^ .- or . ..

cosh 20+ 2 cosh *lQ '2

In the curves of this last example, au=l or r= a

when = oo; so that after an infinite number of revolu-
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tions round the origin the curves approach to coincid-

ence with the circle r= a, whicji is therefore called an

asymptotic circle.

A particle describing this circle
'

freely under the

central attractions of (i.), (ii.), or
(iii.) would be unstable,

and be found ultimately describing one of the correspond-

ing curves.

The inverse problem to determine the orbit when the

central attraction is given is more complicated, but the

general method pursued is as follows.

Supposing P a given function of r or u, then

^2+ ~

Multiplying by -j ,

du d*u du_ P du

and integrating with respect to 6,

,du"

du*
or

so that

the equation of the orbit, connecting and u.

For examples the reader is referred to the treatises on

analytical Dynamics by Tait and Steele, Besant, or

Williamson.
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88. Geometrical Illustrations of Successive Differen-
tiation.

Curvature. The curvature at any point of a plane
curve is defined to be the rate at which the curve is

bending, or the rate at which the tangent is revolving

per unit length of the curve.

The angle (in circular measure) between the tangents
at the ends of a finite arc of a plane curve is called the

whole curvature of the arc, and the ratio of the whole

curvature to the length of the arc is called the average
curvature of the arc.

Suppose that, in going from a point P to an adjacent

point P' on an arc of length As, the tangent (or normal)
has turned through the angle A^, then Ax/r is the whole

curvature, and -r*- is the average curvature of the arc

PP'\ and making P' move up on the curve to coincidence

with P, the curvature at P is It -.- = -T.
As as

To measure curvature a circle is employed, because the

curvature of a circle is the same at every point, and by

varying the radius the circle may be made to have any

required curvature.

As
For if PPf

is the arc of a circle, then ~r-. is always

equal to the radius ( 5), and therefore the curvature of a

circle, measured by ^, is the reciprocal of the radius.

The circle of cui^vature or the osculating circle at any

point of a curve is defined to be the circle which touches

and has the same curvature as the curve at the point.
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89. Any small arc PP' may be considered as ultimately

coincident with the arc of the circle of curvature, and

therefore Q, the point of intersection of the normal at P'

with the normal at P (fig. 25), is ultimately the centre

of curvature at P, and then QP is called the radius

A o f/Q

of curvature, and denoting it by p, then p =li-= ^-
.

The curvature at any point is therefore - or ~*E.

Now tan
\}s
=

-J-, or
\}s

therefore
d\fs _ dx*

dx~
l djf

also
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ds

dx

9
dx dx*

the expression for p in terms of y, ,- and -.

-

v

00. Taking t as the independent variable, then

dy

dt

dx d?y _d?x dy

and

also ( 13)

therefore

dx?

df

ds

dx (E~y _<ffx d/y

di d HP 'dt

We are now said to have changed the independent

variable from x to tin the expression for p.

Since

and

_~

dx

dt
2

dy
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therefore p= -
,

ft II fi~w
- \As U * ,(,(/*/

cosur-^ sm
O 7O 7*>

*?y >y "O/ fl^f*

or = cos lA-rpi sin \!^-r^, the normal component of the
p

r
cw*

r ar
acceleration of P.

The tangential component of the acceleration

. d2x

_l/dx d2x.dy dz
y\_dv_ dv_..dv

z

~v\di dfi
+

^dt dp)~dt~
V
~ds~*~ds'

v2
the same as for rectilinear motion; and ,

the normal
p *'

.

acceleration, is the same as for motion in the circle ot

curvature
( 85).

91. Taking s, the arc of the curve, for the independent

variable, then since ( 12)

dx dy . .

-^-
= 008^, -~ = SinYr;ds ds

therefore, differentiating with respect to 8,

d2x ,
d\ls dy 1

-^-s= smi/r-j^ = -/ -,
dsz r ds ds p
d2
y . d\!s dx 1
j-%= cos-v//--f-= -j .

ds2 r ds ds p

Squaring and adding

(d
2x\2

, A%V_!
\ds*J

+
\ds*J -p2 '

dy dx

ds ds
p=

~~d?x=~d^)'>
ds* ds2

d2x. .

and cos \!s= - sin =
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If a, /3 are the co-ordinates of Q, the centre oj curvature

atP,
d2x

dzy

With x for independent variable,

<

ds dy _ t

I dy*\

\
l+d&)

ds dx 1

L
dx

1 +

dx2

dy*

dx2

92. 2%e Evolute and Involute.

Since a= p sini/r, {3
=

then differentiating with respect to s,

da dx dp .
,
d-dr dp .

-T- = -r f sin \fs p cos >/r -/-
= ^-s

ds ds ds r ds ds

dft dy . dp ,
d\ls dp

-y-=-^+ -r cosy- psm\/r ,-= -fco
ds ds ds r ds ds

and therefore

The locus of (a, /3) the centre of curvature Q, is called

the evolute of the curve AP
;
and the preceding equation

shows that the tangent to the evolute at Q is QP, the

normal to the curve at P.

Also
ds2
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if o- denotes the length of the arc of the evolute, measured
from a fixed point.

Therefore -^= -f, and cr= a constant p.as ds

(i.) Suppose a- = p l; then the curve AP can be

described by the end of a string unwrapped from the

corresponding arc BQ of the evolute (fig. 26, i.).

(ii.) Suppose a-= l p; then the curve AP can be

described by the end of a string which is wrapped on the

corresponding arc BQ of the evolute (fig. 26, ii.).

In each case, <r denotes the length of the arc BQ of the

evolute, and l= AB, the radius of curvature at A, and

p = PQ, the radius of curvature at P.

(i)

Relatively to the curve BQ, the curve AP is called an

involute ; and by varying the length of the string, any
number of involutes can be obtained, all parallel curves ;

but a curve, like AP, has only one evolute, like BQ.
Thus the tractrix is an involute of the catenary

(exs. 91, 92, p. 58).
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93. The cycloid and its evolute, and cycloidal vibra-

tions.

The cycloid is a curve OP (fig. 27) described by a

point P fixed to the circumference of a circle which rolls

on a straight line.

When the centre of the circle has advanced by rolling

on DB from C to C', the circle will have turned through
an angle 6, where CC'= aO, a denoting the radius of the

circle; so that if 0, the point from which P starts when

at the end of the diameter DC is taken as origin, and

Ox drawn parallel to DB, then if x, y denote the co-

ordinates of P,

x= a(6+ sin 6), y = a vers
;

so that (1)

The rotation and translation of the circle may be

considered independently, by supposing the circle first to

turn through an angle 6, carrying to R, and then to

slide on DB a distance a6, carrying R to P
;
thus the
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cycloid is constructed by producing the ordinate NR of

the circle to P, and making RP= arc OR.

The curve described byP when NP' is made equal to the

arc OR is called the companion of the cycloid, but then

x
or 11 = avers-,

a

a curve of the same form as ( 16)

x . x
y = a cos - or y= a sin -

.

a a

Differentiating in the cycloid with respect to 6,

dx
-j-=
= a

,, dty sin
so that -= = - = tani0,

cte 1+ cos ft

and therefore the angle xTP or ^= |$; which proves

that TP is parallel and therefore equal to OR.

This can be seen immediately from the fact that the

rolling circle in any position is turning instantaneously

about /, the point of contact with DB, and therefore IP
is the normal and TP the tangent to the cycloid at P,

where IT is the diameter of the rolling circle.

ds2 dx*
, dy*Agam

cos

so that -^= 2a cos ^6,
clu

and therefore s = 4a sin $= 4asin ^ ............... (2)

s denoting the length of the arc OP, which is therefore

equal to 2TP.
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The value of p, the radius of curvature at P, can be

obtained from the formula ( 90)

dxz
<

_
f)

~dxd?y d-x dy'

dOdW2~de*dd
and will be found to be 4acos|0; but this can be

obtained immediately from equation (2), for

p= -y-7-= 4 cos >/r
= 4a cos ^6.

Therefore PQ = 2P7, if Q is the centre of curvature at

P, and this shows that the evolute AQ is an equal

cycloid.

For a. /3 denoting the co-ordinates of Q, then ( 91)

a= x />sini/r
= a($+ sin 6) 4acos $sin |$

= a(0-sin0),
cos ^r

= a(l cos 6) + 4a cos2J0

which proves that, as P describes the cycloid OPB, Q
describes an equal cycloid A QB, produced by rolling a

circle of radius a on the straight line through A parallel

tol>5.

This, the first problem of an evolute, was invented

by Huyghens, with the object of making a particle

vibrate in a cycloid ;
for if the cycloid BOB' is cut out

of some material and divided at 0, and B'O is placed in

the position AB, and OB in the position HA, in a

vertical plane with BB' horizontal, a particle at

hanging vertically from A by a fine string of length

OA will, if made to vibrate in the vertical plane of the

figure, describe an arc of the cycloid BOB'.
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94. The peculiarity of these vibrations under gravity

is that the time of vibration is the same for all arcs of

vibration
;
this property is called the isochronism of the

cycloid.

For resolving tangentially at P,

dv2

\-j-
= resolved part of gravity along the tangent

if I= 4a, the length of the string.

Integrating with respect to s,

supposing P to be drawn aside from through an arc sv

and then let go.

Therefore v= ~ = -
yfV(,

a-A
the negative sign being taken because P begins moving
towards 0; and

II ri ds II

t-T=\~ /if 9 8x
=

igj x/(V- s
)

or 8

supposing T to denote the instant of time when P is let go.

If T denotes the time of vibration from rest to rest,

then .

j(t T) increases by TT, while t T increases by T,

so that s= s
1
cosWt T),

and jT=7TA /-,
19

which is independent of s
z,and therefore the samefor all arcs

of vibration
;
which proves the isochronism of the cycloid.
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When
Sj,

the amplitude of vibration, is small, the arc

of vibration in the cycloid may be considered coincident

with the arc of the circle of curvature at 0, a circle of

radius I and centre A
;
so that the time of a small plane

vibration of a simple pendulum of length I is thus

proved to be TTA/-, the same as the time of a semi-

revolution in a small horizontal circle
( 85).

95. Harmonic Vibrations.

If a point P describes the circle (fig. 12) with constant

velocity in the periodic time 2T, then

0_t-T
TT~ T '

supposing P is at A at the instant of time denoted by
T; and then

*7TOM= x= a cos = a cos
^(t T).

The point M vibrates between A and A in the time

T, and M is said to perform a harmonic vibration, and

a is called the amplitude, T the time of vibration, and

T is called the epoch, being one of the instants at

which M is at A.

Thus, in the preceding article, P makes a harmonic

vibration on the cycloid.

If x=acos 7
j,(t T),

., d2X 7T
2

then
dt*

=
~T*

x
>

so that the point M vibrates as if attracted to with

intensity proportional to the distance from 0.
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The small vibrations of elastic bodies producing musical

notes are of this nature, whence these vibrations are

called harmonic.

Again, if 9 denotes the excentric angle of a point P on

the ellipse (fig. 13), then

so that the motion of P on the ellipse may be supposed

compounded of two harmonic vibrations in directions

parallel to Ox and Oy.

Also

so that P then moves on the ellipse as if attracted to

with intensity proportional to the distance from 0.

This case can be exhibited practically by Lissajous'

method, as explained in Ganot's Physics ( 278), by

noticing the curve formed on a screen by a spot of light

reflected from mirrors on two tuning forks in unison,

vibrating in planes perpendicular to each other.

Here, in the most general case,

x = a cos
( T), y= b sin

( T') ,

with different epochs r and T ;
and eliminating t,

xy
ab

and rationalizing,

xz
^xy . TT ,

'\ 2/
2

2 ""Y '\

the equation of an ellipse; and by gradually varying

T T, the difference of epochs, by putting the tuning
forks slightly out of tune, the different figures are

obtained in succession.

L
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'

In the analogous problem for the hyperbola (fig. 14),

x= a cosh u, y = a sinh u,

where u= m(t T) ;

, ,, dzx o d?yand then
-^-

= m?x, -^ =mz
y ;

so that P moves on the hyperbola as if repelled from

with intensity proportional to the distance from 0.

96. Intrinsic Equation of a Curve.

Equation (2) ( 93) connecting s and
i/r

is called the

intrinsic equation of the cycloid.

Generally the relation s= f\js
for any curve, connecting

s the length of any arc measured from a fixed point,

arid \fs
the whole curvature of the arc ( 88), is called the

intrinsic equation of the curve, and was invented by
Whewell

;
the equation is called intrinsic because it is

independent of a system of co-ordinates.

Thus s= a\jf is the intrinsic equation of a circle of

radius a; and s= sini/r is the intrinsic equation of a

cycloid, generated by the rolling of a circle of radius \l.

Supposing i/r continually to increase, the complete

cycloid will be composed of a number of equal branches

coming to a point on the straight line DB in what are

called cusps (fig. 28, i.).

'

More generally the curve whose intrinsic equation is

will consist of a number of equal branches with equidistant

cusps now arranged on a circle.

If m < 1, the curve lies outside the circle of cusps,

and is an epicycloid that is, the curve described by a

point on the circumference of a circle rolling outside

a fixed circle (tig. 28, ii.).
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If m > 1, the curve lies inside the circle of cusps,

and is a hypocycloid that is, the curve described by a

point on the circumference of a circle rolling inside a

fixed circle (fig. 28, iii.).

f/J

(Ill)

Fig.28

If s =
\js

is the intrinsic equation of a curve, then

ds .,
<r= - =t

is the intrinsic equation of the evolute ( 92), measuring
da

<r from the point where -.-. =
;
and conversely

is the intrinsic equation of an involute.

For instance, if s= l sin m\^,

then cr= 7V =nilcosm\fs,"

which proves that the evolute of an epi- or hypo-

cycloid is a similar epi- or hypo-cycloid.

Also s= ^a\p is the intrinsic equation of the involute

of a circle.
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Examples. Prove that

(1) s=fa(sec
3
i/r 1) is the intrinsic equation of the

semi-cubical parabola (ex. 1, p. 95) ;

(2) s= fa sin 2\/r of
*

+ y* = a? (ex. 3) ;

(3) s= a tan
i/r,

of the catenary (ex. 4) ;

(4) s= a log sec ^, of the tractrix (ex. 5) ;

O SY*

(5) ^= gd -, of the curve y = a log sec (ex. 6) ;

Cv Oj

(6) s= 4asin J\/r, of the cardioid (ex. 8).

(7) Draw the curves (i.) s= lsm%\fs, (ii.) \/r
=

(iii.) \^
= msin

2 , (iv.) \{s= -+msinr.

(Whewell, Cambridge Phil. Trans., vol. 8.)

97. Circle of Curvature. Another way of obtaining
the circle of curvature at a point P of a curve is to

Fig. 29.

regard it as the ultimate position of the circle which

touches the curve at P and cuts the curve again at a

consecutive point P', when P' is moved up to coincid-

ence with P.
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For example, suppose the curve is a conic section, say

an ellipse (fig. 29), and let the circle cut the ellipse

again at Q.

Produce QP' to meet the tangent at P in T
;
then from

the property of the circle

TP*= TP' . TQ-,

and from the property of the ellipse

TP2

_ CD
2

TP'.TQ~CE2
'

where CD, CE are the semidiameters of the ellipse parallel

to TP, TQ.
Therefore CD= CE, and CD, CE therefore make

equal angles with the axes of the ellipse ;
as also

TP, TQ.
Now let P' approach to coincidence with P

;
the circle

becomes the circle of curvature at P, and TQ becomes

PV, the common chord of the ellipse and its circle of

curvature, which therefore is equally inclined with the

tangent PT to the axes.

Hence to construct the circle of curvature of an

ellipse at P, draw the tangent PT and then the chord

PV equally inclined with PT to the axes
;
PV will be the

common chord of the ellipse and its circle of curvature
;

draw VU at right angles to PFto meet the normal at P
in U, then PU will be the diameter of curvature at P.

The same construction holds for the parabola and

hyperbola.

Also PF=lt T =

a relation which gives the chord of curvature PV in any
direction and for any curve.
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98. Evolute of the Parabola.

Let x, y be the co-ordinates of a point P on the

parabola y
2= 2lx

;
and let a, /3 be the co-ordinates of Q,

the centre of curvature at P
;
to determine the locus of

Q, the evolute of the parabola (fig. 30).

Fig.30

Differentiating the equation of the parabola with

respect to x,

2 ^= 2Z r ^=- '

^dx
~

' dx
~
y

'

and differentiating again

d?y= _l dy= _l
2

dxz 2 dx /
3'
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Therefore ( 91)

~72
== --

/
~~" *^ '

J

and

72

2 3"

Conversely x = I (a -I), y=- (I
2
j3)

*
;

and since y
z= 2lx,

therefore $=01

the equation of the evolute, which is therefore a semi-

cubical parabola ( 61).

A
,
P\l

V 2/VATAlso
I
2

the negative sign appearing because -^ is negative ;

therefore, changing the sign,

the normal at P meeting the axis of the parabola in G.

As an exercise, prove that the radius of curvature at

P is 2PR, where R is the point where the normal at P
meets the directrix of the parabola.
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Prove also that the evolute cuts the parabola at points

which are the centres of curvature at x = I of the parabola.

The arc of the evolute

I.

which can also be expressed in terms of x, or a, or /3.

This explains why the semi-cubical parabola can be

rectified ( 61), and in fact this was the first curve of

which the rectification was effected algebraically.

Fig.31

99. Evolute of the Ellipse and Hyperbola.
Take 9, the excentric angle, as the independent variable

in the ellipse ( 55), then

x= a cos 6, y= b sin
;

dx . n dy ,

-j7j= asm6, TTJ
= &COS0;

dd d9

dzx dzy
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_(a
2sin2

fl+6
2cos20)*"

ab

-ii
a* &

if
j) denotes the length of the perpendicular OF drawn

from the centre on the tangent at P (fig. 31).

Denoting the angle AOYby to, then

dx a.
tan <o= -7-

= T- tan ;% &

a sin 9 b cos
sm co = /,o . o/i . 7.0 on., cos a>=

Therefore

.
x a = p cos w = cos 6

a
/7

2
7)
2

A ** ^ 1/\= a cos y-- cos-^O,
a

a2-62
, a2 -62

a=
a

y p = yosm a) =

a2
i'
2

= 6 sin OH--r sin30,

a2 62 . o^ a2

3= -- sm36>= --

Therefore tta = (a
2 62

)cos
3
0, 6/3

=
(a

2 62)sin
3$ ;

and eliminating 6,

the equation of the evolute of the ellipse.

Similarly the equation of the evolute of the hyperbola

??_yji
a2 62

'

s
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As an exercise, prove that the radius of curvature at

P of the ellipse or hyperbola, as well as of the parabola,
PG3

is r2 ,
where I is the semi-latus rectum and G the point

where the normal meets the axis of x.

Employing the variables
rj

of 29, then for the

ellipse,

cos3
n sin3

a= c T-
, 8= -frn-r*-.

cosh
tj

' sinn
r\

Now the equation of the tangent of the ellipse being
cos

,
sin

y>_2_
_|_ /y_=_- />

cosh T
^

and the equation of the confocal hyperbola being

_ y _
C
2 .

therefore (a, /3) is the pole of the tangent of the ellipse

with respect to the confocal hyperbola.
Hence to find Q, the centre of curvature of the ellipse

at P, produce the tangent of the ellipse to meet the

confocal hyperbola in It, and bisect Pit in F; FO pro-

duced will meet the normal to the ellipse at P in Q.

A similar construction will give the centre of curvature

at P of the confocal hyperbola.

100. Envelopes.

Since the normal to a curve is a tangent to the evolute

( 92), the evolute is called the envelope of the normals,

and the equation of the evolute is usually most readily

determined from this consideration, since the point of

intersection of the normal at P with a consecutive normal

is ultimately Q, the point of contact of QP on the

evolute (fig. 26), and also the centre of curvature at P.
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For instance, the equation of the normal to the ellipse

at a point whose excentric angle is 6 is

ax sec 9 by cosec 9 a2+ 62= .............. (i.)

Denoting this equation by F0= 0, -then, as explained

below, to find the point of ultimate intersection of thi&

normal with the consecutive normal, we must determine

x and y from the equations

F0= 0, andF'0= 0;

and the equation of the evolute is obtained by eliminating

6 between these equations.

Here F'0= ax sec tan 6+by cosec cot = ....... (ii.) ;.

and from (i.) and (ii.),

ax= (a
2- 62)cos

3
0, by=- (a

2- 62
)sin

3
;

giving the co-ordinates of the centre of curvature; and

eliminating 9,

the equation of the evolute ( 99).

Generally if F6)= denotes the equation of any curve,

involving x and y and a parameter 6, as it is called;.

then by varying a series of curves is obtained; keeping
6 constant, a particular curve of the series is obtained.

To find the points of ultimate intersection of the

curve F0= with a consecutive curve of the series,

suppose to receive a small increment AO
;
then we

must find x and y from the equations

where A$= 0, ultimately ;

or, which is the same thing, from the equations

F0= 0, and It
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The locus of these points is called the envelope of the

series of curves, and its equation is found by eliminating
$ between the equations

F0= 0, and F8= 0.

This curve is called the envelope of the series, because

each curve touches the envelope where it intersects the

consecutive curve of the series.

For, take three consecutive curves of the series defined

by the parameters + AO, 0, and AO; and suppose
the first and second to intersect in P, and the second and

third in P'
;
then P, P' are two consecutive points on the

envelope, and also on the curve F0 = 0, and therefore

ultimately the envelope and a curve of the series have

the same tangent where they meet.

Familiar instances of envelopes of straight lines, besides

evolutes, are seen in Optics with caustic Curves, the

envelopes of rays reflected or refracted at given curves

or surfaces.

Thus:
(i.) The caustic of rays reflected by a circle,

emanating from a point in the circumference of the

circle, is a cardioid (ex. 8, p. 96) ;

(ii.) the caustic of rays refracted by a plane, emanating
from a point, is the surface formed by the revolution of

the evolute of an ellipse or hyperbola.

Examples. (1) Find the envelope of a straight line of

given length c, which moves with its ends on the co-

ordinate axes.

If the straight line makes an angle 6 with the axis of

x, its equation is
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.

k

~
c cos 9 'c sin 9

Differentiating with respect to 9,

x sec 9 tan 9 y cosec 9 cot $ = 0,

and therefore x= c cos3$, y= c sin3$
;

and eliminating 9,

(2) Find the envelope of the parabolas of 84.

Supposing 9 the variable elevation, then

and therefore the envelope is

the equation of the parabola HQ (fig. 23).

(3) Prove that the envelope of the ellipses ( 95)

is x= a, or y b.

(4) Find the envelope of the ellipses
/-v>2

viy2

-7+ TT,
= 1, where a+ b = c, a constant.

az o^

Supposing a and 6 to be functions of some independent
variable t, then to find the envelope, differentiating with

respect to t, treating a and 6 as variable,

a;
2 da y2 db _ , da db_~

~tf~dt
+ vTt- '

a a
dt
+ di~

() '

Multiplying the second equation by some undetermined

multiplier \, and adding it to the first equation,
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Now suppose X chosen, so that

+ X = 0,then 3+X = 0;a3 63

and therefore -
2+ 1^

+ X(ct+ 6)
= 0,

or l+Xc= 0,X=--.
c

Therefore a3= ca;2
,
63 = c?/

2
;

and since a+ 6= c,

therefore x*+ y%= $,

the equation of the envelope.

(5) Prove that the envelope of the curves

101. Maxima and Minima.

One of the most useful applications of the Calculus is

the determination of the maximum or minimum value

of a function y or fx of a variable quantity x.

Suppose the curve y ix is drawn (fig. 32); then an

inspection of the figure shows that the tangent to the

dii
curve is parallel to the axis of x, and therefore ~ or

f'x= Q, at points on the curve where y has a maximum or

minimum value.

The roots of the equation f'x= will be the abscissa} of

these points, and will give the values of x which makes y
a maximum or minimum.

To distinguish whether the corresponding value of y
is a maximum or minimum, we notice that as x increases,

-~ or tani/r is diminishing when y is a maximum, and
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(1^1 Ci II

then -j^ is negative; but -f- is increasing when y is a
CviA./ LVt-C

'minimum, and then -j^ is positive.

Fig-,32.

This can easily be seen, with different letters, from

/y /v>

dynamical considerations
;
for the velocity -^ is positivedt

dx .

when x is increasing, but -77 is negative when a? is
CLlr

dzx
diminishing; also the acceleration - is positive when

doc j>
the velocity -r- is increasing, but -^ is negative when

dx . ,. . . , .

-Y: is diminishing.
etc

As x increases continuously, the maximum and minimum
values of y must occur alternately, because y after reach-

ing a maximum value must diminish to a minimum value

before increasing again to a maximum.
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Examples. (1) If y= 2o3 -9o;2+I2x- 3,

the equation of the curve of fig. 32
;

when x= 1, or 2
;
and

(i.) When x=l, ~r~i= 6, and y= 2, a maximum;
Cv*C

ft II

(ii.) when ic = 2, -r^= 6, and y= l, a minimum.

(2) If y= x a;
2
,
when x= %, y = \, a maximum.

(3) Prove that y = x3 3xz+6x has no maximum or

minimum value.

when #= 0, 2/
= 49, a minimum;

a;= 1, y= 72, a maximum
;

iC= 4/7, 2/
= 0, a minimum.

(
5) K 2/

=
^Tg >

when C= 3 ^2, 2/ is a maximum
;

when x= 3+ ^2, y is a minimum.

/r2 . T 4-1

(6) If 2/=Vr ^T.
rc
2
+fl3 1

when x= 0, y= 1, a maximum ;

when a;= 2, y = 2, a minimum.

(7) Determine the maximum and minimum values of

This can be done algebraically, by solving this equation

as a quadratic in x, and determining the limits of y from

a consideration of the expression under the radical.
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(8) Determine the maximum and minimum values of

y, when x and y are connected by the implicit relation

( 15)

Forming the first derived equation

3&*-3ay-8aaJ^+S^=0:dx 9 dx

then ^= 0, ifx^-ay = 0,
dx

Combining this with the implicit relation we obtain

To find the corresponding value of -r4 form the second

derived equation, but omitting terms involving ,- , since

they vanish
;
therefore

9/y 9
or *.=

LX
=--,

dx2 ax y
2 a

so that the corresponding value of y is a maximum.

Similarly, by differentiating with respect to y, equating
(i /yt cl IT

-j-
to zero, and examining the sign of -,

g,
we find that

when y= a/2, x has the maximum value

These considerations are sometimes useful in drawing
a curve whose equation is given as above.

(9) If xy(x y) = 2, determine the maximum and

minimum values of x and y ;
also if

= 0.

M
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(10) Determine the greatest rectangle which can be

inscribed in a given isosceles triangle.

Let ABB' be the given isosceles triangle (fig. 33) and

let a denote the altitude OA and 26 the base BB'
;
and

x the height and 2y the breadth of the inscribed rect-

angle PNN'P'.

Then -+r=l,a o

since P lies on the straight line AB.

Fig. 33.

Also, if u denotes the area of the rectangle,

du
--p-dx

a; = ^a> y=\l\ and then = -

~,/, ~x\ _= 261 1 2- 1 = 0,
\ a/

and

when

so that u= $ab, a maximum.

(11) Determine the greatest cylinder which can be

inscribed in a given cone.

Suppose the preceding figure to be made to revolve

round the axis of x, and describe a cone of altitude a
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and radius of base b
;
also a cylinder of altitude x, and

radius of base y.

Then the volume of the cylinder

and

when = a, or #=$.
cZ
2F 62

(i.) When x= a, -7-2
= 2-71

;
and F= 0, a minimum;

Cl'JL/ Cv

(ii.) When x=Ja, -r-
?
= 2-7r-; and

c/*
2 a

4 4V=
^iralP

=
(

- volume of the cone, a maximum.

(12) Determine the cylinder of greatest curved surface

which can be inscribed in a given cone.

With the same notation as before, the surface S=%7rxy,
and therefore, as in Ex. 10, 8 is a maximum when

x=^a, y = %b.

(13) Determine the greatest cylinder which can be

inscribed in a given sphere.

Here the volume V=27rxy
2

, where y
2= a? xz

;
so that

(IV
and

vhen x2= Ja
2

,
x= la^/3; and then

F= $*J'3Tra
3=

-jx/3 volume of the sphere.
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(14) Determine the cylinder of greatest curved surface

which can be inscribed in a given sphere.

Here the surface

S= 4>7rxy
=

4>Trx^/(a
2 x2

).

We can rationalize S, and omit constant factors, and

determine the maximum value of this quantity.

Let u= x2
(a

2 x2
),

then ^ = 2azx-x*= 0,dx

when x2= |a
2
, x = ^a^2 ;

dzu
and then -j 9

= 4a2
;dx2

so that u and therefore S is a maximum when x= la^/2,
and then $=27ra2= J surface of the sphere.

(15) Prove that the volume of the greatest cone which
can be inscribed in a given sphere is -/r of the volume of

the sphere.

(16) Determine the proportions of a cylinder of given
volume open at one end, in order that the surface should

be a minimum.

(The length equal to the radius of the cylinder.)

(17) Determine the proportions of a cylinder of given

volume, closed at both ends, in order that the whole sur-

face should be a minimum.

(The length equal to the diameter.)

(18) Determine the proportions of a cylindrical tin

canister to have a maximum volume for a given amount

of metal, supposing the ends doubled down to overlap

cylindrically (i.) a given distance, (ii.) a given fraction of

the length of the cylinder.

(The diameter equal to (i.) the difference, (ii.)
the sum

of the lengths of the cylinder and of the ends.)
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(19) Prove that in a conical cup, of given surface and

holding the maximum quantity of water, the height is ^2
times the radius of the rim.

(20) Prove that, according to the- regulations of the

Parcel Post, which require the sum of the length and girth

of a parcel not to exceed 6 feet

(i.)
The greatest sphere allowed is about 17| inches in

diameter, and a little over 1| cubic feet in volume;

(ii.) The greatest cube is 14 inches long, and nearly

If cubic feet in volume
;

(iii.) The greatest rectangular box is 2 feet long and

1 foot square, and 2 cubic feet in volume
;

(iv.) The greatest parcel of any shape is a cylinder, 2 feet

long, and 4 feet in girth, and over 2| cubic feet in volume.

(Rev. W. A . Whitworth.)

(21) Determine the most economical speed in fuel of a

steamer against a tide, supposing the resistance to vary

as the uth
power of the velocity through the water.

Let a denote the velocity of the tide, x the velocity of

the steamer through the water; then x a will be the

velocity of the steamer relatively to the land.

The power required and therefore the coal burnt per

hour will vary as the product of the resistance and the

speed, that is, as xn+1
,
and therefore the coal burnt per

mile will vary as

xn+1

xa
By the ordinary rule, this is a minimum when

n
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102. In finding maxima and minima, exceptional cases

sometimes occur, where for a certain value of x, not only

^=0, but also f^ =0,^=0dx dx dx*

In such cases it is generally simpler to notice that if

x increases continuously,
-~

changes sign from positive

to negative as y passes through a maximum value, and

Y changes sign from negative to positive as y passes

through a minimum value; but if -,- does not change

sign, y is neither a maximum or minimum.

Sometimes also y has a maximum or minimum value

cL*u

when y changes sign by passing through the value
Cv//

infinity ;
but these cases require special investigation,

and are conveniently solved by tracing the curve whose

equation is y= fx.

These cases are represented graphically in
fig. 34.

At A, y has a maximum, and at B, a minimum value.

At C, ^
= 0, but does not change sign, so that y is

neither a maximum or minimum, and C is called a point

of inflexion on the curve.

dii
At D, -T- = oo

, and changes sign from positive to nega-

tive, so that y is a maximum, and D is called a cusp.

At E, y = x, and -^=oc, but does not change sign,

and y changes sign from oo to +oc on crossing the

asymptote.
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At F, y = cc
,
and ^"

= 00, and changes sign from posi-
CLX

tive to negative, and y has an infinite maximum value.

'if

Fig.34.

At G, TT- is discontinuous, and changes abruptly from

a negative value to a positive value, and y is a minimum.
Cx^lt

At H, y has a maximum value, but ~ does not

vanish. (De Morgan, Diff. and Int. Calculus, p. 45.)

Examples. (1) If y x5
ox*+fix?,

then -^ = 5#4 !

when a;= 0, or 1, or 3.

cl ij (I'll

When x = 0, -r-|
= 0, and - does not change sign, so

GuX/ (j/Xi

that y is neither a maximum or minimum, as at G.

dzyWhen x=l, -7^5= -10, and y= l, a maximum; and
z

when x= 3, jH|
= 90, and y = 27, a minimum.
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, ma
when a;= 0, or -

, or a.

then = 0,wheu x= l, or 2, or 3.

Cl 7/

When x = l,
-j- changes from positive to negative, and

y is a maximum
;
when x= 2,

~- does not change sign,

and y is neither a maximum or minimum
; similarly when

#= 3, y is a minimum.

(3) If y = xm(a-x)
n

,

then
(

c
= xm

- l

(a-x)
n
-*{ma-(m+n)x}=<),

m
,
or -
m
(XT/

When x= 0, -^ changes sign from negative to positive,

if m is even, and y is then a minimum : but -r- does not
dx

change sign ifm is odd, and then y is neither a maximum
or minimum.

Similarly when x= a, y is a minimum if n is even
; y is

neither a maximum or minimum if n is odd.

Therefore the intermediate value of x= makes ym+n
a maximum.

(4) If y = a-b(x-c)$,
dii

then -~= oo, when x= c, and changes from positive to

negative, so that y = a is a maximum, as at D (fig. 34).

(5) If
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Ci II

When x = 0, --,
- =

cc, and changes from negative to

positive, so that y is a minimum.

When x = 1,
-y =0, and y is a maximum; and when

x 7, 2/ is a minimum.

103. Some maximum and minimum problems, which

would be very complicated solved otherwise, can be

solved very simply from the consideration that the suc-

cessive values of a function are equal when the function

is a maximum or minimum.
Thus to determine the maximum or minimum area cut

off from a conic by a normal chord PR (fig. 35), suppose

Fig.35.

PR and the consecutive normal chord P'R' to cut off

equal areas, then the area PQP'= area RQR', if Q is the

point of intersection of PR and P'R'', and therefore Q,

which is ultimately the centre of curvature at P, is then
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ultimately the middle point of PR
;
so that PR is the

diameter of curvature when it cuts off a maximum or

minimum area; and then PR makes an angle for with

an axis of the conic ( 97).

Again, to determine the point P, such that the sum of

its distances from three given points A, B, (7 is a minimum;

suppose, firstly, that the sum of the distances from two of

the given points, B and C, is given ;
then P is constrained

to move on an ellipse of which B and C are the foci
;
and

then the distance AP is a minimum when AP is a nor-

mal to this ellipse, and therefore makes equal angles with

BP and CP.

Therefore, by symmetry, AP, BP, and CP make equal

angles of 120 with each other when AP+ BP-\-CP is a

minimum.

In the same way it may be proved that a triangle

DEF inscribed in a triangle ABC has a minimum peri-

meter when FD, DE make equal angles with BC, DE,
EF with CA, and EF

t
FD with AB; and then D,

JK, F are the feet of the perpendiculars drawn from

A, B, C on the opposite sides BC, CA, AB of the

triangle ABC.

Again, to find the maximum triangle with given base

and given vertical angle, since the vertex in this case is

constrained to move on the arc of a circle, the area will

be a maximum when the altitude is a maximum, and the

triangle is then isosceles.

Suppose it is required to determine the path APB of a

ray of light from A to B which shall take the shortest

time, supposing the velocity of light to change from

v to v' in crossing the curve PP' (fig. 36).
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Then from the consideration that the time in a con-

secutive path AP'B is the same as in APB,

Pq Pr

I

Fig.36.

ultimately, where P'q, P'r are the perpendiculars from Pr

on AP and PB
;
and therefore

v _ -,,Pq sin i
/
== ^J-TS == '

/>

v Pr sin ^

where i, i' are the angles AP, PB make with the normal

to the curve PP' at P.

In this manner Fermat proved the law of the refraction
of light.

Some geometrical problems of maximum and minimum
can by projection (Salmon or Smith's Conic Sections) be

made to depend on a simpler problem, the solution of

which is intuitive.

Thus to find the maximum ellipse which can be

inscribed in a triangle, or the minimum ellipse which

can be described about a triangle, project the triangle

orthogonally into an equilateral triangle ;
the maximum

inscribed ellipse is then the inscribed circle, and the mini-

mum circumscribed ellipse is the circumscribed circle.
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The problem of finding the maximum rectangle which

can be inscribed in an ellipse, or the maximum rect-

angular parallelepiped which can be inscribed in an

ellipsoid, is thus by projection reduced to the correspond-

ing problem for a circle and a sphere, the solution of

which is a square and a cube.

Sometimes mechanical considerations are useful in

determining maxima and minima; thus the celebratedO *

problem of the shape of the cells of bees, for the greatest

economy of wax, is seen to be the same problem as the

arrangement of the capillary films of an aggregation of

regular soap bubbles, which tend to arrange themselves

so that the surface is a minimum.

The surface tension being uniform, three faces will

meet in an edge at equal angles of 120
;
and the corners

or summits will be formed by the meeting of four or

eight edges, so that the simplest and most regular elemen-

tary cell is a rhombic dodecahedron (vide a paper by
Mrs. Bryant, D.Sc., read before the London Mathematical

Society, March, 1885).



CHAPTEK IV.

EXPANSION OF FUNCTIONS.

104. Taylors Theorem and Maclauriris Theorem.'

In Algebra and Trigonometry the Binomial and

Exponential Theorems are established, by means of which

it is shown how to expand (a+x)
m

,
ax

,
e
x

, log (1 +x), sin xf

cosx,... in ascending powers of x; and we shall now

show that all these and similar expansions are particular

cases of one general Theorem called Taylor's Theorem,

by means of which any function whatever can be

expanded.

Taylor's Theorem is due to Brook Taylor, and was

given by him in his " Methodus Incrementorum Directa

et Inverse*," in 1715.

The Theorem asserts that if f(a+ x) is expanded in

ascending positive integral powers of x, then
/
7*

'f'

For assume that

where the A's are functions of a only, and do not con-

tain x.
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First put x=0, then fa=A .

Next differentiate successively with respect to x, and

put x = after each differentiation
;
then

, f'a = A

Therefore

1 1

A = fa, A^fa, A^-^f'a, A 3
=

,r,f"a, and generally

71:

Therefore

which is Ta}7lor's Theorem.

As a simple illustration, consider the example of sup-

posing fa = am,
then fa = ma"1" 1

,
fa=m(m l)a

m~2

, ;

and therefore

*) f

the Binomial Theorem.

Symbolical Form of Taylor's Theorem.

The expansion may be written

/yi2 >-/2 /y3 /-/3
t/y Vl/ . t*/ \M
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and treating the operator y- as an algebraical quantity,

this is equivalent to

which is called the symbolical form of Taylor's Theorem.

Maclaurin's Theorem.

Suppose a = 0, then

which is called Maclaurin's Theorem, but this theorem

was first given by Stirling in 1717.

The meaning of f"0 is that fx must be differentiated

n times with respect to x, and then x put equal to

after the differentiation.

In Taylor's Theorem f(a+x) is expanded in ascending

powers of x, a part of the whole argument a+ x of the

function i'(a+ x) ;
in Maclaurin.'s Theorem fx is expanded

in powers of x, the whole argument of the function of x.

We might have proved Maclaurin's Theorem first in the

above manner in which Taylor's Theorem was obtained,

and then have derived Taylor's Theorem by putting

and then differentiating n times with respect to x,

fx= 'F
n
(a-\-x) ;

and putting x = 0, f"0= F".

Substituting in Maclaurin's Theorem,

which is Taylor's Theorem.

In fact the two theorems of Taylor and Maclaurin are

the same when considered geometrically as the equation
of a curve with different origins on the axis of x.
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105. Application to the Expansion of Functions.

(1) Let fx= sin x, then fO =
;

also f
2
"^= ( !)" sin x, and f

2n = 0;

f*+ix = (_!) cos x, and f
2"+1 =

(
- 1 )".

Therefore, by Maclaurin's Theorem,

x3 x5
,(-l)V"

+1
1

(2) Let fx= cos x, then fO = 1
;

f2"^ = (
-

1)" cos x, and f
3" =

(
-

1) ;

f**+
lx= -(-!)" sin aj, and f

2n+1 = 0.

Therefore, by Maclaurin,

i// ^
I

V
A / -^

1_
COS # = 1 oT+ 17

~ H 3i 1~

(3) Let fa?= e
x

,
then fO = 1

;

also f"x= e*, and f"0 = 1 .

Therefore
V . af .

Changing a; into CiC,

^2^,2 ^"/v,"

e-=l+^+
C

-|-+ ......+^-+ ......
', n

Again, suppose
fx= ax

,
thenfO = l;

f
nx= a'(log a)

n
,
and f"0 = (log a)".

Therefore

)
2

,

.

This expansion is the same as the preceding, if c = log a,

since ax= exloga.

(4)
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/-VlZ /^4 /Vl^'*

1 +
2!
+

4!
+ +

2^!
+

These expansions might have been obtained independ-

ently by Maclaurin's Theorem.

(6) Let

f(l+05) = log(l+aj), then fl = 0;

Therefore by Taylor's Theorem (here a= l)

We cannot expand logo; in ascending powers of a?,

because if fa;= log a?, then fO, f'O, f"0, ... are all infinite;

the same remark applies to exp I I, exp (
2)...

\ x/ \ x /

(7) Then from the preceding expansion,
1.1 /y /y>3 ^y5

. ^^ *A/ tA/ tX^

tann =io-= a;+++ ......

106. Some expansions can be derived from others by
differentiation or integration ;

thus

_ d sin x , _d sinh x
OvJo JU ~* ^. COSH tXj ~~

7
'

dx dx

giving the expansion of cos x or cosh x when that of sin x

or sinh x is known.
N
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Again, by integration,

log (1 +*)=r

And tank

=
/( 1 x+ x2

,.*. _ fadx
a J a2 x

a;
2

.
xs

a;
4

,

Also tan
" v /~adx_ = /

Hi */ Cl -{- i

which is called Gregorie's series.

Ct ! 1 1B / dX J. / f , ^ I
"

7

Similarly, sin
-^

=/ ^- = ~ / (l--2
rf

/Y, ,

1 ^
.
1.3 x4

,

1 . 3 . 5 a;
6

,

\

y \
+

2 2+27i^4+ 2.4.6 a6+ /a

, . , r _ f dx _x 1 jc
3
,1.3 x5

' "~ +

To expand a rational algebraical function, we may
resolve it into partial fractions, ( 39), and expand each

of these in ascending powers of a; by the Binomial Theorem.

When only a few terms at the beginning of a series are

required, they may often be readily obtained by a combin-

ation of the expansion of the constituents of the function.
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Examples. (1) Find the first four terms in the expan-

sion in ascending: powers of x of (i.)
-

v J

(ii.) e'secx, (iii.) exp(a tan" 1

^;), (iv.) e^sinx, (v.) e^

(vi.) (cosa?)"; (vii.) (cosha?)", (viii.) tan x, (ix.) sec a;,

(x.) xcotx, (xi.) xcosecx, (xii.)

For instance (vii.),

2 \2
+
24
+

/

i "V *-JV"

~l , iy/t" ou/f-r iu/t
g

24

(2) Prove that

{/ /yj3

e*'a
CO8(aj sin a) = 1 +x cos a+

^-,
cos 2a+

,

cos 3a

C
n

4- + -

. cos no,+% !

fJuOC^" (L Ju

(3) e
a

*cos2%c
= 1 + a^+ -

cos2a(seca)
2+^r cos3a(seca)

:i

'

. o

fl**fl^*

+ H
^j-cos 7ia(sec a)"+ ,

where tana= .

a

a2
a;
2

(4) cosh a cos pic
= 1 + - cos 2a(sec a)

2

!

(if ft'"
ri

/^~
n

+
^rr

cos 4a(sec a)
4+ . . . + -9,- cos 27?a(sec a)

2 " + . . .
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107. Bernoulli's Numbers.

In the expansion of tan x, cot x, cosec x, tanh x, coth x,

cosech x, the coefficients involve certain numbers called

Bernoulli's numbers, which are thus denned.

.6* + ! X
Suppose ^V- 1

r
e*

r- 1
+^

to be expanded in ascending powers of x
;
then only even

powers will occur, because the expression is an even

function of x, being unchanged when x is written for

x ( 50).

Writing the expansion in the form

i4^ = 1+f^1-fX+ ...... + (- 1
>"~Cl

B-+ ......
'

then Bv Ba, ..., Bn , ... are called Bernoulli's Numbers.

With our notation
( 28)

\x-~ 1
= \x coth|ic,

6 "~
-L

so that, changing \x into x,

Again, changing x into w, then
( 28)

ice coth ix= x cot a;

2J. ^j
/y*r /y.

* "

or
^x 2!
]

4!
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Now tan x= cot x 2 cot 2 x, so that

tana;=|2
2
(2

2-
4!

2'-i

+*
i

22

(2
2

''-l)J9n+

and therefore changing # into ix,

=|y2
2
(2

2 -l)51 -|j2
4
(2

4

+ (
-irf^- i)5n+ ............ (iv.).

Again,
cosec a;= tan ^x+ cot

,

so that

cosec x = +
l

,+

and therefore

cosech *= 1-|
251+^ 2(

The first nine numbers of Bernoulli are

- -_ - - _ _
1
~

6'
2
~

30' 3
~

42' 4
"

30' 5
"

66' 6
"
2730'

w _? _3617 R _438G7
7 ~G' 8

~
510 '^9

~
798

'

Resolving sin x into factors (ex. 94, p. 58),

and taking logarithms,

(ic
2

1 -
7r

and expanding the logarithms (< 105),
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log sin x = log x
- -J 1 + 2+ 32

+
)

x* I 1 1

n-7r
z"

where 'SL^+sL+TSz o

Differentiating

o that, comparing with equation (ii.),

Sf2*iVP -\^'t
/-cr

-
=

r.> xs-
(27T)

Similarly resolving cos .# into factors, and taking
loarithms

where ^> = -'-+ QJ<+^.+

But SP-TP
=

l, t
Sp , so that Tp= *-^ Sp ;

and differentiation will give the expansion of tan x.

Suppose sec x expanded in ascending powers of x
;
then

since sec a; is an even function of x, only even powers of

x will appear ;
and then if the expansion is
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E
z , E4, ...... are called Eulers numbers.

1 [
QI 11 /y

If we resolve -=
-

= into factors' and differentiate
1 sin x

logarithmically as before, then, since

1 d , 1 + sin .r

sec x= 5 7- log
-

:
----

,

2 ax 1 sin x

we shall find

E =
2"

For, resolved into factors,

1+sinaj
z j
1 sin x 4

1 1 \
jTT+ ?. I

4 2 /

and therefore

1 1_1 \

38^P 7 7

36 56 7*

and the coefficient of a? reduces to unity, because

11 1 1

-3+ 5-7+ ......
=4"'

n*

by putting
- = 1 in Gregorie's series ( 106).
(JL
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We can express Sp ,
Tp , Bn and EZn as definite integrals.

For if p is a positive integer, and m is positive, then

integrating by parts, the definite integral ( 49)

/"
r> \ r-mu

u"-
1du=^ /e-

muup- z

du,mj
a formula of reduction ( 67), and therefore finally,

Therefore

smh~u

9* 9J+ 1
r*ti p

- l
rl>ii

And Sf
" T / .

'2"-l p
~(^-l)(p-l)\J siuhu

Then r -.
(2-" l)7r"y sinhu

u

Similarly

2

Put = gd u, then u= logtan(|7r+|0) ( 30), and

/ .

cosh

D 8w /"V""
1^and put u= 7r0, then = -r^- r- / ^i-^r >--

'2'" \J smh 7T0
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108. The Remainder in Taylors Scries.

The previous expansions extend to an infinite number

of terms, and are therefore only true when convergent.

But some functions, for instance sec~X cosh"
1

^, or

coth" 1

^, cannot be expanded in an infinite series in ascend-

ing powers of x, because x must be greater than unity,

and the expansion by Taylor's or Maclaurin's Theorem

would be divergent, and the theorem is then said to fail.

This difficulty will be avoided if we can make the

series terminate after a finite number of terms
;
we shall

proceed to explain how this can be done.

Suppose f(a+ h) expanded, in Taylor's Series,

where

hn+l
Since all the terms of R are divisible by

-

-yn-,
\n-\- i)\

eallput *

and seek to determine an expression for P.

We shall prove that we can put P= f"
+1
(a+0/i), where

is a proper fraction, some unknown function of a and

h\ then

and R is called Lagrange's Form of the Remainder in

Taylor's Series
;
so that Taylor's Theorem may now be

written

thus avoiding the use of an infinite series.
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Put a = 0, and change h into x ; then

Maclaurin's Theorem with Lagrange's Remainder.

To prove that P = ft+l

(a+ Qh\

we assume a function Yx, such that

(a+h-x)~

then
n

also Fa= f(a+ A) arid F(a+ Jt)
= f(a+ h).

If we draw the curve BQK, whose equation is y = Fa;,

then if 0^4= a, AB = Fa
and if OH= a+h, HK=F(
and the chord BK is therefore parallel to the axis of x.
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If a+ Oh is the abscissa of this point Q, is a proper
fraction, and AM=Qh; then F'(a

or ~{f" +l
(a + 0h)-P}= 0,

and therefore P= fI+1
(a + Oh).

As an exercise, determine R in the expansion of

(a+x)
m

, since, cos x, e
x
, ax

,
siuh x, cosh cc, logti+a;),

tan" 1

;*;,
tanh" 1

^.

We can prove that has the limit - when h = ;

71+ 2

for P = f

so that 0= _, as A. becomes indefinitely small.

If we had put R = hP, and
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then Fa;= >-

so that

when P=

-
(p+ l)(a+ h - x)'P,

F(a+ 0/0 = 0,

v /-* >-\ \ . * /

and then P = A"

Schlb'inilch and Roche's Form of the Remainder.

When p = n, this becomes Lagrange's Remainder.

A'

Fig.38.

109. Geometrical illustration of Taylor's Theorem.

If y = fx is the equation of a curve PQ, and if OM=x,
then JlfP = fa; (fig. 38).

lfMN=h, then ON=x+h, and #Q= f(a;+fc).

Draw the tangent TPV at P, cutting NQ in 7, and

draw PR parallel to Ox.

Then tan .KPT=f 'a,

so that RV=Mf

x, and NV=\'x+M'x.
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But, by Taylor's Theorem,

f(x+h) = fx+M'

expanding as far as three terms; so that

Describe a circle touching the curve at P and passing

through Q, and let VQ produced meet the circle in U.

Then, since PF2= VU . VQ,

PV2 PR2+R F2

therefore FCT=^=_ ___

+ eh) "f"(x~

Now make Q approach to coincidence with P by

diminishing h to zero
;

the circle becomes the circle of

curvature at P, and VU becomes the chord of curvature

parallel to the axis of y, and equal as before ( 91).

t'"'X

dx*

Again, supposing
/?
2

/;
3

f(x+h) = fx+ hf'x+ ,f"*+!f
w
(*+ Oh),

expanding by Taylor's Theorem as far as four terms
;
and

if Pq is the arc of the parabola, which has its axis parallel

to the axis of y, and which osculates the curve PQ at P,
that is, which has the same circle of curvature at P ;

then Vq = ^h
z
f"x, so that qQ= $h*F"(x+eK).

The geometrical interpretation of

has been given in Chapter I., 10.
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110. Indeterminate Forms.

In general the value of a function of x is deter-

minate, and is obtained by substitution for any particular

value of x.

But when for a particular value of x, say x= a, the

function assumes one of the indeterminate forms,

, ooxO, oo-oc,!
80

, 00, 0,

the real value must be obtained by the method of limits;

that is, the value of the function must be found for

x= a+ h, where h is small, and reduced and simplified as

much as possible by cancelling factors, etc., and after-

wards h must be made to vanish.

We have seen this exemplified in Chapter I. in finding

the d.c.'s of the simple functions
;
for

dfx , f(
,
= It

dx

assumes at first the indeterminate form -, before reduction.

By ordinary algebraical and trigonometrical reductions

the indeterminate form may in general be evaluated
;

but the Differential Calculus affords a general method.

fx
Thus, suppose that when x= a, the function assumes

the indeterminate form because fa = and Fa = 0.

Then, when x = a,
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fie _, i{a-\-h}

i'a+M'a+~f"a +...

P"

If however fa= and F'o. = 0, the true value is w -
;

i! a
and so on till the value is obtained.

Thus, when x= a,

xn-an ,nx"~ l

=
77
= It r - = ?l .

a; a 1

Or, putting x = a-\-h,

,.x
n -a" u ( + /*)" -a"It- = lt---r- = na* ,

x a n,

as in 3.

If n is a positive integer, then x a divides xn
a", and

the quotient,

x"'
1+ ooj"

" 2+ era"
" 3+ ...... + an ~~

becomes wa'
1 " 1

,
when a?= a.

Again, when x=Q,
sinh sin x

= lt

a? ~0'

cosh # cos a;

_, sinh x+ sin x_0

, cosh #+ cos a;_1
~T~ "8"
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Using the expansions of sin* and sinha-, then this

function can be evaluated as follows : when x= 0,

sinh since

= It
a;
3

a;
7

. x11
.

.

8r7riir '

/ 3! 3

The indeterminate form
^-

can be thrown into the

form by interchanging numerator and denominator,

and is evaluated in the same manner : for suppose

^ = *? when x= a, because <ba = oc
, \/rrt

= x .

>/ra;

Let fa;=-^,Fa;=~;
ya: ^>a;

,., \l/x
then fa;=

also fa = (),Fct= 0.

Then ^= _" ~
Fa

_, f(a+h) _f'a_/<l>aV \j/a,~~~'~a) <f>

f

a'

so that
\fsa a

and so on, till the limit is obtained.

The indeterminate form oc x assumes the form
^ by

throwing the oo into the denominator.
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Thus, when x =
oo,

a
a

sm r o
2*sm

2:t

= coxO = a _=
o
= a(5).

2*

The indeterminate form oo oo can also be made to

assume the form - by reduction of the terms to a single

fraction.

Thus, when x = \TT,

sec x tan x= oc ao

_ 1 sin x _
cos a; 0'

1 sin x /I sin x_
sin2

a;) \ 1 + sin x

and |TT sec x x tan x cc oo

_|TT a;sina;_0
cos a;

, sin x x cos x_ 1= It .
== l.

sma;

To evaluate I"
3

, 00, 0, take the logarithm, which will

oc
be found to assume the form - or ,

and can then be

evaluated by the preceding rules.
**

For instance, when a; = 0, (cosma;)^=l
cc

;
and taking

logarithms,
"

log cos ma;
log(cosma;y= 7i =^-2- =-

m tan ma;,,
<yj I r .. _

2x
m2sec2ma?

and therefore (cos ma;)*
2 = exp (

o
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Again, wheii x= cc, (l -

j
=1*;

and log (l-'Q- shg V ~")
= *

so that (l )
=

\ 37

Otherwise, when x= y:,

Examples. Prove that, when

_^
) B" z

a-8--

_
J? O, ..................... o-

/2\ fl

Va-Vg+V(a-g)
2

/o\ = o - _ = 1
'

tan x seccc+1

cos x+l sing; _ ..

) ^"'''''-"
sin x cos x

1 sin x 2 sin2a; _
*
1 -3 sin a;+2 sin*

"

sinh a;
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<9)* = 0,
x

/TI \ * n tan
(sin x) s 'n (tan #) !

~tf~
=

30-

(12) 0-0,

_forj'a
-

(a;
-

a) fa_ fa
Fa?- Fa- (x-u) Fa

~
F"a '

Fa- Fa - (x- a) F'a-^(x-
and so on.

a --30
'+ CV---+

=
2

according as m is <
,
=

, or > n.

(14) aj=i _ / I v- w
'"'sec^m+l^- '

if m and n are integers.,.
coseca;

(16) x = Q, aj"logaj
=

0, if w is positive, = x>
,
if 71 is

negative.

(17) oj=l, (l-aj)tanir# = -.

(18) a; = x
, x(a*l) =

log .

=1.

Jo
X 1

'

log x log

(20) x = 0, cosec2^
^
=

.

C
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(21) x = 0, (cos ax)
~A* =

exp(-^
(22) ., = 0, ==1,

\ X J x / \ a?

(23)
=

|TT, (sin a?)"
1" = 1.

(24) o; = 0, (cotaj)
Bta '= 1.

(25) x = 0, af=l.

(26) = 0, (sinaj)
tnn *=l.

111. Fourier's Scries.

In many physical problems it is requisite to expand a

function fx, not in ascending powers of x as in Taylor's

series, but in a series of cosines and sines of multiples of

x, between certain limits.

Suppose then, that, between the limits x= 1, fx can be

expanded in the form

'7*

,

it is required to determine the value of A n and .

Since the cosine is an even function of x, and the sine

an odd function of x
( 50), therefore dividing fx into its

even part %{f(x)+f( x)} and its odd part |{f(ic)- f( x)},

it follows that

/v />

T+ ^sin 2-Tr,LL
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Now, ifm and n are unequal integers, then ( 42)

2 m u 2 m+n
-

2 m ?i 2

so that

r* r?
/cos mO cos nB= 0, /sin ra0 sin ?i0c?#= 0.

But, ifm= n,

/cos
2n0d6= ATT, /s\n*n0dB= \TT.

Similarly, if m and ?i are unequal integers,
y* /^ TT

/ v w 7 . / iy. v 7

/cos mx ^
cos -MTT

-jdv
= 0, /sm ^ITT -, sin mr ,dv =

;

but, if m= n,

>l
y-

^nTr~,dv= ^, /sin2
%7r, rZ y= y

;

/

also /sin TITT , cos
nir-jdv

= 0.

o

Therefore, to determine J.
)( , multiply both sides of the

OC

corresponding equation (i.) by cos W-TTT, and integrate
L

between the limits and I
; then, changing x into v

under the sign of integration,

1 f l

An j /(f
v

v) cos nTT

and A
t

{

Similarly from equation (ii.),

i r l

VBn
=

j I{%) f( v)} sin nirjdv.
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Therefore, between the limits a-= 1,

+ 7 V) / {f(v)+ f( I')} COS TlTT-jdv COSTlTTj

+ 7 S / { f(v) f( v)} sin
n-n-jdv

sin mr- ;

which is called Fourier's Series.

Atthelimits&'= 1,the value ofthe series is {f()+f(-Z)},
so that there is discontinuity in general at the limits

;
and

outside these limits Fourier's series represents periodic

repetitions of the function fx between the limits.

(ii)

Fig.39.

This is exhibited by drawing the curves representing

the series

+ .4
*

j+ ...... (l.)

and ^sinTTy + ^sin STT, + ...... Bn sinnTr~j + ...... (ii.)
L L (/

in fig. 39, (i.) and (ii.) respectively.
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When the limits between which the function fx is to be

expanded are and I, then either series (i.) proceeding in

cosines of multiples of x, or series
(ii.) proceeding in sines

of multiples of x, may be employed at pleasure, but it is

best to choose the series which introduces the least dis-

continuity at the limits.

For instance, suppose fx= x
;
then between and I

j
I I X. 1 X . 1

j

but outside these limits the series represent the curves

drawn in
fig. 40, (i.) and (ii.).

x' X
/* x

x
* X

X
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Examples. (1) Expand xz in a series of cosines of

flf

multiples of TT -.
;
then

*l/2 V I X \ #
,

1 X \
# =

4* 7i Vol COS TTy .vfCOS 3-7T7+ =r COS O7T% ... I.

(J7r)
3
\ / 33 to3

I J

(2) Expand cosh mx in a series of cosines
;
then

cosh mx

fl

x ~ x x
cos

TT-J
cos 2?rv cos STTT

(3) Expand sinh mx in a series of sines
;
then

sinhwo;
/>i rtr* /Y

sin Try 2sin27rr 3sin37T;

This expansion of sinh mx can be derived by differen-

tiation from the preceding expansion of cosh mx.

(4) Expand cos mx in a series of cosines, and sin mx in

a series of sines.

Examine the case when ml is a multiple of TT.



CHAPTER V.

PARTIAL DIFFERENTIATION.

112. Functions of Two Independent Variables.

When y is a function fx of a single variable x, the

relation y= fx is exhibited by means of a plane curve

in which the abscissa is x, and corresponding ordinate

jf=fc>(9).
But when a variable quantity z is a function of two

independent variables x and y, expressed by the notation

z= f(x,y\
then x and y may be supposed to be the co-ordinates of

any point on a datum (horizontal) plane, and z to be the

height of a surface above this plane ;
and then

z = f(x, y)

is the equation of the surface.

Now suppose a vertical section of the surface made by
a vertical plane parallel to the axis of x

;
then the tangent

of the slope of the curve of section to the horizon will

be the d.c. of z with respect to x, keeping y constant, and

is expressed by

;
* f+mr\ f\i*r\ I I TT f\ l-\ r\*/\TTi rt 4- A/-J 4- r\

dx
'

dx(nf\generally abbreviated to
^- J,
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and this is called the partial d.c. of z with respect to x,

3 being used when the differentiation is partial.

Again, if a vertical section of the surface is made by a

vertical plane parallel to the axis of y, then the tangent
of the slope of the curve of section to the horizon will be

the d. c. of z with respect to y, keeping x constant, and is

expressed by
dz df(x. y) /

,
, . ,

,
, 3f\- or V l abbreviated to ^- 1.

9y 3y \ 3y/

dz
Now, to find

-y,,
the rate of increase of z, when x and

y increase at given rates
-^

and
j,, suppose Ao; and Ay

to be small finite increments of x and y, and A0 the

corresponding increment of z.

Then

Az = f( + Ax, y+ Ay) - f(z, y)

, A0 _ f(aj+ Ate, y+ A?/) f(x, y)
<ll 1 ' 1 .

~~"
r~^

_ f(x + Aft, y + Ay)
-
f(x,y + Ay) + f(#,y+ A7/)-ffa, y)

Ao;

, y+Ay)-f(a;, y) Ay
Ay

"

At'

Proceeding to the limit, then

y)-f(a;, y+Ay)

_
|t
9f(#, y+Ay) _ 9%. y) _ 8^ .

9ic 3o3 dx
'
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and It T ^ = -
* **

'=

,i f dz dz dx
,
dz dy

therefore -n= ^~ T-+^ ^
dt ox dt oy dt

Differentiating again, according to this rule,

d2z dz d2x . dz

d*z dx2

y
d'
2z dx dy dzz dy* .

dx2 ~d^ dxdy~dt dt dy* dt*
'

and so on.

Suppose z= c, a constant
;
then

is the implicit relation ( 15) connecting x and y along
the curve of section of the surface z= f(x, y) by the plane
=

e, and is therefore the equation of the curve.

dz
Then, along this curve, -rr = 0, and therefore

_ .

dx dt dy dt
~

or with x instead of t for the independent variable

af af dy=0
dx dy dx

the first derived equation ( 15).

This can be proved independently ;
for if Aa; and Ay

denote simultaneous increments of x and y, then

or f(x + Ao;, y + Ay) - f(x, y)
=

;

which can be written

, y+Ay)-f(g;, y+Ay) f(x, y+Ay)-f(a;, y) Ay = Q .

Aic Ay
"

Aa-
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and proceeding to the limit by making Arc and Ay ulti-

mately zero,

?+lf ^=0
dx dy dx

as before.

The second derived equation is found by differentiating

again with respect to x by this rule, and is therefore

m .Wf dy 92f df 9f
_

dx*~ dxdy dx ty* dx* dy dx2

and so on, for the third, fourth, ... derived equations.

113. Expanswn of a Function of two Independent
Variables.

Let z f(x, y}, and let x receive an increment h, and y
an increment k, to find zv the new value of z.

Then z^ffa+ h, y+ k), and expanding by Taylor's

Theorem, first in powers of h,

9 h2 92

^ = (0;, y+k)+h (

and now expanding each term by Taylor's Theorem in

powers of k, and writing the terms in each series

diagonally,

af
x
ox dy

IP &t
+

2! df
+

and the eneral term will be found to be

n\
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which may be written in the abbreviated symbolical
form

--. (h~ hfcs-) f(*>2/)-
nl \ ox dyjdy)

Since it is immaterial whether we expand first with

respect to x and then with respect to y, or in the reverse

order, it is seen that the order of partial differentiation

is immaterial, or

dxdy~dy'dx'

This may be proved independently from the definition i

dy k

nd
9% u fOs+ft. y+fc)

-
f(x+h, y)

-
i'(x, y+k] + f(x,anu. ;=? ^ iu-j-^

9cc oy hk

32

and ~ is the limit of the same expression.

The general form of the expansion can be more easily

perceived by putting

and expanding in powers of t by Maclaurin's Theorem,
and then putting t = l.

Now by Maclaurin's Theorem

+ ^F"0+ ...+ -"F-O
2! n\

,. , .

and Fr=*o- +k -~-
nx oy

oaf die di/ d?/"
1

which may be written symbolically ( 78)
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and generally

so that, putting t=l,

, 7
-

x dy/
'

(7M-1)!\ dx dy

114. Maxima and Minima of a Function of two

Independent Variables.

Suppose the equation z f(x, y) to represent the surface

of a country, and to be cut into a series of contour lines

by a system of horizontal planes.

Then at the summit of a hill, where z has a maximum

value, the contour line shrinks into a point, and
8
*_0 ?5_

*\ v
> 1 "

003 oy

The contour line a little lower down is a small closed

curve, and the corresponding horizontal plane cuts off a

small cap from the surface.

At the bottom of a lake, where z has a minimum value,

the contour line shrinks into a point, and again

r-. a
?- a

ox oy
The contour line next above is a small closed curve, and

the corresponding horizontal plane cuts off a small cup
from the surface.

Starting from the top of a hill and going down, the

contour lines enlarge, till a pass is reached, where two

hills meet ; here the contour lines cross, and
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but z is not a maximum or minimum
;
for z is a minimum

with respect to the two adjacent hills, a maximum with

respect to the two adjacent valleys.

Again, starting from the bottom of a lake, and going up,

the contour lines enlarge till a bar is reached, where

two depressed regions meet, and the contour lines cross,

dz . dz
and again

-~ = 0, 5-
=

;

ex dy

but z is neither a maximum or minimum.

If there are p tops of hills and q bottoms of lakes, there

must be p 1 passes, and q I bars
;
also there must be

at least two summits of hills higher than any pass, and

two bottoms of lakes lower than any bav ;
this is seen by

drawing the contour lines. (Maxwell, Math. Tripos, 1870.)

These geometrical considerations are useful in the

problem of finding the maximum and minimum values

of a function of two independent variables, z = f(x, y).

(Kev. E. Hill, Messenger of Mathematics, vol. V., p. 84.)

115. Double Integration.

Let V denote the volume of the solid which is bounded

by the surface z f(x, y) and a cylinder standing on any
base A in the plane of z = 0, with generating lines parallel

to the axis of z.

Then influent V may be supposed generated by the

7} V
motion of the fluxion >.

,
an area moving with its plane

9F
perpendicular to the axis of y; and then -_ considered

as a fluent may be supposed generated by the motion of

the ordinate z, moving parallel to the axis of x, so that z
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dV
is the fluxion of -=- with respect to x, or

dy

=

and integrating, V= ffzdxdy,
the integration extending over the area of the base A.

In this manner the volume Fmay be considered as built

up of infinitesimal filaments of height z and base dxdy.

Also, if x, y, z denote the co-ordinates of the centroid

of the volume V,

_ffxzdxdy ffyzdxdy . ffzdxdy
ffzdxdy

'

ffzdxdy
'

ffzdxdy
'

Applying this to find the volume of the hemisphere
bounded by x2+ y

z+zz= a? and the plane z= 0, and inte-

grating first with respect tox, the limits are x/(a2 ~2/
2
)

and integrating afterwards with respect to y, the limits

are a
;
so that

(a?-x2- y^dxdy
s -y2

)

r ,

=J { V(
2 - "

2/

2

-V(a?-yi
)

The preceding notation is useful in representing an

indefinite integral before it is taken between the given
limits.

We may suppose z to denote the variable density of a

plane lamina, and then the preceding formulae will give

F, the mass of the lamina, and x, y the co-ordinates of

its centre of mass.
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If =
c, a constant, then V is the volume of a righb

cylinder on the base A, so that

F=
cfjdxdy, and J. ffdxdy.

The area A may now be considered as built up of the

infinitesimal elements of area dxdy, and the limits of

integration must be taken so as to include all these

elements of area in A.

116. The Sign to be attributed to an Area.

Suppose a point to travel once round the closed area A,

so as always to have the interior of the curve on the left

hand (fig. 41).

Then A =
*</

taken round the curve.

From B to C along BPC, -j,
is positive, and

/', 7-d^=area MBPGN
dt
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and from C to B along CQB,
-j,

is negative, and

so that, taken round the curve,

/x-jjdt
or /xdy= A, the area of the closed curve.

Bu t //dydx= /ydx=/y

and from E to D along EPD, -77 is negative, so that
at

(

d
dt=-a,rea,LEPDK;

and from D to E along DQE, -j-
is positive, so that

*dx 7 ,

and therefore, taken round the curve,

Therefore, taken round the curve,

/"/ dy . dx\ ,.

JH+^r" -

and

is called a perfect^differential, and its integral between

limits is independent of the intermediate values of x

and y, so that taken round any closed curve the integral

is zero.

But A
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Changing to polar co-ordinates,

x= r cos 6, y = r sin 0,

then ( 85)

dy dx o dOX 11 = V*1

dt J dt dt
'

so that A =
^ /r

2

y- dt
= i / rzdO,

taken round the curve.

Draw the tangents OF, OH to the curve from 0, sup-

posing the origin is outside the area
;
then alonp FPff,

dO .

~rr is positive, and

r.M,.

,7/3

but along HQF, '-- is negative, and
CLu

\r^
d

^t= -area OFQHO,

so that, taken round the curve,

If the perimeter of the curve cuts itself, then the area

obtained by integrating once round a loop will be positive

or negative with the above formulae, according as the

area is on the left or right of the point as it travels

round the curve.

(Clifford, Common Sense of the Exact Sciences}.

With polar co-ordinates and double integration

A=/frdrdQ, V=ffzrdrdQ;
and the area A must be supposed divided into infinites-

imal elements of area rdrdO by concentric circles with

common centre at 0, and straight lines radiating from 0.
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For if r, are the polar co-ordinates of a point, then

the finite element of area inclosing the point, bounded by
circles of radii r |Ar and r + JAr, and vectors from

making angles |A0 and + |A0 with the axis of a:, is

H (r + |Ar)
2-

(r
-

1Ar)
2
}A0= rArA0,

which ultimately becomes rdrdO.

117. The Planimeter (Amsler's).

This instrument in the most usual form, that invented

by Amsler of Schaffhausen, consists of two bars OA, AP,

jointed at A, and carrying in PA produced a small

graduated roller R, with axis fixed parallel to PA
(fig. 42).

Fig.42.

The instrument is used to measure areas
;
to do this

is pivoted at a fixed point, and a pointer at P is carried

round the perimeter of the curve whose area is required;
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the roller R, which rolls and slides on the plane of the

paper, then registers the area.

If precision is required the point P is carried, say ten

times round the perimeter, and the reading of the roller

divided by ten
;
but in the so-called precision plani-

meters the roller always moves on a sheet of prepared
cardboard fixed to the instrument, so as to avoid the

roughness and irregularity of the surface of ordinary

paper, which slightly impair the precision of the instru-

ment described here.

To explain the theory of the instrument, let OA = a,

AP= b, AR= c, and the radius of the roller= r
;
and let

the direction of a positive rotation of the roller, as marked

by the graduations, be that of rotation on a right-handed
screw on the axle of R which would give a motion in

the direction AR.

Drop the perpendicular 01 from on AR, and first

suppose the joint A clamped.
Then if / is in AR produced, a rotation of the instrument

dB
about with angular velocity

-
, will give to R the com-

ponent velocities 01-r. in the direction IR and IR~n

perpendicular to IR, and therefore compel the roller to

7? T rift

turn with angular velocity r. : but when / is on theJ r df
other side of R, the angular velocity of the roller will be

_RIdS -

~~r~ df

Therefore, keeping A clamped, the roller will turn

7?T 7? T

through an angle 6 or -0, according as /is not or is
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on the same side of R as A, when the instrument is

rotated through an angle 6 about 0.

When / coincides with R, the roller will not turn, and

then P describes a circle called the zero circle, represented

by the middle dotted circular line (fig. 42) of radius

Next unclamp the joint A, and clamp ;
the roller will

turn with angular velocity -^ when the bar AP

turns with angular velocity -, so that the roller will turn
ctt

ft

through an angle -$ while AP turns through an

angle 0.

Now suppose P to travel round the finite circuit

PP^Pg by a combination of the preceding motions in

the following order :

(1) Clamp the joint A, and move P to Pv and A to A
l

on arcs of circles of centre
;
then the roller will turn

-DT

through an angle 0, if the angle AOA^POP^O.

(2) Unclamp A and clamp 0, and move P
x

to P2
on

the arc of a circle of centre A^ ;
then the roller will move

ft

through an angle -0, if the angle P^A^P^ = 0.

(3) Unclamp and clamp A, and move P
2
backwards

to P
3
and A

l
to A on arcs circles of centre 0, through an

p 7

angle 0; then the roller will move through an angle
~~ 1

0,

if O/! is the perpendicular from on P
3
A.
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(4) Unclamp A and clamp 0, and move P
3
to P on the

arc of a circle of centre A, and consequently through an

angle ;
the roller will turn through an angle -0, which

cancels the angle due to motion (2).

In completing the finite circuit PP^P, the roller will

then have turned through an angle

(El -ML)-.1 r

But the area PP^P,= area

= sector OPP
1
- sector OQQ:

= br times the angle (in c.m.) turned through by the

roller.

The area PP
T
P

2
P

3
is therefore b times the travel of the

circumference of the roller, so that by altering the length
6 by an adjustment on the instrument, the area can be

read off in any required units.

Any irregular area must be supposed to be built up of

infinitesimal elements found in the same manner as

PPjP2
P

3 ;
and will be accurately measured by the roller

when the point P completes a circuit of the perimeter,
both joints being now free to turn simultaneously.

If, however, the origin is insidet he area, the area

of the zero circle must be added to the reading of the

roller.

A complete account of Plariimeters will be found in a

paper by Hele Shaw, Professor of Engineering at Uni-

versity College, Liverpool, read before the Institution of

Civil Engineers, April, 1885.
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118. Functions ofthree or more Independent Variables.

A function of three independent variables, x, y, z,

denoted by f(x, y, z), may be supposed to represent some

function of the position of a point in space whose co-

ordinates are x,y,z; for instance, the density or tempera-
ture or pressure at the point.

Then f(x, y, z) = C, a constant, would imply a relation

connecting x, y, z, and would be the equation of a surface
;

for instance, a surface of constant density.

If V denotes the volume contained in a closed surface

S, then

V=fffdxdydz,
the integration including all the infinitesimal elements of

volume dxdydz contained in the surface S.

Suppose the density p within the surface S to be vari-

able and a given function of x,y,z; then ifM denotes the

mass contained by the surface S, and x, y,

~
the co-

ordinates of the centre of mass,

M=Jffpdxdydz,

Mx=Jffxpdxdydz, My=Jffypdxdydz, Mz =ffjzpdxdydz.
With the same proof as before ( 112, 113), denoting

f(x, y, z) for brevity by f,

df= df dx 3f ^+ 8f dz.
dt dx dt dy dt "dz dt

'

and, expanded in powers of h, k, I,

f(x+h, y+ k, z+ l)
=

f(x, y,

~, y, z)n\ ox oy
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and these theorems can be generalized for a function of

any number of independent variables.

The geometrical interpretation of the independent
variables will not hold when they are more than three in

number without the introduction of the fiction of space

of more than three dimensions, a thing which is incon-

ceivable.

A function f(t, x, y, z] of four independent variables, t,

x, y, z, may, however, be interpreted, as in Hydrodyna-

mics, as representing the velocity or density or pressure

at the time t at a point in space whose co-ordinates are

oc, y, z.

A rational integral homogeneous algebraical function of

the 71
th

degree in inn variables is defined to be a function

in which the sum of the indices of the variables in each

term is constant and equal to n, the indices being positive

integers ;
such a function is denoted in Higher Algebra by

(x, y, z,t, ...)",

and is called a quantic, in m variables and of the ntil

degree.

The general expression of the quantic is obtained by

expanding

by the Multinomial Theorem, and applying an arbitrary

constant multiplier, denoted by a, b, c, ..., to each term.

Thus the binary quantic (x, y]
n
represents the expression

ax

Sometimes the binomial coefficients are omitted, and

the quantic is written

axn+ lxn
~ l

y+ cxn~*y
z+ . . .

;
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and sometimes it is convenient to write the quantic in

th e form axn+ ribx
n
~*y+n(n 1 )cx

n
~*y

2+ . . .
,

inserting the derived coefficients n, 71(71!), ...; and

sometimes in the form

inserting the exponential coefficients =- ^, -^r,
....

1 '.

'

'.
> :

The first and fourth form of the quantics will be found

closely related, as well as the second and third; any
seminvariant of the first or third form being a non-

unitary symmetric function of the fourth or second form

respectively.

(American Journal of Mathematics, vol. VI.,

Seminvariants and Symmetric Functions, by Captain
P. A. MacMahon, E.A.)

Denoting the general quantic in 7^ variables and of

the ri
h
degree by u, then

du du dub

This is proved by considering a single term of the

quantic xp
y

gz
r
..., where p+q+r+. ..=n, for which the

theorem is at once established
; for, denoting this term by

,, dv dv dv
v, then x

fa=PV, 2/8^=^'
z
fe
=rv' ""

More generally

and so on.

These were proved by Lagrauge by expanding the

quantic u
l
= (x + hx, y + hy,z + hz, ...)"

= (!+ K)
nu
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in the form

r i/ 3 3 3
- -- x-

dz

/ d d
oT

- -
21

r i/ 3 3
, h + hi x~- + y^-

V ox y d

*/ d d 8 \
T (

X~- + 3/5- + %- + ... I

1 \ ox y
dy dz /

and equating coefficients of like powers of h.

These theorems are called Enters Theorems of Homo-

geneous Functions.

119. Green's Theorem.

Consider a fixed closed surface S, and a function X
of three independent variables x, y, z, the co-ordinates of

a point in space.

Then, the triple integration extending over the volume

enclosed by the surface S,

where Xv JT.,, X3 ,
... are the values of X where a point

moving from -co to +00 parallel to the axis of x succes-

sively enters and leaves the interior of the surface S.

Denoting by lv 12 ,
1
B>

... the cosines of the angles the

outivard drawn normals of the surface S at these points

make with the axis of x, then

dydz= l
l
dS

1
= l

z
dS

2
= l

3
dS3

= . . .
,

supposing the infinitesimal prism on the base dydz parallel

to the axis of x to intercept the elements of surface dSv
dS

2 ,
dS

3 , ..., on entering and leaving the surface S.

Therefore

,. . .(i.)

the double integration extending over the surface S.
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Similarly, if Y, Z, are given functions of x, y, z,

(ii.)

Ill -^-dxdydz
= //nZdS (iii.)

where m, n denote the cosines of the angles the outward

drawn normals of the surface S make with the axes of

y, z respectively.

Therefore, adding

Now suppose U and U' two given functions of x, y, z;

then from equation (i.), integrating by parts,

fffdU 9CT , , ,

JJJ te wdxdvdz

and therefore

w dv.du dir.du dur

dx dx
+^ dy +W

rrri
JJJ (

dU . dU\
-x h^o )

oy dzj

and therefore by symmetry

..... (VL)<
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jdU dU dU 8/7Wow t^ +m~- + n-~- = -5-,
do? ch/ dz v

idU' dU' W dU'
l-xr- + WI-5- +^-5 =

-5-
dec di/ 02; -di/

o rr 3 TT/

where -^ . ^ represent the rates of variation of U, U' in
ov ov

the direction of the outward drawn normal to the sur-

face.

82 82 32

Then, representing the operator ^-2 +
-
2
+ 5-3 by V2

(Maxwell, Electricity, chap. I.), the preceding theorem

can be writtenww d

(vii.);

'~ dS + u'^ Udxdydz,

and this is called Green's Theorem,, a theorem of great use in

the mathematical theories of electricity and magnetism.

(An Essay on the application ofMathematical Analysis
to the Theories of Electricity and Magnetism, by G. Green ;

edited by N. M. Ferrers.)

The theorem may be given in the more general form

fffjdudir duduf dud
JjJ a

(Tx ^ +
Ty W +

-ft

where a may be constant, or any given function of x, y, z.

(Thomson and Tait's Natural Philosophy, vol. I,

appendix A),



CHAPTER VI.

CURVES IN GENERAL.

120. Equation of the chord, tangent, asymptote, and,

normal of a curve in polar co-ordinates.

The implicit relation, f(r, 6)
= 0, connecting the polar

co-ordinates r and of all points on a curve is called the

polar equation of the curve.

Instead of r it is convenient to use u, the reciprocal of

r, and then if u is given as an explicit function of 9 by
the equation u= fO, it is required to determine the equa-

tion of a chord, tangent, etc.

To find the chord which passes through two points on

the curve whose vectorial angles are a+ J3 and a /3,

assume that the equation of the chord is of the form

u=A cos(0 a) +B sin(0 a),

where A and B are the constants to be determined.

That this is the equation of a straight line can be seen

by changing to the Cartesian co-ordinates x and y, by

writing it in the form

1 = Ar cos(0 a) + Br sin(# a)

= A(x cosa+ y sina)+ B(y cosa x si na),

since x= rcosO, = r sinO.
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Now, when = a+ /3,
u= f(a+/8), so that

f(a+ J3)
=A cos/3+5 sin/3 ;

and when $ = a /3, u= f(a /3), so that

f(a ^) A cos/3 5 sin/3.

From these two equations

,_f(g+ /3)+ f(a-/3) pf(a+ /3)-f(a-/3)
2 cos/3 2 sin^

so that the equation of the chord is

f(a+/3)+f(a-/3) ,. N f(a+/3)-f(a-/3) . ,,
tt= - o zr~ cos(0-a) +

v

%'.
x
>. ^sm(0-a)...(i.)2 cosp 2 sinp

Now, suppose /3 to become ultimately zero
;
the chord

then becomes the tangent at the point given by = a;

and since

uf(q+ /3)+ f(a-/3) , uf(a+/3)-f(a-/3) ,,
11- --5- = ta)

ll/ ~o : o - = I a,
2 cos/3 2 sin/3

therefore the equation of the tangent at = a is

sin(0 a) ............... (ii.)

and OP =4-, OT= -}, ,
ifxOP= a (fig. 5).

la la

Suppose fa= 0, but f'a is finite; the point of contact is

then at an infinite distance from the origin, but the

tangent remains at a finite distance
;
the tangent is then

called an asymptote of the curve, and its equation is

u= fa sin(0 a) ....................... (iii.)

The equation
(f "\%

u= fa cos(0 a) ^7.^ sin(0 a) ............ (iv.)

will represent the normal at the point 6 = a ;
for it is at

right angles to the line represented by equation (ii.), and

when 6= a, u= fa.
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If the equation of the curve is given in the form r= FO,
the equation of the normal at the point = a will be

1 _ cos(0- a) _, sin(0
-

a)

r~ ~FcT ~F^~.................. (v - }'

and OP= Fa, OG= F'a, ifxOP= a (fig. 5).

Denoting by p the length of the perpendicular OF
from the origin on the tangent at P, then

( 17)

rdO
,
where

and -2
=
^cosecV

=
7
-:2
cotV+ -,

=
1

d/r^ I_dv? 2

,u ^2+^-^02 +

We have proved that in a central field of force ( 87)

so that the orbit is a straight line when P= and then

dzu
-M -\-u= Q; but the orbit is concave to the origin when

P, and therefore -j^+u is positive, and the orbit is conve

to the origin when P, and therefore -T^+^ is negative.

At a point of inflexion, where the curve changes from

d2u
concavity to convexity or vice versa, -JM+U vanishes and

changes sign.

Definition. A curve is said to be concave with respect

to a point or line when it lies on the same side of its

tangent as the point or line, convex with respect to the

point or line when it lies on the opposite side
;
and at a

point of inflexion the curve crosses the tangent.
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Examples. Find the asymptotes of

(i) r= ctsec0, (ii) r= 6cosec#, (iii) r= a sec0+ 6 cosec-0,

(iv) r= atanO, (v) r= acosec20, (vi) r= asec20,
(vii) r2= a2

sec2#, (viii) r sinfl= a cos2#,

(ix)rcos0=acos20, (x) r= a+ 6cosec0, (xi) rd = a,

a
(xii) r= 2 -5; and trace the curves.

cr a

121. Pedal Curves.

The locus of F, the foot of the perpendicular on the

tangent of a curve drawn from the origin 0, is called

the pedal of the curve with respect to 0, and is called

the pole of the pedal.

Thus the pedal of an ellipse or hyperbola with respect
to a focus is the auxiliary circle, and the pedal of a

parabola with respect to the focus is the tangent at the
vertex of the parabola.

Denoting OY by p, and the angle xOYby M , then the
relation connecting p and is the polar equation of the

pedal of the curve, with p and <o instead of r and 6 as

polar co-ordinates.

If OYP is a rigid right angle, of which OY passes

through 0, and YP touches the curve, then 1, the foot
of the perpendicular from on the normal at P, is the
centre of instantaneous rotation of the right angle ;

so
that IY is the normal of the locus of Y.

Since IY is a diameter of the circle described on OP
as diameter, it follows that the envelope of circles

described on the variable vector OP as diameter is the

pedal with respect to 0, the locus of 7.

This can easily be generalized for the case of a rigid

angle P7P' touching two fixed curves, at P and P'
;
the

Q
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centre of instantaneous rotation will be at /, the point of

intersection of the normals at P and P', and therefore

7F is the normal of the locus of F; and since the circle

circumscribing the triangle PYP' has the same normal

at Y, it follows that the locus of Y is the envelope of

these circles.

Returning to the pedal of the curve (fig. 43), then

since the angle YI is equal to the angle OPI in the same

Fig 43

segment, it follows that the pedal curve cuts OF at the

same angle as the curve cuts OP, or the pedal and the curve

have the same angle <j> ( 17) at corresponding points.

YP dp
Therefore cot =

^y ^,

_(ip
so that =

(7~'

The polar co-ordinates of / are therefore
^

and

+ TT
;
and since Q, the centre of curvature at P, is the

point of contact of the tangent PI of the evolute BQ at

Q, therefore the locus of / is the pedal of the evolute

and IQ = ,
^ ;

so that the radius of curvature at P
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These relations can also be proved from the considera-

tion of the relative motion of P and F; for the

component velocities of P in the directions of the normal
r\ Q

IP and the tangent YP are and ,
,
arid the component

Guv

velocities of F in the same directions are --/. and -
,

dt dt

($ 18); therefore

~
~dt

~
~dt'

dt dt dt

The first equation gives YP=
'

-, and the second

equation gives

_ ds _ ds _ d vp. _ d2
p

since \ts = u> -\-\TT.

ds d$ dr dpAlSO p = = -r f-
dui OUT dp da)

dr T . ,, rdr= sec
,
YP= 7 ,

^dp dp
and the chord of the circle of curvature through the

origin is therefore

~pdr

dp'
I I dr'1 I

~KT W .
**-

/^ l)/\\

and therefore, differentiating with respect to 6,

2 dp _ 4 dr* 2 rfr ^"__2_
dr

;j

1 rtr
2

lydp 2 d>'
2

_J dV 1
.

r* d0*
+

l*J dr~r5
7?0

2
~

r* r^2+ rj
'
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dr

If the curve passes through the origin, then at 0,

.dr

(iii)

Consider, for example, the pedal of a circle, centre C,

with respect to any point 0.

Then if 0(7=6, and the radius of the circle is a,

p = OY=IY+OI=a+bcos M
,

the equation connecting the polar co-ordinates p and u>

of the locus of Y, arid this curve is called a limagon ( 62).

If 6 < a, is inside the circle, and the pedal consists

of a single oval curve (fig. 44, i.).

If 6 > a, is outside the circle, and the pedal consists

of two loops, one inside the other, having a double point

0, where the tangents are the tangents to the circle from

(tig. 44, ii.)

If b = a, is on the circumference, and p = a (1 + cos o>),

the equation of a cardioid (fig. 44, iii.).
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122. Roulettes.

When a curve, carrying a point P fixed to it, rolls on

a straight line (or any given curve) the path traced out

by the point P is called the roulette of P with respect

to the straight line (or given curve).

Thus, when a circle rolls on a straight line, the roulette

of a point on the circumference is a cycloid ( 93), and

the roulette of any other point fixed in the plane of the

circle is called a trochoid ( 62).

An involute of a curve ( 92) is thus the roulette of

a point on a straight line which rolls on the curve.

A remarkable analogy, pointed out by Steiner, exists

between the roulette of a point with respect to a straight

line and the pedal of the rolling curve with respect to

the point as pole.

Steiner's Theorems assert that (i.) the length of the

arc of the roulette is equal to the length of the corre-

sponding arc of the pedal ; (ii.) the area bounded by an

arc of the roulette, the ordinates at the ends of the arc,

and the straight line on which the curve rolls is twice

the area bounded by the corresponding arc of the pedal

and the vectors from the origin to the ends of the arc.

For, if AP is the roulette of the point P when the

curve is rolled on the straight line Ox (fig. 45), and if PM
is the perpendicular from P on Ox, the tangent at / to

the rolling curve, then relatively to P the locus ofM is

the pedal of the rolling curve with respect to P; and

therefore relatively to M the locus of P is the same

curve
;

so that we may suppose the pedal A'P rolled on

the roulette AP, so that M is always vertically over P
if Ox is horizontal

;
and the pedal, if loaded so that the

centre of gravity is at M, will rest in neutral equilibrium
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on the roulette, provided the friction is sufficient to pre-
vent slipping.

Pig-45

The arc AP of the roulette will then be equal to the

corresponding arc A' P of the pedal, which is Steiner's

first theorem.

For particular examples of this, consult 62
;

the

figure here (fig. 45) is drawn for the roulette of the focus

of an ellipse, and the pedal of an ellipse with respect to

a focus, which is a circle.

Also if the pedal is rolled into a consecutive position

so that M comes to M', and the point p of the pedal
comes into contact with the point P' of the roulette,

then the element MM'P'P, which is the increment of

area of the roulette, is ultimately double the element

MPp, which is the increment of area of the roulette, or

area MM'P'P
area MPp

and therefore, by integration, the area OMPA of the

it = 2
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roulette is double the area A'MP of the pedal, which is

Steiner's second theorem.

This statement of Steiner's second theorem is simpler

than that usually given, where the area of the roulette is

supposed bounded by the normals at the ends of the arc

of the roulette made by a complete revolution of the

rolling curve.

Another theorem, also due to Steiner, connects the

areas of the different pedals of a closed curve, and there-

fore of the corresponding roulettes, for different positions

of the pole of the pedal.

Let A denote the area of the pedal when the pole is at

the origin, A' the area of the pedal for a different

pole O f

,
whose co-ordinates are a, (3.

s~2ir

Then '

J/=-| /(p a cos o> /3 sin cofdao

y-2W /~27T

= -1 a I p cos (adcD ^/p sin co dco

/"*
27r

+ \ I (a
2cos2

ft>+ 2a/3 cos ft) sin eo+ /3
2sin2

<o)da>.

/-:>7r y-27T /~27T

Now / cos2
a> dw = TT, /cos (,) sin co dco = 0, /sin 2

<o dco = TT
;

(I ii

so that
X-iTT .^2ir

4 ^^ -a /pcoso)do) (3/psh\ <a (/co+|7r(a
2+ /3

2
).

We can make the co-efficients of a and /3 vanish,

so that

by placing the origin at the centre of mass of the
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original curve, supposing the density of the arc propor-

tional to the curvature -s- ; and then
as

fx
Ts
d8=fv

r*d 7 /*
/ yj-as I p sinJ '} as J '

o o

cos co da) = 0,

Consider, for example, the pedals of a circle ( 121) ;

then the area of the circle being Tru
2
,
the area of the

Iima9on 2?
= &+ &cosoo will be 7rtt

2
+|7r6

2
;

for instance,

the area of the cardioid is f?ra
2

,
and therefore, by

Steiner's second theorem, the area of the corresponding

roulette, the cycloid, is S-Tra
2

.

Again the pedal of the involute of a circle, when the

centre of the circle is the pole, is the spiral of Archimedes,

and if the involute rolls on a straight line, the roulette of

the centre of the circle is a parabola ;
this explains the

nature of the relation between the parabola and the

spiral of Archimedes previously noticed ( 62).

123. Epicycloids and Hypocycloids.
These curves are the roulettes of a point on the cir-

cumference of a circle which rolls on the outside or inside

of a fixed circle ( 96).

Let denote the centre and a the radius of the fixed

circle, the centre and c the radius of the rolling circle
;

and let / denote the point of contact of the circles
;
then

IP is the normal of the roulette of P, because I is the

centre ofinstantaneous rotation of the rolling circle (fig. 46).

Draw the diameter PCD of the rolling circle, and

suppose D originally in contact with the fixed circle at
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B, and that P is then at A
;
A is called an apse or vertex

of the epicycloid.

If the angle xOI is denoted by 6, the arc ID=

arc lB= a&, so that the angle ICD= ~0, and the co-
G

ordinates of P in terms of for the epicycloid are

I a\ (
\ c/

'

\

and for a hypocycloid, change c into c.

Fig.46.

mu ,,

Therefore

: (a+c)
2
{sin

(is
2

= 2(a + c)
2

(
1 +cos 01 =

ds aO
,

2c
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and, integrating, the arc AP
A
c, . . aO= 8= 4
(a+c)sin^.

Denoting, as usual, Y the perpendicular from on

the tangent at P by p, and the angle xO Y by &>, then

n \
a$ A ,

a@
p= (a+ 2c)cos-^ ,

and <o = $+ --
^0 ('

so that p = (a+2c)cos -s-,
+2c

the polar equation of the pedal of an epicycloid, which is

of the form r = b cos mO.

A1 w cfo aw . aO
Also 7J r= 7

^ = asin- T-
dw a+'2c

so that 8=4,(
C
+-}lP7.

\a a2
/

Again,
n

= (a+ c)
2+ 2c(a+ c)cos

--
(- c'

2
,

c

so that r2- a2= 2c(a+
c)(l

+ cos

the relation connecting ^9 and r in an epicycloid.

The teeth of wheels are usually shaped by epi- and

hypo-cycloids; to show how to cut the teeth on two

wheels so as to work accurately with each other, produce
01 to a fixed point 0', and suppose 0' the centre of a

wheel of radius O'l=af, which revolves without slipping

in contact with the wheel of centre and radius a.

If the circle, centre C and radius c, rolls on the inside

of the circle, centre 0' and radius a', and describes the

hypocycloid A'P, then if the vertices A and A' of the
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epi- and hypo-cycloid start in contact, the two curvea

will roll and slide on each other (fig. 46), so that the

common normal at P passes through /, and therefore the

constant velocity ratio of the wheels is maintained.

Only a small portion of each curve, in the neighboui'-

hood of a cusp is made use of to form a tooth
;
and the

tooth is completed by a portion of an epicycloid on the

circle 0', and a portion of a hypocycloid on the circle 0,

each described by the rolling of a circle of the same-

radius c.

For instance, if c'=i, then the hypocycloid on the-

circle is given by

x = (a c) cos c'cos ( 1 ,W 0,

y= (a c) sin c'sin ( 1 ~ \9= a sin 9 ;

so that the hypocycloid degenerates into a straight line.

When the radius c of the rolling circle is made infinite,

the epicycloid and hypocycloid both become involutes of

the circles and 0', and the teeth of wheels are sometimes

made of this shape ;
involute teeth have the advantage of

preserving the velocity ratio of the wheels constant for a

variable distance between the centres of the wheels.

Produce PI both ways to meet the circles and 0'

again in H and H', and draw EPE' parallel to 00' to

meet OH, O'H' in E and E'.

Then E and E' are the centres of circles of radii a+ o

and ac which touch each other at P, and the circles

and 0' at H and H', so that the same epicycloid AP and

hypocycloid A'P can be described by the rolling of these

circles on the circles and 0' respectively ;
this is called

th*e double~generation of the epicycloid and hypocycloid^
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124. Inverse Curves,

If the vector OP of a curve is produced to Q, so that

OQ is inversely proportional to OP; or OP.OQ = c
2

,
a

constant, then the locus of Q is called an inverse curve of

the locus of P, with respect to the origin 0, or with re-

spect to the circle of centre and radius c.

Thus, if u=f9 is the polar equation of the locus of P,

then r= c
2
f0 is the polar equation of the inverse curve,

the locus of Q with respect to the origin 0.

The inverse of a circle (or sphere) is another circle (or

sphere), except when the circle (or sphere) passes through
the origin of inversion, when the inverse is a straight

line (or a plane).

For if OPQ meets a circle (or sphere) in P and Q, then

OP . OQ=OT'2
, a constant, where OT is a tangent to the

circle (or sphere), so that the circle or sphere is its own

inverse, with respect to any origin 0, and all circles and

spheres are similar.

A curve and its inverse cut the vector OPQ at comple-

mentary angles ;
for if P', Q' are corresponding consecu-

tive points on the curve and the inverse,

OP'.OQ'=OP.OQ,
so that a circle can be described round PQQ'P', and

therefore the angles QPP' and QQ'P' are complementary,
and PP', QQ' are ultimately the tangents at P and Q.

Otherwise, in the curve described by P,

_ dr _ d log r _ d log u_ f'O

*-~~de~ ~de~ ~r0
J

and in the curve described by Q,

, du d log u i '0
Cot =

,7j= in
=

\(\v udO dO 1(9

s o that cot $+ cot
<f>
= 0, or

<^>
+ 0'

= TT.
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Consequently if two curves cut at a given angle, the

inverse curves cut at the same angle ;
for instance the

inverse of a system of orthogonal curves, that is, two sets

of curves intersecting at right angles, is another system
of orthogonal curves; and the inverse of a system of

oblique trajectories of orthogonal curves, that is, curves

cutting the orthogonal curves at a constant angle, is

another system of oblique trajectories of the system of

orthogonal inverse curves.

As an exercise, prove that the inverse curves of the

dipolar system of circles of 29 with respect to either

pole S or S' are a system of concentric circles, and a system
of straight lines through the common centre

;
and the

inverse of the oblique trajectories are equiangular spirals.

125. Exact Mechanical Parallel Motion.

When P describes a given curve, the point Q can be

made to describe an inverse curve by means of the

mechanical invertors of link motion invented by Peau-

cellier and Hart.

Peaucellier's motion consists of a rhombus LP, PM>
MQ, QL formed by four links of equal length, jointed at

L, M, P, Q, and two equal links OL, OM, jointed at a

fixed point (fig. 47).

Then, however the link motion is displaced by the

motion of P,

OP.OQ= OE2- EP* = OL*- LP2
,

a constant, so that P and Q describe inverse curves.

For instance, if P is made to describe an arc of a circle

passing through by means ofa link CP, jointed at a fixed

point C, where OC=GP, then Q will move in a straight
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line perpendicular to 00, so that Q can be attached to

the head of a piston rod, and thus Peaucellier's motion

accomplishes with exactness what is only approximately
effected by Watt's Parallel Motion.

Af

Pig 47

Hart's Parallel Motion accomplishes the same purpose
with four bars, while Peaucellier's requires six.

A jointed rhomboid FGHK of rods is taken, and the

rods are crossed
; any fixed point in FG is taken and

OPQR is drawn parallel to FH or GK to meet FK in P,

GH in Q, and HK in R then P, Q, and R are fixed

points in FK, GH, and HK (fig. 47), such that when
FGHK is opened out into a parallelogram, OQRP will be

a parallelogram the sides of which are parallel to the

diagonals of the parallelogram FGHK ;
and OP. OQ is

constant, so that P and Q describe inverse curves if is

fixed.

OP FP OQ_PK
' FH~FK'}

For

so that OP.OQ= FH . GK
FP PK

(GH2 HK 2
), which is constant.
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If we drawFG parallel toPM or LQ,GQH parallel to OL,

and FPK parallel to OM
;
then is the middle point of

FG, and FG or HK is twice the length of a side of the

rhombus LPMQ, and FK and 6r/f are twice the length of

OL or OM (fig. 47).

We may join LR and .M.K by bars, and then the two

rhombuses LPMQ, OLRM are said to make a complete
Peaucellier cell.

When P and Q are inside the cell, the cell is called

positive (fig. 47) ;
but when P and Q are outside, it is

called a negative cell (fig. 48).

77

Fig 48

126. Polar Reciprocals.

The inverse of the pedal of a curve with respect to the

same pole is called the polar reciprocal of the curve.

For instance, the pedal of a circle with respect to any

point is the Iima9ou, whose polar equation in r

and is r= a+ bcos6,

and the polar reciprocal of a circle is therefore the inverse

of a lima^on, and its equation is

c2
tv* -

j

a+bcosO
the polar equation of a conic, a focus at the origin.
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If b<a, the conic is an ellipse, the inverse of an oval

limagon (fig. 44, i.),
and the origin is inside the circle

;

if b>a, the conic is a hyperbola, the inverse of a nodal

limagon (fig. 44, ii.),
and the origin is outside the circle

;

if b = a, the conic is a parabola, the inverse of a cardioid,

and the origin is on the circle (fig. 44, iii.).

The polar equations of the confocal conies ( 74), with

origin at a focus St
are

cosh
T)+ cos 9' cos cos

'

and therefore a system of inverse curves is given by the

equations

6), r sin2 =c(cos cos 6), .

the equations of a system of orthogonal lirnagons ;
and

these limaQons can be proved to be the pedals of the

system of circles ( 29), which do not pass through S and

S', with respect to S or 8'.

The polar reciprocals of these circles with respect to S

or S' are therefore a system of confocal conies.

The polar reciprocals of the system of circles through

S and S' will be a sj'stem of parabolas.

A large class of important curves are denoted by the

equation

rn= o,"cos nO,

where n is some number; for instance the curve is

(i.)
when n= l, a circle; (ii.) n= 1, a straight line;

(iii.) n= 2, a rectangular hyperbola; (iv.) n= '2, a

lemniscate; (v.) -n= |, a cardioid; (vi.) n= |, a parabola.
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Differentiating logarithmically,

d log r
cot = * = tan n6,

so that =
|TT+ %0,

and therefore w= (1 + n)6 ;

1

and >=

(tlU)
\

"

COS rj ,

-+!/
or p

m= amcos ma,
11

where m=
^>

the Plar equation of the pedal, an

equation of the same form as that of the original curve,

with m for n.

The equation of an inverse curve with respect to the

origin will be
rncos nO = b

n
;

and of a polar reciprocal

r'"cos mO = c
m

.

If AP is the roulette with respect to a straight line

of the origin of the curve rn=ancosnO (fig. 45), then,

denoting the angle IPM by \js,
and MP by y,

and yp (cos mco)
m

,

so that y
m= amcos mo>= a'

n
cos

\js,

the relation connecting y and ^ in the roulette.

Differentiating logarithmically with respect to s,

m dy d^f

y ds~
a
^ds'

dy ds
and -r- = sin i//-, -j-j-

= p :

(is c^
R
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y sec i/>- PI
then p = - -

,m m
so that the radius of curvature of the roulette is -- or

vn

1 + of the length of the normal PI,
n

For instance, if n=l, the rolling curve is a circle, and

the roulette a cycloid, and p= 2P/, as before ( 93).

Suppose the roulette AP is the catenary curve assumed

under gravity by a chain of variable density cr per unit

of length, with Ox horizontal (fig. 45) ;
then if T denotes

the tension at P, T at the lowest point A, and W the

weight of the chain AP, resolving horizontally and

vertically for the equilibrium of the part AP,

so that W=T ta,a\lr;

dW ,d^ '

f\ n c\ fr ~~ -
-. / ^of* 1 1,/*-

~~

ds Y ds a v

m2l,
so that the density at A, where i/r

= 0, is ar = 9
;

i + , 2+2 / JTXi+a
therefore - =

(sec ^)
M =

(sec \}s)
n = I

)"
.

(T \J o/

For instance, if w= j, <r is constant, and the ordinary

catenary is the roulette of the focus of a parabola.

Ifm is negative, the roulette AP is convex to the axis

of x
; put m= p, then

ysec\Is= ,

psec
\lr,

and p= .
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Now suppose that AP is a trajectory described under

gravity in a resisting medium, to determine the retarda-

tion R due to the resistance.

Resolving normally ( 90)

~ = q cos \Is, or v2 = op cos \lr = -

:

P P
and resolving tangentially

rfij2

so that fi = r/sin^-A ^

-j =gl 1
jsin\/r.

Denoting the velocity at J. by V
Q)
then v 2 =

,

_

giving the resistance as a function of the velocity.

Examples. (1) Prove that the equation of the pedal
of an ellipse with respect to the centre is

p2- = a2 cos2
o>+ 62 sin2 o>,

and that the polar reciprocal is another ellipse.

(2) Prove that the polar reciprocal of an epi- or hypo-

cycloid with respect to the centre is a Cotes's spiral of the

form r cos mO= b ( 87), and that the roulette of the centre

with respect to a straight line is an ellipse (Ex. 1, p. 98).

(3) Prove that the vibrations in an epi- or hypo-cycloid
are isochronous ( 94) for a repulsion from or attraction

to the centre varying as the distance.
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127. Conjugate Functions and Orthogonal and Oblique

Trajectories.

Two quantities a and /3 are said to be conjugate func-
tions of x and y, if o+ i/3 is a function of x+ iy, where

i= V(- 1). (Maxwell, Electricity, Vol. 1, Chap. XII.)

Let a+ 'ip
= f(x+iy) = t'z,

suppose, where z = x-\-iy.

da
, .3/3 ,,Then 5-+i-**f'z,ox ox

da
. .3/3 . c ,

~-+ i^-=<\ z:

dy dy

du
.
38 .9 8/3

so that ..iJ^ssi. J-
1

i ,i f a a
and therefore, =o , o BB s-J

rtr d2/ ox oy

nnd consequently,

Also the Jacobian

da d_/3_da dP
dx dy dy dx~\dx \dx \dy \dy

suppose.

Conversely, if

dx dy dx dy= =-

fdxV /3V2
fdu +\$j

=

so that if x and y are rectangular co-ordinates, and if
j
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denotes the arc of a curve whose equation is ft
= const.,

and s
2 the arc of a curve a= const.,

and the curves intersect at right angles, thus forming a

system of orthogonal curves.

Two cases of this kind have been discussed in 29.

In an oblique trajectory, cutting the orthogonal curves

a and ft at constant angles JTT+ y and y,

ds
1
cos y+ ds2

sin y= 0,

or da cos y+ dftsmy = 0,

and therefore a cos y+ ft sin y = const.
,

is the equation of an oblique trajectory.

As an exercise, prove that the oblique trajectories of

rn= a"cos nO are given by rn= b
n
cos(nd y), and deter-

mine the orthogonal and oblique trajectories obtained by

putting a+ ift
= (x+ iyj

1

, log(x'+ iy\ exp(x+ iy),cos(x

127. Rational Algebraical Curves in Cartesian Co-

ordinates.

A number of such curves have already been introduced

previously, which presented no difficulty in tracing from

their equations ;
a slight sketch will now be given of a

systematic method of treatment, but for a complete
account the reader is referred to the treatises on Curve

Tracing by Frost and Woolsey Johnson.

Given the equation of a curve in the rational algebrai-

cal form of the implicit relation

first arrange the terms in groups of binary qualities of
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descending order n, n l, ..., 3, 2, 1, 0, denoted by
'

lfc
i
un-i, ..., u3, U2 ,

uv u
;

so that the equation of the

curve becomes

then n is called the degree of the curve.

If u does not vanish, the curve does not pass through
the origin; but by changing the origin to a point on the

curve we can make u vanish, and then u
x
= is the

equation of the tangent at the origin.

Also u + Wj
= is the equation of a conic section,

osculating the given curve at the origin.

If
w-j

also vanishes, then u
2
= represents two straight

lines, real or imaginary, through the origin, which are

the tangents at the origin ;
if real, the origin is a double

point, and the curve crosses itself; if imaginary, the

origin is a conjugate point, that is, an isolated point the

co-ordinates of which satisfy the equation of the curve.

If u
z

is a perfect square, the tangents are coincident,

and the origin is in general a cusp ( 96).

If un also vanishes, then u
3
= denotes the tangents at

the origin, so that if ^^
3
has three real linear factors, the

origin is a triple point ; and so on.

Generally to find the multiple points of a curve, that

is the points where the curve crosses itself, consider the

first derived equation

=0 .

dx dy dx

this gives in general a determinate value of -,
, except

when
n J n

,. = 0, and 5-
= 0,

dx dy
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dii
when the value of - becomes indeterminate, and the

second, or third, ... derived equation must be employed
dii

to determine -~-
;
so that to determine the multiple points

of a curve we must find the values of x and y from the

8f , 8f
equations x-= 0, and ^ =0,

ox dy
which also satisfy the equation of the curve

%,2/) = 0;

and then having determined these points, a change of

origin to such a point will indicate the nature of the

point by inspection.

Examples. Determine the taogents at the origin of

the following curves

1.

2.

3.

4. a;Y-a
2
(*

2
-2/

2
)
= 0.

5. x*+ 3axz
y+ 'laxy* ay*= 0.

6. yA+ _|_ QaX
2 _

S^T/
3 = 0.

Secondly, to determine the nature of the curve at an

infinite distance from the origin, consider the geometrical

interpretation of the equation
un
= 0;

which represents n straight lines, real or imaginary,

through the origin.

The real straight lines will approximate to the nature

of the curve at an infinite distance, and will therefore be

parallel to the rectilinear asymptotes, if asymptotes exist.
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The definition of an asymptote has already been given

( 120); it is a tangent to the curve of which the point of

contact is at infinity, the tangent itself remaining at a

finite distance from the origin ;
or it is a straight line to

which the curve continually approaches and ultimately

at an infinite distance becomes indefinitely near.

The equation of an asymptote will therefore be of the

form y = mx-\-n,

when y =mx is the equation of one of the straight lines

represented by un
= 0.

The problem of finding an asymptote is then, from the

implicit relation f(x, y) = 0, to expand y by reversion of
aeries in descending powers of x in the form

x x

Substituting this value of y in terms of a; in the equation

i(x, 7/)
= 0, and treating the resulting equation as an

identical equation, and equating to zero the coefficients of

a;", xn~\ a;""
2
, ......

,
sufficient equations are obtained to

determine m, n, p, q, ......

Then m determines the direction and n the position of

the asymptote, and p or q determines the side of the

asymptote on which the curve lies
;
for this reason it is

generally useful to expand y in descending powers of x

as far as three terms.

If un has a factor x, then to determine the correspond-

ing asymptote we must expand x in descending powers of

y in the form x= n'+ + 9+ ......
;

y y
or we may in general put

and determine m', n', p', q' ......
,
as before.
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When it is possible to obtain y explicitly in terms of x,

or x in terms of y, from the implicit relation f(x, y)
= 0,

the asymptotes are then determined by expanding in

descending powers by the Binomial Theorem
;
thus if

(a
3Ys a3

l
~x3

)
= ~ x+

3x*

(

a3\ 1. a3

l
~")

= ~ y+ Z z

Also, if x= a makes y oo, or y = b makes x oo, then

x a= is an asymptote, and also y 6= 0.

For example, if the equation is
9 79a
_i_" _i

then
2/

2=
-5-^-5, and

'
2 = ? ^, 9 ,

a? a Jr o

so that cc a = and yb = are asymptotes.

The preceding considerations are in general sufficient

for tracing a curve whose equation is given, but consider-

ations of symmetry are also useful
; thus, if only even

powers of x appear in the equation, the curve is sym-
metrical right and left of the axis of y ;

if only even

powers of y appear, the curve is symmetrical above and

below the axis of x.

Examples. Determine the asymptotes of the following

curves, and trace the curves.

_-i .

'

a?
~

tf 6. xz
y

z= a?(x
2+ y-)

2. xz
y+ xy

2= a3
. or a?(

3. y*= x2
(2a-x). 7. x*-y

i-
4. x3

xy
z+ ay

i= Q. 8. x?+y
5

Trace also the curves of the preceding set of examples.
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NOTE A.

It is sometimes simpler to use the definition

dfx_ ,J(x+h)- f(x
-

h)

~dx~ 2h

which is equivalent to the ordinary definition ( 1) ;
for

instance, in this way
dx2

,,(x+ k)
z -(x-Kf 9 ,

s
,

T~ == 1" TT
-tC \o *J

fix 2k

(I sin ./_, sin(a;+/i) sin(a: h)

dx ~W~
sink= It cos x . = cos x ( 4).

d cos x _ , cos(# -f-h) cos(ic A)

~^~ "2/T

,,sin h , _= smant ,
=

Again, in this way 34)

duv _, ,(u+Au)(v+ Av) (u"""

_, _
dot dx
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NOTE B.

In the proof of j = nx"~ l

( 3) the Binomial

Theorem and its convergency have been assumed
;
but

the proof can be given without this assumption.

(i.) Suppose n a positive integer, and denote x+h by

ojj ;
then

\XjJu tJu^
^~

vi/

*^9 i / - 9 1\
**

I I /*" */y> I /v" * i /y) nf*"- '

1^ T^ iXy (Xy, |^ fcV I ll>w

(ii.) Suppose n a positive fraction
,
and put x= z''>

x^z }

q
;
then

/' V

dx" _, x^ x'1

dx x x

:

(iii.) Suppose n a negative number -w
;
then

^n

= it^""*"^'

x,
m xm mxm~l

= _ It m n ~&r= rtix
m l = nx

dx
so that , =nxn~ l

, universally.
dx
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Acceleration, page 135 ;

radial and transversal, 145.

Amsler's planimeter, 228.

Apse, 249.

Arc of plane curve, differential

expressions for, 14, 21.

Archimedes, spiral of, 97, 248.

Areas of plane curves, 74.

Asymptotes, 183, 239, 263.

Asymptotic circle, 149.

Bernoulli's numbers, 196 ;

expressed as definite integrals,

200.

Cardioid, 96, 244, 256.

Cartesian co-ordinates, algebraic

curves in, 261.

Catenary, 58, 96, 98, 128, 258;

involute of, 155.

Cauchy's form of remainder in

Taylor's series, 203.

Caustic curves, 172.

Central orbit of a particle, 147.

Centroid, or centre of gravity, 81 ;

of an area, 82 ;

circle, 85;

Centroid continued.

cone, 101 ;

hyperbola, 90 ;

parabola, 82 ;

paraboloid, 101 ;

sphere and spheroid, 99, 100

surface of revolution, 99 ;

with polar co-ordinates, 92.

Circular functions, 4.

( 'ircular measure, 3.

C'issoid, 128.

Concavity and convexity, 240.

Cone

volume and surface of, 101 ;

greatest cylinder in, 178.

Conjugate functions, 260 ;

points, 262.

Corrected integral, 76.

Cotes's spirals, 148, 259.

Curvature, 150 ;

centre of, 151, 154 ;

circle of, 150, 164 ;

chord of, 205, 243 ;

radius of, 151, 242.

Curves in general, 238 ;

tracing, 18, 22, 91.

Cusps, 162, 262.
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Cycloid. 156, 245 ;

companion of, 157 ;

evolute of, 158 ;

isochronism of, 159.

Definite integrals, 78.

Degree of curve, 262.

Differential coefficients

definition of, 1 , 266 ;

dynamical interpretation, 15 ;

geometrical interpretation, 10.

Differential equation of orbit, 146.

Differentiation

of circular functions, 5 ;

exponential functions, 33;

function of a function, 10;

hyperbolic functions, 43 ;

inverse circular functions, 24 ;

inverse hyperbolic functions, 45 ;

logarithm, 35;

power, 2;

sum or difference, product or

quotient, 45.

Differentiation, partial, of two

variables, 217.

Differentiation, successive, 129 ;

dynamical applications of, 135;

geometrical illustrations, 150.

Double integration, 223.

Double point, 262.

Ellipse, 38 ;

area of, 84 ;

evolute, 168.

Envelopes, 170 ;

of trajectories, 143.

Epicycloid, 162, 248 ;

double generation of, 251.

Equation of motion in a plane, 1 40 ;

with polar co-ordinates, 1 44 ;

Equation continued.

of chord, tangent, asymptote
and normal, 238 ;

first derived, 17.

Equiangular spiral, 98.

Euler's numbers, 198 ;

expressed as definite integrals,

200;

theorem of homogeneous func-

tions, 235.

Evolute, 154 ;

of an ellipse or hyperbola, 168 ;

of a parabola, 166.

Expansion of circular and hyper-
bolic functions, 192 ;

of a function of two variables,

220.

Format, law of refraction, 187-

Fluent and fluxions, 75.

Formulae, trigonometrical, 6 ;

hyperbolic, 37.

Fourier's series, 212.

Functions, definition of, 2 ;

of three or more variables, 232.

Green's theorem, 235.

Gregorie's series, 1 94.

Gudermann functions, 41.

Guldin's theorem, 102.

Harmonic vibrations, 160.

Hyperbola, 38, 256 ;

conjugate, area of, 87 ;

evolute, 168.

Hyperbolic functions, 37 ;

geometrical intarpretation of, 40.

Hyperbolic spiral, 98.

Hypocycloid, 163, 248 ;

double generation of, 251.
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Implicit and explicit functions, 17.

Indefinite integrals, 62.

Independent variable,changeof, 152

Indeterminate forms, 206.

Inflexion, points of, 183, 240.

Instantaneous centre, 157, 241,

248.

Integration, definition cf, 59 ;

by parts, 103 ;

by reduction, 106 ;

considerations of symmetry and

periodicity, 79 ;

double, 223
;

limits, 76, 78 ;

of circular and hyperbolic func-

tions, 70, 120 ;

of irrational functions, 110 ;

of rational functions, 63.

Intrinsic equations, 162.

Inverse curves, 252.

Involute, 154, 245 ;

teeth of wheels, 251.

Jacpbian, 118, 260.

Kepler's law, 148.

Lagrange's form of remainder in

Taylor's series, 201.

Leibnitz's theorem, 132 ;

symbolical form, 133.

Lemniscate, 256.

Lima9on, 98, 244, 256.

Limits in integration, 76, 78.

Logarithmic spiral, 98.

Loxodrome or rhumb line, 58.

Maclaurin's theorem, 191.

Maxima and minima, 174;

exceptional cases, 182 ;

Maxima and minima continued.

geometric and other solutions,

185;

of two variables, 222.

Method of limits, 1, 33, 206.

Multiple points, 262.

Napierian logarithms, base e, 33.

Neutral equilibrium, 97, 245.

Newton's law of gravitation, 148.

Normal to curve, 13 ;

in polar co-ordinates, 238.

Oblique trajectories, 253, 2GO.

Orthogonal transformations, 187 ;

curves, systems of, 253 ;

trajectories, 260.

Osculating circle, 150.

Pappus, theorems of, 102.

Parabola, 256
;

arc of, 97 ;

area, 80 ;

semi-cubical, 95.

Parabolic motion, 140.

Paraboloid, volume and surface of,

101.

Parallel motion

Peaucellier's, 253 ;

Hart, 254.

Pedal curves, 241.

Perfect differentials, 226.

Planimeter, 228.

Polar equation, 20.

Polar reciprocals, 255.

Proportional parts, rule for, 13.

Quadrature, definition of, 74 ;

of circle and ellipse, 83 ;

hyperbola and conjugate, 87 ;

parabola, 80 ;
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Quadrature continued.

surfaces, 98 ;

with polar co-ordinates, 92.

Quantics, 233.

Radius of curvature, 151, 243.

Rectification of curves, 95.

Reduction, integration by, 106.

Relations of circular functions, 28;

inverse circular functions, 30.

Remainder in Taylor's series, 201.

Roulettes, 245.

Schltimilck and Roche's form of

remainder in Taylor's series, 204.

Series, Bernoulli's, 196;

binomial, 190 ;

circular and hyperbolic, 192 ;

Kuler's, 198 ;

Fourier's, 212 ;

Gregorie's, 194 ;

Maclaurin's, 191 ;

remainders of, 201 ;

Taylor's, 190.

Sign of an area, 225.

Solid of revolution, volume and

surface of, 98.

Sphere, volume and surface, 99.

Steiner's theorems

analogy between roulette and

pedal, 245;

connection between areas of

pedals, 247.

Subtangent and abnormal, 13 ;

in polar co-ordinates, 22.

Successive differentiation, 129 ;

dynamical applications of, 135;

geometrical illustrations, 150.

Surface of cone, paraboloid, sphere,

and spheroid, 99.

Tangent to curve, 13, 19;

in polar co-ordinates, 238.

Taylor's theorem, 189;

geometrical interpretation of, 12,

204;

two independent variables, 220.

Teeth of wheels, 250.

Tractrix, 58, 96, 128;

involute of, 155.

Triple point, 262.

Trochoid, 98, 245.

True and eccentric anomaly,
120.

Vectors, 241.

Velocity, radial and transversal,

22, 144.

Vertical motion of a body, 136 ;

with resistance of air, 137.

Vibrations, cycloidal, 156;

harmonic, 160.

Wallis's theorems, 107.
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By E. J. ROUTH, D.Sc., LL.D., F.R.S. With numerous Examples.

Fourth Edition, revised and enlarged. 8vo. In Two Parts. Part

I. Elementary, 14s. Part II. Advanced, 14s.

DIFFERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL CALCULUS, with Applications. By
ALFEKD GEOROE GREENHILL, M.A., Professor of Mathematics to

the Senior Class of Artillery Officers, Woolwich
; Examiner in

Mathematics in the University of London. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

A TEXT BOOK ON THE METHOD OF LEAST SQUARES. By MANSFIELD

MERRIMAN, Professor of Civil Engineering at Lehigh University,

Member of the American Philosophical Society, etc. 8vo. 8s. 6d.

APPLIED MECHANICS. An Elementary General Introduction to the

Theory of Structures and Machines. By JAMKS H. COTTERILL,

F.R.S., Professor of Applied Mechanics in the Royal Naval

College, Greenwich. Medium 8vo. 18s.

Nature says that the volume "hours on every page evidence that its author

has not ouly studied and become intimately acquainted with his subject, but

that he possesses the rare faculty of having learned by experience in teaching

the best way of presenting a subject so as to diminish its difficulties and make

rough places smooth for the footsteps of the beginner."

PHYSICAL ARITHMETIC. By A. MACFARLANE, M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S.E.,

Examiner in Mathematics to the University of Edinburgh. Crown

8vo. 7s. 6d.

This treatise may be described as a treatise on Applied Arithmetic,

the applications being chiefly in Physical Science. Knowledge of

the elements of pure arithmetic is assumed, but the more advanced

methods are explained when their application happens to occur.

The subject is treated under the following heads : (1) Financial ; (2)

Geometrical ; (3) Kinematical ; (4) Dynamical ; (5) Thermal ; (6)

Electrical ; (7) Acoustical ; (8) Optical ; and (9) Chemical.

MACMILLAN AND CO., LONDON.



MATHEMATICAL PUBLICATIONS Continued.

A COLLECTION OF EXAMPLES ON HEAT AND ELECTRICITY. By H.

H. TURNER, B.A., Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. Crown

8vo. 2s. 6d.

CONIC SECTIONS. By CHARLES SMITH, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of

Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge. Second Edition. Crown Svo.

7s. 6d.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON SOLID GEOMETRY. By CHAKLKS

SMITH, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Sidney Sussex College, Cam-

bridge. Crown Svo. 9s. 6d.

ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA. By CHARLES SMITH, M. A., Fellow and Tutor

of Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge. Crown Svo. [Shortly.

ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA FOR SCHOOLS. A New Algebra for Schools.

By H. S. HALL, B.A., formerly Scholar of Christ's College, Cam-

bridge, Master of the Military and Engineering Side, Clifton College,

and S. R. KNIGHT, B.A., formerly Scholar of Trinity College, Cam-

bridge, late Assistant Master of Marlborough College. Globe Svo.

3s. Gd. With Answers, 4s. 6d.

.A'otwesays, "This is, in our opinion, the best le),icntary algebra for schoo

use. . . . Wo confidently recommend it to mathematical teachers, who wo feel

sure will find it the best book of its kind for teaching purposes. Many subjects

of interest are also treated of, and a vast collection of (3,500) examples will fur-

nish ample exercise for the boys, and save the teacher the trouble of concocting

illustrations of the best methods."

WEEKLY PROBLEM PAPERS. With Notes. Intended for the use of

Students preparing for Mathematical Scholarships, and for the

Junior Members of the Universities who are reading for Mathe-

matical Honours. By Eev. JOHN J. MILNE, Second Master of

1 level-sham Grammar School. ISmo. 3s. 6d.

Questions on the following subjects only have been admitted :

Algebra, Arithmetic, Euclid, Trigonometry, Geometrical Conies,

the Elementary Parts of Analytical Conies, Statics, and in a few of

the latter papers Dynamics.

MACMILLAN AND CO., LONDON.



MA 7HEMA TICAL PUBLICA T/ONS Continued.

SOLUTIONS OF WEEKLY PROBLEM PAPERS. By the Rev. JOHN J.

MILNE, M.A. Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.

DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS FOR BEGINNERS. With a Selection of

Easy Examples. By ALEXANDER KNOX, B.A., Cantab. 18mo.

3s. 6d. .

Nature says,
" This little book deserves a hearty welcome from those who are

engaged in leading forward students to the higher mathematics. . . . Presenting

a carefully-selected set of illustrations of infinitesimals, limits, and differential

co-efficients, which a student may profitably work through before entering upon
the usual formal treatises on the calculus. We know of no work in English

comparable with the present since De Morgan's Elementary Illustrations of the

Differential and Integral Calculut."

ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY. By Rev. J. B. LOCK, M.A., Senior

Fellow, Assistant Tutor and Lecturer in Mathematics, of Gonville

and Caius College, Cambridge ; late Assistant Master at Eton.

Globe 8vo. 4s. 6d.

HIGHER TRIGONOMETRY. By the same Author. Globe 8vo. 4s. 6d.

Both Parts complete in One Volume. Globe 8vo. 7s. 6d.

ARITHMETIC FOR SCHOOLS. By Rev. J. B. LOCK, M.A. Globe 8vo.

[In the Press.

"WOOLWICH MATHEMATICAL PAPERS, for Admission into the Royal

Military College, Woolwich, 18801884 inclusive. Crown 8vo.

3s. 6d.

SOLID GEOMETRY AND CONIC SECTIONS. With Appendices on Trans-

versals and Harmonic Division. For the Use of Schools. By Rev.

J. M. WILSON, M.A., Head Master of Clifton College. New

Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

MACMILLAN AND CO., LONDON.
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